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Neutron capture data for unstable nuclei – Astrophysical quests 

and experimental challenges 

 
 

F. Käppeler
* 

 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Campus North, IKP, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract The abundances of the chemical elements heavier than iron can be attributed in about 

equal parts to the r and s processes, which are taking place in supernova explosions and during the He 

and C burning phases of stellar evolution, respectively. So far, quantitative studies of the r-process are 

out of reach, because it involves reactions on extremely short-lived neutron-rich nuclei. On the contrary, 

the situation for the s-process is far advanced, thanks to a comprehensive database of experimental (n, ) 

cross sections for most isotopes along the reaction path from 
12

C to the Pb/Bi region. For the stable 

isotopes last gaps in the data are presently closed, but further studies are clearly needed to reach the 

required accuracy and to resolve remaining discrepancies. The quest for cross sections of unstable 

isotopes remains a persisting challenge though. In particular, nuclei which act as branching points are of 

prime interest, because they provide key information on the deep stellar interior. While the activation 

method is limited to a few exceptional branch-point nuclei, successful measurements via the time-of-

flight technique are depending on intense pulsed neutron sources and elaborate methods for sample 

production. Current developments in Europe are providing promising perspectives in both areas.  

Keywords Radiative neutron capture, stellar cross section data, s-process nucleosynthesis 

unstable isotopes, laboratory approaches 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION: ABUNDANCES AND PRODUCTION SCENARIOS 

By the pioneering work of Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle (B2FH) [1] and 

Cameron [2] the origin of the heavy elements from the Fe group to the Pb/Bi 

region and up to the actinides has been attributed to the slow (s) and rapid (r) 

neutron capture processes, which are termed according to their typical neutron 

capture times being slow or rapid compared to average -decay half-lives. 

Meanwhile, astrophysical scenarios are clearly identified for the s process, which 

takes place during the He and C burning phases of stellar evolution [3, 4]. For the 

r process, supernova explosions appeared to be the most promising sites, but as a 

conclusive model is still missing, neutron star mergers are being considered as 

alternative scenarios [5]. 

While the s and r process are holding about equal shares of the observed solar-

system abundances between Fe and U [6], a third process, the so-called p (proton 

capture or photodissociation) process, has been invoked for explaining the origin 

of about 32 rare, proton-rich nuclei, which, however, contribute less than 1% to 

the observed abundances in general.  
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Among these processes, only the s process has been established quantitatively, 

yielding rather detailed information concerning the s component in the solar 

system abundances as  well as  on the role  of the s process  in galactic chemical 

 
 

Fig. 1. The main neutron-capture processes responsible for the observed abundances 

between iron and the actinides. The reaction path of the s process follows the stability 

valley, while the r-process path is shifted to very neutron-rich nuclei, which later decay 

(dashed arrows) and are mixing with the s component. Note also the occurrence of local 

branchings in the s-process path (circles) at unstable isotopes with similar neutron capture 

and  decay rates. 

 

evolution. In fact, two different s components have been identified, the main and 

the weak s process, which are ascribed to specific phases of stellar evolution in 

stars of different mass.  

The main s process occurs in the He-burning layers of asymptotic giant branch 

(AGB) stars with M  3Mʘ [3, 7] and contributes predominantly to the mass range 

between 90Zr and 209Bi. Neutrons are alternatingly produced by (, n) reactions on 
13C and 22Ne  at average neutron  densities of about 107 and 108 cm-3, 

respectively. 

The weak s component, which contributes only to the abundances between Fe and 

Zr, takes place in massive stars (M > 8Mʘ) during convective core-He burning and 

subsequently during convective shell-C burning [4, 8]. The more efficient neutron 

exposure during shell-C burning is characterized by fairly high neutron densities, 

which start at about 1011 - 1012 cm-3 and then decrease exponentially. 

In contrast to the s process, where neutron capture times of the order of days to 

years confine the reaction path to or close to the valley of  stability, extremely 

high neutron densities of > 1022 cm-3 are reached in the r process, giving rise to 

capture times of the order of milliseconds, indicating an explosive scenario for the 

r process either related to supernovae or neutron star mergers. In either case, the 

extreme neutron densities imply that (n, ) reactions are becoming much more 

rapid than  decays, thus driving the reaction path close to the neutron drip line at 
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the limits of stability. After the explosion, the initial, short-lived reaction products 

decay to the valley of stability. 

The reaction paths of the s and r process are sketched in Fig. 1. The neutron-rich 

isotopes outside the s path can be ascribed to the r process. Apart from these r-

only isotopes the r process contributes also to most of the other iso-topes, except 

for those, which are shielded by stable isobars. The corresponding ensemble of s-

only isotopes is important for the separation of the respective abundance 

distributions and, more importantly, to set constraints for the overall s-process 

effciency and for the parameters governing the abundance pattern in s-process 

branchings. The subset of r-only nuclei can be used as calibration points for the 

overall r-process distribution. The stable p isotopes on the proton-rich side, which 

cannot be produced by neutron reactions, are also ascribed to supernova 

explosions [9]. 

It is to be noted for all s-process scenarios that the reaction path is confined to the 

valley of  stability, because neutron capture times are on average much longer 

than half-lives. This feature implies that the evolving s abundances are strongly 

correlated with the respective neutron capture cross sections, which, therefore, 

constitute the most important nuclear physics input for any s-process study. 

 
Neutron reactions and available data 

 
The neutron spectrum typical of the various s-process sites is described by a 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, because neutrons are quickly thermalized in the 

dense stellar plasma. The effective stellar reaction cross sections are therefore 

obtained by averaging the experimental data over that spectrum. The resulting 

Maxwellian averaged cross sections (MACS) 

 

        
 

  
 
           

           
 

 

     
            

 

 

 

 

are commonly compared for a thermal energy of kT = 30 keV, but for realistic s-

process scenarios a range of thermal energies has to be considered, from about 8 

keV typical of the 13C(, n) source in low mass AGB stars to about 90 keV during 

shell-C burning in massive stars. To cover this full range, energy-differential cross 

sections (En) are needed in the energy region 0.1  En  500 keV. 

Although an extensive set of experimental cross sections is meanwhile available, 

the situation is far from being satisfactory. The data for many of the stable 

isotopes do not meet the required accuracy of 5 %, are discrepant, or cover only 

part of the energy range of interest. For the set of unstable nuclei, which play an 

essential role in understanding the s-process branchings, reliable data are yet 

largely missing, because they are very diffcult to access experimentally. 

The current status has been summarized in the KADoNiS compilation [10, 11], 

where data sets for 356 isotopes, including 77 radioactive nuclei on or close to the 
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s-process path are listed. While measurements exist for the (n, ) cross sections of 

almost all 277 stable isotopes, experimental data are available for only 14 

radioactive nuclei, including the branch points 63Ni, 129I, 135Cs, 147Pm, 151Sm, 154Eu, 

and 163Ho. However, most measurements on unstable isotopes have been carried 

out via activation in a quasi-stellar spectrum for kT = 25 keV [12], thus requiring 

extrapolation to lower and higher temperatures by means of theoretical cross 

sections obtained with the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model that are typically 

affected by uncertainties of 25 to 30%. 

 
 

Fig. 2. The s-process network in the Sm-Eu-Gd region with branchings of the reaction 

path at 151Sm, 152,154,155Eu, and 153Gd. Due to the competition between neutron capture and 

-decay, the abundance patterns of branchings carry important information on neutron 

flux and temperature at the s-process site. 

 

 
The MACS values of unstable isotopes are crucial for the interpretation of s-

process branchings as illustrated in Fig. 2. The local abundance pattern produced 

by the branchings is reflecting the stellar neutron flux that determines the neutron 

capture flow at the branching point compared to the strength of the -decay 

channel. In some cases, however, this mechanism is more complicated, because 

the effective -decay rate can be enhanced at stellar temperatures. The branching 

at 151Sm is of particular interest because the 93 yr half-life of 151Sm decreases by 

about a factor of 30 in an s-process environment [13]. 

Accordingly, branchings can be considered as diagnostic tools for the stellar 

interior, provided that temperature and neutron flux can be constrained by 

reconstructing the abundance pattern on the basis of reliable cross section data for 

the involved isotopes. 

 

Laboratory work: activation vs. time of flight 

 

Stellar (n, ) cross sections are commonly measured either by activation in a 

quasi-stellar neutron field [12] or using the time-of-flight (TOF) technique. The 

activation method has the advantage of superior sensitivity, thus allowing one to 

limit the sample material to sub-g amounts and to avoid excessive backgrounds 
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from the activity of the sample. For most branch points, however, activation is not 

applicable, because they are situated between stable isotopes (see 151Sm in Fig. 

2). 

In view of the relevant keV energies, TOF measurements of stellar cross sections 

depend on accelerator-based neutron facilities, using either moderated sources 

produced by high-energy pulsed electron or proton beams or neutrons directly 

originating from (p, n) reactions with low-energy protons. While moderated 

sources, e.g. GELINA at Geel/Belgium [14, 15], n_TOF at CERN [16], or LANSCE 

at Los Alamos [17], cover very wide neutron energy ranges from thermal to nearly 

the initial energy of the charged particle beam, the neutron spectra produced with 

low-energy machines can be tailored to the astrophysically relevant keV region, 

e.g. at the FRANZ facility in Frankfurt/Germany [18, 19]. 

 
Fig. 3. Integrated neutron flux in the astrophysically relevant energy interval from 10 to 

100 keV at existing TOF facilities and at the future FRANZ accelerator. 

 

Compared to activation measurements the sensitivity of the TOF method suffers 

from the lower (pulsed) beam currents and from the (much) larger distance 

between neutron source and sample. These drawbacks must be compensated by 

increasing the sample mass, by increasing the peak currents of the pulsed neutron 

sources, or by reducing the flight path. Because the sample mass for unstable 

isotopes is limited by the specific -activity, neutron flux and flight path have to 

optimized instead. The key parameter for TOF experiments is the achievable flux 

at the sample position, which is compared in Fig. 3 for the main existing and 

future facilities. The expected performance of FRANZ is based on the experience 

with the Karlsruhe Van de Graaff accelerator, scaled with the beam current on 

target. 

While the 20 m stations at LANSCE and n_TOF represent the best choices among 

the moderated sources, the shorter flight path at FRANZ of only 1 m will make this 

design a very attractive option for measurements on unstable samples. Note, 

however, that additional aspects for such measurements, e.g. the resolu-tion in 
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neutron energy, the effect of different repetition rates, -flash intensities, and 

facility-specific backgrounds are not considered in this comparison. 

 
Outlook 

 
In summary, intense pulsed sources of keV neutrons are instrumental for a wealth 

of applications in astrophysics, especially for cross section measurements on 

unstable isotopes. At present, TOF measurements on a range of s-process branch 

point isotopes appear to be feasible and are partially under investigation at 

n_TOF/CERN [20]. Apart from these s-process aspects, there is also a multitude of 

requests for MACS data concerning other scenarios with even higher neutron 

densities. Under certain conditions, stars may experience convective-reactive 

nucleosynthesis episodes if H-rich material is convectively mixed into a He-burning 

zone [21, 22], resulting in neutron densities up to about 1015 cm-3, a situation 

intermediate between the s and the r process. Accordingly, the neutron-capture 

path is shifted by a few mass units from the valley of stability, as neutron capture 

times are only minutes or hours. Explosive nucleosynthesis in the r and p process 

are another field, where neutron reactions on unstable isotopes are of key 

importance, essentially during the freeze-out phase when free neutrons are 

captured by the primary reaction products. 

The data requests for these explosive scenarios are yet outside the reach of 

existing facilities. Once FRANZ starts operation, it might be possible to reduce the 

flight path to about 10 cm, thus extending the possibilities for measure-ments on 

unstable samples significantly. Recently, neutron-induced reactions in inverse 

kinematics have been proposed [23] by combining a beam of radioactive ions 

cycling in a storage ring similar to the CRYRING at GSI/FAIR [24] with a reactor 

core or a cold neutron beam as the neutron target. This method would also 

provide an option for unstable isotopes with half-lives below about a week, too 

short for measurements with stationary samples. 
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___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract A major task in experimental nuclear astrophysics is the measurement of cross 

sections of capture reactions. In the last years, the astrophysics group of NCSR “Demokritos” 

developed and used a method for conducting this kind of research using a 4π NaI γ-detector [1]. 

Of great importance in this method is the determination of the efficiency of the detector, which 

depends on the average multiplicity of the γ-cascade de-exciting the entry state of the produced 

nucleus. 

Two new experimental setups have been studied and are in course of installation at the Tandem 

Laboratory of the Institute of Nuclear and Particle Physics of NCSR “Demokritos”, that will 

provide the possibility for conducting this kind of experiments inhouse. The first one is a new 

14x14 inches NaI detector and the second is the BGO Ball of the GASP setup. These detector 

setups as well as their potential experimental use will be described in detail. 

Keywords Nuclear Astrophysics, 4π NaI crystal, BGO Ball 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Stellar nucleosynthesis of elements above iron is known to proceed primarily by neutron 

capture reactions on already formed nuclides, which then decay by emitting electrons (β- 

decay). As a result, the vast majority of the stable nuclei heavier than Fe are produced via 

the s and r processes that are comprehensively reviewed in [2-6]. Among the stable nuclei 

that are heavier than Fe, there exist 35 nuclei [7-9] which lie on the neutron-deficient side 

of the stability valley between 74Se and 196Hg. This group of stable nuclides, known as p 

nuclei, cannot be synthesized by either the s or the r process because stable isobars shield 

them from the β- decay of more neutron-rich nuclei. 

To date, the prediction of the solar-system abundances of the p nuclei is one of the major 

puzzles of all models of p-process nucleosynthesis [9]: although the latter are capable of 

reproducing these abundances within a factor of 3, they fail in the case of some light p 

nuclei around A≈90, with 92Mo and 94Mo being the most striking cases, and a number of 

heavier ones. Although, these discrepancies could be attributed to uncertainties in the pure 

astrophysical modelling, nuclear physics uncertainties also need to be considered. This is 

because astrophysical abundance calculations make an extensive use of the Hauser-

Feshbach (HF) theory [10] to obtain a vast number of cross sections and from those the 

reaction rates of more than 20000 reactions of an extended reaction network involving 

almost 2000 nuclei heavier than iron. Nuclear physics input, such as ground state (g.s.) 

properties, level densities, γ-ray strength functions, and optical model potentials are 
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needed for these calculations. This input can be determined, tested, and improved by 

laboratory cross-section measurements of capture reactions to finally obtain robust and 

reliable model predictions for these parameters. It is, hereby, worth noting that the vast 

majority of these reactions involves unstable target nuclei far off stability that are hardly 

reachable, even with the latest developments in the production and acceleration of 

radioactive ion beams. 

In the present paper, a brief description of a method developed by the astrophysics group 

of the NCSR “Demokritos” will be given, and in addition the new experimental setups of 

the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory will be presented. 

THE 4π γ-SUMMING METHOD 

A major task in experimental nuclear astrophysics is the measurement of cross sections of 

capture reactions. In such in-beam experiments, the total cross section σT is derived from 

the total reaction yield Y by using 

   
 

  

 

 
 

where A is the atomic weight in amu of the target used, NA is the Avogadro number and ξ 

is the target thickness. The total reaction yield is obtained from the absolute efficiency 

corrected A0 coefficients of the corresponding angular distributions of all the transitions 

depopulating the entry state (transitions γ0, γ1 and γ2 of left panel of Fig.1). The same 

quantity can also equivalently be derived from all the transitions feeding the ground state 

(transitions γ0, γ1,0 and γ2,0 of left panel of Fig.1) using 

     
 

 

 

 

where N is the total number of transitions to be considered. Obviously, the determination 

of cross sections from γ-angular distribution measurements can become very time 

     
 

Fig. 1. Left panel: Simplified decay scheme of a compound nucleus produced in a capture 

reaction at an excited (entry) state with energy EX. Right panel: Typical γ spectra for the de-

excitation of the compound nucleus illustrated on the right by using (a) a small-size NaI(Tl) 

crystal and (b) a large volume 4π NaI(Tl) summing detector. 
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consuming with increasing number N of γ transitions, since spectra for each transition at 

every energy and for several angles have to be analyzed. 

The 4π γ-summing method described here in brief and presented in detail in [1] is based 

on the use of a large-volume NaI(Tl) detector, covering a solid angle of almost 4π for 

photons emitted at its center. Because of the large volume of the detector and the large 

decay time of the crystal (typically ≥ 250 ns), the detector absorbs fully all the photons 

and additionally it “sums” the energy of the photons of each cascade. The spectra from the 

two different methods are depicted in the right panel of Fig.1. It is clear from the 

discussion that for each energy it is necessary to acquire only one “angle integrated” 

spectrum to analyze. In this case, the total reaction yield needed for the determination of 

the cross section is obtained by 

  
  

    

 

where IΣ is the intensity of the sum peak, Nb is the number of beam particles and εΣ is the 

sum-peak efficiency. The problem that arises is the determination of the εΣ. The method 

was introduced and tested with the 12x12 inch NaI(Tl) detector at the Dynamitron Tandem 

Laboratory of the University of Bochum, Germany (see Fig.2). The specific setup was 

studied and simulated with Geant4 [11] and the procedure proposed for the calculation of 

the sum-peak efficiency is the following. The efficiency strongly depends on the multiplicity 

of the cascade and the energy of the sum peak. By Geant4 simulations and experimental 

measurements it was demonstrated that by acquiring a spectrum at two different positions 

of the setup, i.e. the “in” position indicated by “a” in Fig.2 and the “out” position indicated 

by “b” and “c” in Fig.2, the ratio R can be calculated by the formula 

  
  
  

  
    

where   
   and   

    are the corresponding intensities of the sum peak. The  

 “averagemultiplicity” <M> of the cascade is deduced by the relation             . In the 

left part of Fig.3 two representative “in” and “out” spectra along with their Geant4 

simulations are presented, while in the right part the dependence of the ratio R to the 

 
 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup at the Bochum university consisting of a 12x12 inch NaI(Tl) 
detector. The arrows marked with “a”, “b” and “c” indicate target positions. 
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average multiplicity <M> is given for several sources and reactions. Once the average 

multiplicity is calculated and since the energy of the sum peak is known from the spectra, 

by the use of the “map” given in Fig.4 the efficiency εΣ for the specific setup can be 

deduced.  

 
 

Fig. 3. Left panel: γ spectra of a 60Co source at the “in” and “out” position, along with the 

corresponding Geant4 simulations. Right panel: Measured dependence of the ratio R to <M> 

for several sources and reactions along with the calculated arithmetic relation. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated sum-peak efficiencies for different sum-peak energies EΣ 
and multiplicities <M>, determined for the resonances of the three reactions listed in the 

legend. 
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NEW EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS AT TANDEM ACCELERATOR LABORATORY 

4π NaI DETECTOR 

In the context of the LIBRA EU project and in order to be able to measure cross sections in 

house, it was foreseen the equipment of the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory of the NCSR 

“Demokritos” with a large 4π NaI detector at. After extensive Geant4 simulations of 

different setups (see Fig.5) the concluded design was the 14x14 inch detector segmented 

in two parts, i.e. “up” and “down”. The first advantage of the proposed setup, is the larger 

volume of the detector in comparison to the one of the University of Bochum, thus 

resulting at a greater efficiency, which in some cases reaches 45%. This feature will enable 

the group to measure reactions of lower cross section or reduce the measurement time of 

the experiment. The second advantage of the detector acquired by the group is its 

segmentation. In the case of the monocrystal setup of Bochum, in order to calculate the 

average multiplicity of the reaction, two separate measurements at a given energy are 

needed, i.e. one with the target at the “in” position and one at the “out” position. In the 

case of the segmented detector, by placing the target at the center of the setup three 

separate spectra can be acquired simultaneously, i.e. one from the top segment, one from 

 
 

Fig. 5. Simulated sum-peak efficiencies for different detector geometries. On the geometry 
axis, the first number refers to the diameter of the detector and the second to its length, both 
measurements are given in inches. Full circle marks are for monocrystal detector, while the 

open circle ones correspond to a detector segmented in two parts. 
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the bottom segment and the sum of the two. This feature will also greatly reduce the 

experimental measurement time, as for each beam energy only one measurement is 

required instead of two. 

A drawing of the newly acquired detector along with a photo of one of its segments is 

given in Fig.6.  

BGO BALL 

At the beginning of the 90’s, at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro the GASP spectrometer 

was commissioned. The setup consisted of 40 Compton suppressed Hyper-pure high 

efficiency n-type germanium detectors (HPGe) and a 4π calorimeter of 80 BGO crystals. In 

the mid 00’s the setup was decommissioned, and while the HPGe detectors were used in 

different projects, the BGO calorimeter was not. 

Lately, the BGO calorimeter and its supporting structure was lent to the Tandem 

Accelerator Laboratory. The setup (shown in Fig.7) consistes of 80 BGO crystalls, each 

      
 

Fig. 6. Left panel: A drawing of the 14x14 inch segmented NaI detector of the Tandem 

Accelerator Laboratory. Right panel: A photo of one of the two segments of the detector. 

      
 
Fig. 7. Left panel: A picture of the BGO Ball installed at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro. 

Right panel: A photo of the supporting frame. 
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having an efficiency of ≈95% for a 1.0 MeV γ transition. The total solid angle coverage of 

the setup is ≈80% of 4π and the total efficiency for a 1.0 MeV γ ray is of ≈70%. 

The idea of installing the BGO Ball at the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory is to acquire a 

complementary means of determining the average multiplicity of the deexcitation of a 

produced nucleus during capture reactions. The great granularity of the system along with 

its high efficiency is expected to give results that can lead to the multiplicity of the 

cascades with high accuracy. 

FUTURE PLANS 

In the present paper two new experimental setups of the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory 

were presented. Both of the setups are delivered at the NCSR “Demokritos”. In the case of 

the new 4π NaI detector, a new support frame has to be designed and constructed in order 

for the detector to be placed at a beamline, namely the old Ptolemeos one. In the case of 

the BGO Ball, the first thing to be done is to be inserted to the “Green” experimental hall. 

In order to accomplish this, the supporting frame has to be disassembled and maintained 

from rust. Once inside the hall, it will be installed at a new beamline at 15o. Furthermore, 

the detectors and their electronics modules, that were also given together, have to be 

tested in order to determine their performance after all these years of measurements. 
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The term p process refers to the process that describes the formation of the so-called “p nuclei”, 

35 stable, heavier than iron, neutron deficient nuclei. The synthesis of the p-nuclei proceed by a 

sequence of (γ,p), (γ,n), (γ,α) and the inverse (p,γ), (n,γ) and (α,γ) reactions along with β+ decay and 

Electron Capture. There are various nucleosynthetic scenarios describing the production of the p nuclei 

however, in most cases, the theoretical and the observed abundances present significant discrepancies 

that necessitate the review of not only the astrophysical assumptions involved in the p-process modeling 

but also the reaction rates involved in the reaction network. Due to the huge number of reactions 

involved in this network p-nuclei abundance calculations have to rely on the predictions of the Hauser-

Feshbach (HF) theory. It is therefore necessary to check the predictions of HF theory and specifically 

the reliability of the nuclear parameters entering the HF calculations, i.e., the nucleon-nucleus and the 

nucleus-nucleus Optical Model Potential (OMP), the Nuclear Level Densities (NLD) and the γ-ray 

Strength Function (γSF). Under these conditions, systematic cross-section measurements of p- and α-

particle capture reactions at energies between 1 and 3 MeV/u are necessary. To achieve this goal, there 

exist different approaches, amongst which the (p,γ) and (α,γ) measurements at sub-Coulomb energies in 

inverse kinematics using state-of-the art detectors combined with modern recoil-mass separators is very 

transparent and, from the experimental point of view, a challenging one.  

In order to perform cross-section measurements, the knowledge of the efficiency of the setup is 

essential. This work aims at the determination of the efficiency of the Wien Filter, the velocity filter 

mounted at the LISE3 setup [1] of the Grand Accélérateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL) in Caen, 

France. To accomplish this we need to measure in inverse kinematics a well-known reaction using the 

LISE3 setup. The ratio of the cross-section values given in literature for the selected reaction to those 

that will be obtained using the LISE3 apparatus is equal to the requested efficiency.  

Among all the beams that can be provided at GANIL, 
58

Ni at 5 MeV/A was chosen to be the 

primary beam because of the fact that at this energy 
58

Ni has been studied for both the (α,γ) and (p,γ) 

reactions. In addition, preliminary simulations, performed by means of the LISE++ (version 9.9.3) [2] 

and the ZGOUBI (version 5.1.0) [3] codes, indicated that with the use of the LISE3 setup the primary 

beam will be separated from the produced 
62

Zn and 
59

Cu nuclei. 

 

* This work is supported by KRIPIS Grant (MIS 448332) 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract Since 2001, the scientific programme of the CERN n_TOF facility has focused 

mainly on the study of radiative neutron capture reactions, which are of great interest to nuclear 

astrophysics and on neutron-induced fission reactions, which are of relevance for nuclear 

technology, as well as essential for the development of theoretical models of fission. Taking 

advantage of the high instantaneous neutron flux and high energy resolution of the facility, as 

well as of high-performance detection and acquisition systems, accurate new measurements on 

several long-lived actinides, from 
232

Th to 
245

Cm, have been performed so far. Data on these 

isotopes are needed in order to improve the safety and efficiency of conventional reactors, as well 

as to develop new systems for nuclear energy production and treatment of nuclear waste, such as 

Generation IV reactors, Accelerator Driven Systems and reactors based on innovative fuel cycles. 

A review of the most important results on fission cross-sections and fragment properties obtained 

at n_TOF for a variety of isotopes is presented along with the perspectives arising from the newly 

added 19 m flight-path, which will expand the measurement capabilities to even more rare or 

short-lived isotopes, such as 
230

Th, 
232

U, 
238

Pu and 
244

Cm. 

Keywords n_TOF, time-of-flight, neutron-induced fission 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Feasibility, design and sensitivity studies on new generation reactors that can 

successfully address concerns on the use of nuclear power (safety, waste, 

proliferation) require high-accuracy cross-section data for a variety of neutron-

induced reactions from thermal energies to several tens of MeV [1-2], such as 

capture and fission cross-sections of isotopes involved in the Th/U fuel cycle, long-

lived Pu, Np, Am and Cm isotopes, long-lived fission fragments relevant for 

transmutation projects or isotopes considered as structural material for advanced 

reactors. Improved knowledge of these cross-sections is also important for the 

operation of existing reactors, since safety margins can be tightened, leading to a 

more efficient use of available fuel resources. Furthermore, accurate data on 

different neutron-induced fission observables are essential for the development of 

a comprehensive model of fission that accurately describes all its aspects and has 

satisfactory predictive capabilities. 

In this context, as well as for nuclear astrophysics studies and for other fields 

of basic and applied nuclear physics, the n_TOF (Neutron Time-Of-Flight) facility 
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was constructed at CERN over 15 years ago [3] with the aim of measuring neutron 

cross-sections over a wide energy range, from thermal to GeV, with a very high 

energy resolution and high instantaneous neutron flux. 

 

THE N_TOF FACILITY 

Neutrons at n_TOF are spallation products created by a bunched 20GeV/c 

proton beam delivered by CERN's PS (Proton-Synchrotron) accelerator onto a lead 

target. Since 2009 (Phase-II), the target is a lead cylinder 40cm in length and 

60cm in diameter, while previously (Phase-I) it consisted of several lead blocks. A 

1cm-thick layer of water surrounds the target and is constantly circulated in order 

to cool it down. Along the direction of the beam, this layer is immediately followed 

by a second, 4cm-thick layer which is filled either with demineralised water or 

borated water, with the addition of boric acid enriched in 10B. The water present 

around the target, particularly in the beam direction, serves to moderate the 

neutrons produced in the spallation process and populate energies down to 

thermal. Two collimators along the beam-line shape the beam and a dipole 

magnet deflects the charged particles travelling with the neutrons inside the 

vacuum tube. Since 2009, the experimental area meets the requirements to 

operate as a Type A Work Sector [4], meaning unsealed radioactive samples can 

be handled. More detailed presentations of the facility can be found in [5-8]. The 

detector signals are digitized with flash-ADCs and analysed off-line by means of 

routines that determine the signal baseline, search for signals and determine the 

corresponding neutron time-of-flight (and thus the incident neutron energy) and 

the pulse height, among other quantities [9]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS FOR FISSION 

A variety of detectors are used for fission measurements at n_TOF. Most of 

them can be used to measure the cross-section of different isotopes 

simultaneously, thus optimising the use of beam-time. The Fission Ionisation 

Chamber (FIC) [10] (Figure 1a) consists of a stack of several parallel-plate 

chambers with 5mm spacing between electrodes, operated with an Ar:CF4 mixture 

(90:10) at a pressure of 720 mbar. The samples are deposited on both sides of 

100μm thick aluminium foils, used as a cathode, while the anodes are made of a 

15μm thick foil. Samples used are typically of 8cm in diameter and with up to 

450μg/cm2 in thickness. 

The PPAC (Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter) assembly consists of a 

stack of PPACs placed in a vessel with low-pressure circulating gas (Figure 1b). 

This setup can detect both fission fragments emitted in a fission event in 

coincidence, thus efficiently rejecting the α-particle background, as well as 

competing reactions. The detectors are tilted with respect to the neutron beam to 

achieve a reasonable efficiency at all fragment emission angles. The samples are 

deposited on thin (<2μm) backings and placed between two adjacent PPACs. The 
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position sensitivity of this setup allows to measure the angular distribution of 

fission fragments in addition to the fission cross-section [11]. 

 

Fig. 1. One of the FIC detector variants placed along the n_TOF beam line (a) and an 

internal view of the PPAC assembly presently used at n_TOF (b). 

 

The most notable design variation of the Micromegas (Micromesh 

Gaseous Structure) detector compared to a more traditional parallel plate 

avalanche chamber, is the separation of the gas volume into two regions: a drift 

region whose width can vary from a few hundreds of μm to a few cm and an 

amplification region, typically of a few tens of μm. The two regions are separated 

by a micromesh, a thin (~5μm) conductive layer with 35μm diameter holes on its 

surface at a distance of 50μm from each other. The “microbulk” design [12-13] 

was developed (Figure 2) to minimize the amount of material present in the beam 

and thus reduce undesirable backgrounds. Among the advantages of Micromegas 

detectors are their robustness and radiation hardness, as well as a high signal-to-

noise ratio, even for small deposited energies. 

 

 

Fig. 2. A Micromegas detector of the ‘microbulk’ variant (a) and (b) a partial setup of 

Micromegas detectors and Pu samples inside the specially constructed chamber. 

 

Recently, a “fission tagging” setup combining the 4π Total Absorption 

Calorimeter (TAC), consisting of 40 BaF2 crystals and specially constructed 

Micromegas detectors was tested at n_TOF for the simultaneous measurement of 

the fission and capture cross-sections of fissile isotopes, as described in [14].  
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Fission events are “tagged” with the Micromegas detector and the γ-rays detected 

in coincidence are assigned to a fission event, rather than capture. A picture of the 

setup can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. A view of the “fission tagging” setup at n_TOF with one hemisphere of the BaF2 

array and the chamber with the Micromegas detectors in the centre. 

 

RESULTS FROM N_TOF 

The n_TOF Collaboration, which consists of more than 130 scientists from 

over 30 institutes, has produced a significant collection of high-quality data on a 
large number of reactions, including fission cross-sections of many isotopes. In 

most cases, the n_TOF results are characterised by improved accuracy, higher 
resolution and a wider energy range than previous data. In some cases, the n_TOF 

data have also helped to solve existing discrepancies between previous 
experimental and/or evaluated cross-sections. 

The many fission measurements performed at n_TOF so far include several 

isotopes of uranium, that is 233-236,238U, 232Th and 237Np (including fission fragment 
angular distributions), as well as natPb, 209Bi, 241,243Am, 242Pu and 245Cm. An 

exhaustive list of measurements and related references are given in [15]. Among 
the many interesting results of the n_TOF fission programme, only a few highlights 
are presented here. 

The 233U fission cross-section was measured from thermal to 2MeV in a single 
measurement with the FIC detector and with an accuracy of 5% [16-17]. The 

n_TOF data indicated that significant corrections to evaluations were in order in 
the region between 10eV and 100keV, as shown in Figure 4a. The 245Cm(n,f) 
measurement was also performed with the FIC detector and was particularly 

challenging due the very high activity of the samples (87MBq per sample) [18]. 
Below 30eV, two very old previous measurements existed with large 

discrepancies, while, above that energy, a single measurement with neutrons from 
a nuclear explosion had been performed. As can be seen is Figure 4b, the n_TOF 
data confirmed the previous data above 30eV and showed that significant 

corrections were necessary in evaluations at lower energies. 
Another interesting case is the fission cross-section of 236U, where n_TOF 

data showed that JEFF-3.2 and ENDF/B-VII.1 were overestimating the cross-
section at thermal energies by a factor of more than 100 [19]. The most recent 
fission measurement in Phase-II is the cross-section of 242Pu that was measured 
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with a setup based on Micromegas detectors and was the first fission 
measurement performed with this setup [20-21]. The results above the fission 
threshold are shown in Figure 4a, while several resonances were also visible above 

the background from contaminants and from spontaneous fission events. 

 

Fig. 4. Ratio of n_TOF data on 233U (a) and 245Cm(n,f) (b) with evaluations. Both 

these results indicated the need for significant corrections to evaluations. 

 
Finally, four different datasets obtained with the FIC and PPAC setups on the 

238U/235U fission cross-section ratio have been combined by [22] to produce an 
n_TOF ratio, which is shown in Figure 4b, compared to previous data, evaluations 

and model calculations. The n_TOF results may help solve a long-standing 
discrepancy between the two most important experimental datasets available 
above 20 MeV, while extending the neutron energy range up to 1 GeV for the first 

time. 
 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Data on the 242Pu(n,f) cross-section obtained at n_TOF. The results are in 

good agreement with recent results obtained at LANL [23]. (b) The n_TOF 
238U(n,f)/235U(n,f) ratio, obtained as the weighted average of four datasets obtained with 

the FIC and PPAC detectors, compared to previous results and model calculations. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL AREA II AND FUTURE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME 

A new experimental area (Experimental Area II or EAR-2) [24] was 

commissioned in the second half of 2014. EAR-2 is located at the end of a 19m 
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neutron beam-line placed vertically above the spallation target. The proximity to 

the target has yielded a gain in flux of more than 20 times compared to the 

existing experimental area (EAR-1). The new area will allow n_TOF to expand its 

measurement capabilities to even more short-lived and rare isotopes, such as 
230Th, 232U, 238Pu and 244Cm. The scientific programme of EAR-2 began with the 

measurement of the fission cross-section of 240Pu [25] with Micromegas detectors. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Since 2001, n_TOF has carried out an extensive research programme that 

has produced new results on capture and fission cross-sections of relevance to the 

fields of nuclear astrophysics and advanced nuclear technologies. A variety of 

detection systems are employed for these measurements and more are being 

tested for future use. Recently, a setup for the simultaneous study of capture and 

fission cross-sections of fissile isotopes has been successfully tested. The 

commissioning in 2014 of a new 19m flight-path (Experimental Area II), with a 

neutron flux over 20 times higher compared to the existing 185m beam-line, 

opens new perspectives for fission measurements at n_TOF with low-mass 

samples and short-lived isotopes, such as 230Th, 232U, 238Pu and 244Cm, while high 

resolution measurements can still be performed in Experimental Area. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract The accurate knowledge of neutron cross-sections of a variety of plutonium isotopes 

and other minor actinides, such as neptunium, americium and curium, is crucial for feasibility and 

performance studies of advanced nuclear systems (Generation-IV reactors, Accelerator Driven 

Systems). In this context, the 
240

Pu(n,f) cross-section was measured with the time-of-flight 

technique at the CERN n_TOF facility at incident neutron energies ranging from thermal to 

several MeV. The present measurement is the first to have been performed at n_TOF's newly 

commissioned Experimental Area II (EAR-2), which is located at the end of an 18m neutron 

beam-line and features a neutron fluence that is 25-30 times higher with respect to the existing 

185m flight-path (EAR-1), as well as stronger suppression of sample-induced backgrounds, due 

to the shorter times-of-flight involved. Preliminary results are presented. 

Keywords n_TOF, neutron-induced fission, plutonium 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The accurate knowledge of neutron cross-sections of a variety of plutonium 

isotopes and other minor actinides is crucial for feasibility and performance studies 

of advanced nuclear systems [1-2]. Such isotopes, that present a fission threshold 

at a few hundred keV, accumulate during the operation of a conventional thermal 

reactor, but could be effectively transmuted in reactors with a fast neutron 

spectrum. Improved knowledge of the neutron-induced fission cross-sections of 

these isotopes is not only important for the design of advanced systems, but also 

for the more efficient operation of existing reactors, since safety margins can be 

more accurately defined. In particular, the non-fissile and long-lived  240Pu isotope 

contributes to the long-term residual activity of nuclear waste. It is included in the 

Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) High Priority List [3] and the NEA WPEC Subgroup 

26 Report on the accuracy of nuclear data for advanced reactor design [4]. In this 
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context, an experiment to measure the 240Pu(n,f) cross-section was executed at 

the CERN n_TOF (neutron time-of-flight) facility [5-8]. Preliminary results are 

presented in this article. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

The n_TOF facility and Experimental Area II (EAR-2) 

Neutrons at n_TOF are spallation products created by a bunched 20GeV/c 

proton beam delivered by CERN's PS (Proton-Synchrotron) accelerator onto a lead 

target 40cm in length and 60cm in diameter. A 1 cm-thick layer of circulating 

water surrounds the target in order to cool it down and also act as a neutron 

moderator. Beyond the target and after an additional 4cm-thick layer of (borated) 

water, a ~185 m vacuum tube leads to the first measuring station (Experimental 

Area I, or EAR-1) which has been in operation since 2001.  

A new experimental area (Experimental Area II or EAR-2) [9-10] was 

commissioned in the second half of 2014. EAR-2 is located at the end of an 18m 

neutron beam-line placed vertically above the spallation target. The proximity to 

the target yields a gain in flux of 25-30 times compared to the existing 

experimental area (EAR-1), while the neutrons are delivered in an approximately 

10 times shorter time interval. The very high instantaneous flux and extended 

energy range (from thermal to over 100MeV) allow to cover the region of interest 

in a single experiment and mitigate the adverse effects of the strong α-

background produced by the samples and the low fission cross-section below and 

near the fission threshold. 

Both experimental areas meet the requirements to operate as Type A Work 

Sectors [11], meaning unsealed radioactive samples can be handled. 

 

Samples and detectors 

Three plutonium oxide (PuO2) samples were used [12], for a total mass of 

approximately 2.3mg of 240Pu (~0.10 mg/cm2 per sample, 99.89% purity). The 

material was electro-deposited on an aluminium backing 0.25mm thick and 5cm in 

diameter, while the deposit itself had a diameter of 3cm. Additionally, a 235U 

sample with a mass of ~0.6mg and a 238U sample with a mass of ~0.8mg were 

used as reference. All samples were manufactured at IRMM (Belgium). 

Contaminants present in the 240Pu samples (most notably 239Pu) have a non-

negligible contribution to the fission yield in certain energy ranges (mainly below 

1keV) which was subtracted during the analysis. 

The measurements were carried out with Micromegas (Micro-MEsh GAseous 

Structure) gas detectors [13-16]. The gas volume of the Micromegas is separated 

into a charge collection region (several mm, 5mm in this case) and an 

amplification region (typically tens of μm, 50μm in this case) by a thin 

“micromesh” with 35μm diameter holes on its surface. A chamber capable of 

holding up to 10 sample-detector modules was used for the measurement. The 
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detectors were operated with an Ar:CF4:isoC4H10 gas mixture (88:10:2) at a 

pressure of 1 bar. A picture of the chamber placed in the experimental area is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A view of the chamber housing the samples and detectors, and the 

associated electronics placed in the neutron beam in EAR-2. The neutron beam arrives 

vertically from below and then continues in the vacuum tube above the chamber and onto 

the beam dump a few meters later. Approximately 15-20cm of air are present before and 

after the chamber. 

 

The analogue detector signals were digitised with 8-bit flash-ADCs [17] with 

a 500 MHz sampling rate. In order to minimise the volume of data to be 

transferred and recorded, a zero-suppression algorithm was applied to avoid 

recording long sequences of noise where no useful signals are present. 

 

THE PREVIOUS MEASUREMENT IN EAR-1 

This measurement was originally attempted in EAR-1, in parallel with the 

measurement of the 242Pu fission cross-section [18-19]. Due to the lower neutron 

flux, it was necessary to measure over a period of several months to collect the 

necessary statistics. An unexpected effect of the high α-activity of the 240Pu 

samples (>6 MBq per sample) was encountered in the course of the measurement 

[20], with a steady degradation of the fission fragment amplitude distribution. 

After the end of the measurement, a visual inspection of the detectors used with 

the 240Pu samples revealed a circular discolouration of the mesh whose dimension 

and position exactly matched those of the samples. Upon closer inspection with a 

microscope, it became clear that the micromesh had suffered serious damage, 

particularly around the rims of the holes which were evidently deformed (Figure 

2). This lead to a degradation of the electrical field and therefore of the detector 

gain and overall performance. In time, this made the fission fragment and α-

particle signals virtually indistinguishable in the obtained pulse-height spectra. It 

should be noted that, even when detectors were operating normally, the long α 

pile-up tail greatly reduced the quality of the separation, as can be seen in Figure 

3 (black). 
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Fig. 2. Left: One of the Micromegas detectors used with a 240Pu sample pictured 

after the end of the measurement. A 3cm diameter discolouration is visible on the 

micromesh. Right: Picture of the micromesh taken with an electronic microscope. 

Mechanical damage around the rims of the holes can be observed. This leads to a severe 

deterioration of the detector gain and performance. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Pulse-height spectra obtained from a 240Pu sample during the measurements 

in EAR-1 (black) and EAR-2 (red). Counts are normalised per beam bunch for direct 

comparison. The significant suppression of the sample-induced α-background in EAR-2 is 

evident, as is the much higher rate of fission events. 

 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The digitised raw data from each detector are analysed off-line by means of a 

pulse recognition routine that determines the amplitude and position in time of the 
detected signals, as well as the signal baseline, among other quantities [21]. 

Throughout the measurement, beam-off data were taken in order to record the α- 
and spontaneous fission background produced by the samples. The behaviour of 
the detectors is studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations performed with the 

FLUKA code [22-23], focusing particularly on the reproduction of the pulse height 
spectra of α-particles and fission fragments for the evaluation of the detector 

efficiency and the correction associated to the signal amplitude threshold. 
The interactions of the proton beam with the spallation target lead to a 

significant production of prompt γ-rays and other relativistic particles that reach 
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the experimental area at (nearly) the speed of light and constitute what is 

commonly termed the “γ-flash”. This causes an initial signal lasting a few hundred 

ns, followed by a baseline oscillation that lasts for several μs or, in terms of 

neutron energy, down to less than 1 MeV. In order to remove this oscillation, an 

average shape is obtained from at least several hundred signals and then 

subtracted from each raw data “movie” before processing the data. 

In Figure 3, the pulse-height spectrum obtained from one of the 240Pu 

samples (red) is compared to a spectrum recorded with the same sample during 

the measurement in EAR-1 (black). It can be clearly observed that the increased 

neutron flux leads to a considerably higher number of recorded fission events and 

that there is a much stronger suppression of the sample-induced α-particle 

background, resulting in a considerably clearer separation from the fission 

fragments.  

Figure 4 shows the fission counts as a function of incident neutron energy 

recorded in all three 240Pu samples between 10 eV and 30 keV, after applying an 

appropriate signal amplitude threshold to reject the background and subtracting 

the contribution of contaminants present in the sample. Several resonance 

clusters can be observed, attributable to the coupling of Class-I and Class-II 

states, and resonances are visible up to a few tens of keV. Above 100 keV, data 

has been obtained up to at least several MeV, with statistical uncertainties below 

2-3% and even below 1% in the range between 0.5-5 MeV. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Resonances observed in the measured fission yields from the three 240Pu 

samples, after subtraction of contributions from contaminants. Several resonance clusters, 

attributable to the coupling between Class-I and Class-II states, are visible, while 

resonances can be observed up to a few tens of keV. Data are shown with a binning of 

2000 bins per energy decade. 
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SUMMARY 

The measurement of the 240Pu fission cross-section is the first measurement 

to be performed at the newly commissioned Experimental Area II of the CERN 

n_TOF facility. Data were collected from thermal energies up to at least several 

MeV. Most notably, data showing clear resonant structures have been obtained 

even in the sub-threshold region (up to a few tens of keV) where the cross-section 

is lowest and where evaluations show a smooth behaviour of the cross-section. 

The success of this measurement is largely due to the favourable characteristics of 

EAR-2, in particular the increased neutron flux and stronger background 

suppression compared to EAR-1, where the measurement was not feasible. These 

features will allow n_TOF to expand its measurement capabilities to even more 

short-lived and rare isotopes, such as 230Th, 232U, 238,241Pu and 244Cm. 
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Abstract 

Within the present work the neutron beam spatial profile was determined at the sample position in 

EAR-2 at the n_TOF facility at CERN. The CR-39 detectors were coupled with a 2mm PE foil 

serving as neutron-to-proton converter. Two irradiations were performed in the 10x5 cm surface 

of CR-39 detectors. Proton tracks were revealed in the CR-39 detectors resulting from the elastic 

scattering of fast neutrons on the hydrogen atoms in the PE converter. Afterwards, the CR-39 

detectors were chemically etched in aqueous NaOH solution and latent tracks were considerably 

enlarged to become visible under an optical microscope. After the scanning of the detectors 

surface, the acquired images were analyzed using the ImageJ program. In the present work, the 

experimental setup and procedure will be presented along with the results concerning the 

characterization of the neutron beam spatial profile at the sample position in the n_TOF EAR-2. 

 

Keywords n_TOF-EAR-2, CR-39 Detectors, neutron beam spatial profile characterization 

 

1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

The n_TOF facility at CERN which was initiated in 1998 from Carlo Rubbia's idea [1], is a 

time-of-flight facility based on a spallation neutron source aiming to produce high precision 

cross section data. These neutron-induced reaction cross sections measured at n_TOF play 

an important role in a wide variety of research fields, ranging from stellar nucleosynthesis, 

the investigation of nuclear level density studies, to applications of nuclear technology, 

medical applications, the transmutation of nuclear waste, accelerator driven systems and 

nuclear fuel cycle investigations.  

 

Every 2.4 s one bunch of 7 x 1012  of protons can be delivered to n_TOF facility depending 

on the requirements of each experiment. The proton pulses are impinging the  lead n_TOF 

primary target after several stages of acceleration making use of a significant part of the 

accelerator- complex of CERN. Linac 2 accelerator is the starting 
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point for the protons used in experiments at CERN. By the end of this accelerator stage, 

protons of 50 MeV are delivered to the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PS Booster), the next 

step in CERN' s acceleration chain. PS Booster is made up of 4 superimposed synchrotron 

rings that receive proton beam of 50 MeV and accelerate them to 1.4 GeV for injection to 

Proton Synchrotron (PS). PS has 277 conventional electromagnets including 100 dipoles to 

bend the beam round the ring. This accelerator delivers beam up to 20 GeV. When the 20 

GeV/c proton beam impinges on the Pb spallation target, approximately 300 fast neutrons 

per proton are produced. The energy range of neutrons covers the region of thermal 

neutrons up to the GeV energy region.   

 

The experimental hall (EAR-1), where all the previous measurements were performed is 

located horizontally at a distance of 185 m with respect to the lead spallation target. Such 

a long flight path along with the excellent time characteristics of the proton primary beam 

ensure high precision energy determination, even for the most energetic neutrons. The 

long flight path, on the other hand, implies a reduced neutron beam flux at the sample 

position. For this reason, in the last years it was decided to extend the capabilities of the 

n_TOF facility by constructing one more experimental hall (EAR-2) at 20 m distance 

vertically with respect to the lead spallation target. The EAR-2 received its first neutron 

beam on July 2014. 

 

The determination of the neutron beam spatial profile at the sample position in EAR-2 is of  

prime importance. In this way, possible collimator misalignment issues can be tracked and 

other correction factors depending on the neutron beam spatial profile can be deduced. 

Within the framework of commissioning of the newly built EAR-2, we took over the 

characterization of the neutron beam in EAR-2 using CR-39 Solid State Nuclear Track 

Detectors which are plastic polymers commonly used in the industry of eyeglass lenses.  

 

When protons and heavier particles collide with the polymer structure, they leave tracks on 

its surface. In our experiment, the majority of tracks produced by neutrons in CR-39 

detectors are from recoil protons generated mainly from the 2mm thick polyethylene 

radiator (PE), which is placed in front of the CR-39. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND SETUP 

 

The characterization of the EAR-2 neutron beam spatial profile by using the CR-39 

detectors was realised on October 2014 using a similar but slightly improved technique 

with the one adopted from I. Savvidis et al. [2]. The sample composed from the PE 

converter and the CR-39 detector, was placed in the sample position in front of the 

neutron beam as can be seen in Fig. 1 and was irradiated. The placement of this sandwich 

sample was performed with respect to the laser system accuracy existing in EAR-2 (Fig. 

2). Two irradiations were performed the details of which are showed in Table 1, so as to 

work with identical beam characteristics and to ensure that the detectors' placement is 

reproducible. 
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Fig. 1. The experimental Setup in EAR-2. CR-39 Detector is placed in front of the neutron beam in 

the sample position and two C6D6 detectors are monitoring the neutron flux during the irradiation. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Sandwich sample: CR-39 detector 50 x 100 x 1 mm3 (upper plate) coupled with PE converter 

50 x 100 x 2  mm3 (lower plate). 
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 I. Long Irradiation II. Short Irradiation 

Sample CR-39_b002 CR-39_b001 

Dimensions 50 x 100 x 1 mm3 50 x 100 x 1 mm3 

Duration of Irradiation  4 h 34 min 

Number of Protons in total 1.4 x 1016 1.97 x 1015 

Average Number of 

Neutrons /cm2 
1.13 x 109 1.6 x 108 

 
Table 1. Irradiation Conditions. 

 

 

After the irradiation, the detectors were transported to the Nuclear Physics Laboratory in 

Ioannina where they were chemically etched in a 6N aqueous NaOH solution. They 

maintained at ~70 0 C in a water bath for almost 6 h. Afterwards, they were carefully and 

thoroughly rinsed. After the chemical etching latent tracks were sufficiently enlarged so 

that they became visible under an optical microscope coupled with a digital camera. The 

detectors' surface was scanned horizontally and vertically with ultimate aim the acquisition 

of images with optical field 0.3 mm2 in a step of 2 mm. All in all, 652 images were taken 

for b001 and 512 images for b002. 

 

All these images, were analyzed using the ImageJ Data Analysis Software [3]. Using 

appropriately the platform of this program, one could extract the number of tracks per 

optical field from the detectors surface layer by correcting the material imperfections, 

subtracting the background, adjusting the threshold and finally counting the particles.   
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The results were visualized using the ROOT Software [4]. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , in the 

short irradiation, despite the statistical fluctuation, it seems that the beam is well 

centered. The centrality of the neutron beam is also verified from the results of the long 

irradiation (Fig. 4).  

As a conclusion, the results from both plates are fully consistent, reflecting the pretty good 

precision of the method. They show that the neutron beam is well focused in the center 

with perhaps a slight misalignment towards the South - East direction which needs 

further investigation but it lies within the experimental error of the existing laser alignment 

in EAR-2. Also, FWHM from both plates seems to be higher in the West-to-East direction 

than in the North-to-South. The method adopted in the present work revealed the 

abilities of the technique with respect to the neutron beam spatial profile characterisation.  

Concerning future perspectives, the same technique can be used for a comparative study 

between the characteristics of the neutron beam in both n_TOF experimental areas (EAR-1 

and EAR-2) using also a smaller step between the recorded optical fields towards to an 

improved resolution. 
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Fig. 3. Results from the short irradiation. Different aspects of the neutron beam spatial profile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Results from the long irradiation. Different aspects of the neutron beam spatial profile. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Abstract A new Ti-tritiated target of 373 GBq activity has been installed at the 5.5MV tandem 

T11/25 Accelerator of NCSR "Demokritos", to produce neutrons in the energy range ~15-21 MeV by 

means of the 
3
H(d,n)

4
He reaction. The flux variation of the neutron beam is monitored with a BF3 

detector, while the absolute flux is obtained with respect to reference reactions, such as the 
27

Al(n,a) 

reference reaction. In absence of time-of-flight capabilities, the energy spectrum of the neutron beam has 

been investigated by means of Monte Carlo simulations as well as by the Multiple Foil Activation 

Analysis technique, using reactions with different energy thresholds.  The experimental results have been 

compared with the simulated ones in order to validate the simulations 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies of neutron induced reactions are of considerable significance not only for their 

importance to fundamental research in Nuclear Physics and Astrophysics, but also for 

practical applications in nuclear technology, dosimetry, medicine and industry. All these 

tasks require improved nuclear data and accurate cross sections for neutron induced 

reactions at specific energies. However, neutron sources produced in the laboratory by 

accelerators in most cases are not purely monoenergetic. Apart from the primary-energy 

neutrons, low energy neutrons are present in almost all cases, due to neutron production 

and scattering near the source  as well as to scattering effects in the experimental area. It 

is thus of importance that the performance of the neutron source is well understood and 

that the experimental conditions are well characterized [1,2].  

In view of the above mentioned remarks and in absence of time-of-flight capabilities, the 

high energy neutron facility at the 5.5MV tandem T11/25 Accelerator of NCSR 

"Demokritos", has been characterized by means of the NeuSDesc and MCNP5 MonteCarlo 

simulations along with the multiple foil activation  technique at various neutron energies. 

 

 

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

In the 5.5 MV tandem T11/25 Accelerator Laboratory of NCSR "Demokritos" a new neutron 

facility has been installed, producing beams at energies ~ 15-21 MeV by means of the 
3H(d,n)4He reaction. The corresponding beam energies obtained from the accelerator, were 

1.5-4.5 MeV deuterons. The new Ti-tritiated target of 373 GBq activity, consists of 2.1 
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mg/cm2 Ti-T layer on a 1mm thick Cu backing for good heat conduction. The flange with 

the tritium target assembly is air cooled during the deuteron irradiation.  

For the investigation of the neutron beam flux, the multiple foil activation technique has 

been applied, which is widely used for the determination of the neutron flux density around 

the irradiated samples along with unfolding techniques [2-4]. As a trial case of the facility, 

the deuterons were accelerated to energy 2.0 MeV and passed though two 5μm Mo foils in 

order to degrade their energy to 0.8  MeV, where the cross section of the 3H(d,n)4He 

reaction is high enough to produce neutron beam at 15.3 MeV at a flux of the order of ~106 

n/s·cm2. Two collimators of 5 and 6 mm diameter were used and the beam current was 

measured both at the collimators and the target and was kept at ~ 1 μA. During the 

irradiations, the flux variation of the neutron beam is monitored by a BF3 detector placed 

at a distance of 3 m from the neutron production. The spectra of the BF3 monitor were 

stored at regular time intervals (~200sec) in a separate ADC during the irradiation process. 

The absolute flux of the beam was obtained with respect to the cross section of the 
27Al(n,α) reference reaction, which is well determined in literature and was found to be 

~4x106 n/sec·cm2.  

High purity foils of natural Au, Ti, Fe, Al, Nb,  and Co  were placed in close contact at a 

distance of 1.7cm from the neutron beam production, as shown in Fig. 1 and were 

irradiated for several hours. The induced activity of product radionuclides from the 

irradiated foils was measured with three HPGe detectors of 16%, 50% and 100% relative 

efficiency, properly shielded with lead blocks to reduce the contribution of the natural 

radioactivity. The neutron induced reactions on these foils have different threshold energies 

ranging from ~0 to ~9 MeV neutron energy as presented  in Table 1. The table contains 

the information concerning the energy threshold Ethr of each reaction and the effective 

energy threshold E’thr where the reaction cross section becomes high enough to yield 

measurable reaction rates, the half lives T1/2 of the residual nuclei as well as the most 

prominent γ-rays Eγ resulting from their deexcitation and their intensity Iγ.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for neutron production and multiple-foil irradiation. 

 

 

 

The efficiency of the detectors at the position of the activity measurements (10cm) was 

determined via a calibrated 152Eu source. Corrections for self-absorption of the sample, 

coincidence summing effects of cascading gamma rays and counting geometry were taken 
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into account along with the decay of product nuclides over the whole time range and the 

fluctuation of the neutron beam flux over the irradiation time. 

 

 

Reaction Τ1/2 Εγ(keV) Iγ Εthr(MeV) E’thr(MeV)* 

197Au(n,γ)198Au 2.69 d 411 98.6%   

47Ti(n,p)47Sc 3.34 d 159.4 68% 0 2.3 

46Ti(n,p)46m+gSc 83.83 d 889,3 

1120.5 

99.98% 

99.99% 

1.8 3.5 

56Fe(n,p)56Mn 2.58 h 846.75 98.9% 2.97 6.0 

27Al(n,α)24Na 14.96 h 1369 100% 3.25 6.8 

48Ti(n,p)48Sc 1.82 d 983.5 100% 3.2 7.0 

197Au(n,2n)196Au 6.18 d 356 87% 8.11 8.2 

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb 10.1 d 934.44 99.07% 8.93 9 

59Co(n,α)56Mn 2.58 h 846.75 98.9% 0 9.1 

 

 

Table 1. List of reactions used for the multiple foil activation analysis along with their energy 

threshold Ethr, effective energy threshold E’thr , half lives T1/2 of the residual nuclei, energyEγ of the 

most prominent γ-rays and their intensity Iγ. 

 

The reaction rate Ri  was deduced from the analysis of the experimental spectra for each 

reaction i, according to the following expression: 

)]exp(1[

)(

Bii

Bii
i

t

t
R





 


  

with Ni(tB) being the number of residual nuclei, with decay probability λi, produced during 

the neutron activation time tB and Ντi  the number of target nuclei for each reaction i listed 

in Table 1. The results of the reaction rates are shown as squares in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The experimental and simulated Reaction Rate for the irradiated foils  

MONTE  CARLO  SIMULATIONS 

In absence of time-of-flight capabilities, the investigation of neutron fluence  energy 

dependence has been carried out using the Monte Carlo simulation codes NeuSDesc [5] 

and MCNP [6]. The NeuSDesc  software (developed at IRMM) estimates the neutron 

energy distribution at any distance, taking into account  the details of the tritiated  target.  

The output can then be used as input for MCNP simulations in order to include all the 

other details of the experimental setup ( Al flange, Cu backing, target  foils etc). The 

results of the MCNP simulations for the neutron fluence on three Al foils at the front, in 

the middle and at the end of the multiple foil stack (named Al A, Al 9 and Al 10), are 

shown in Fig.3. It can be seen that the peak neutron fluence  on the last Al foil is reduced 

by 40% compared to that of the first Al foil due to the number of the in-between foils of 

Au, Hf, Ir, Nb, Ti, Fe and Co, while the contribution of the foils in the two peaks of the 

parasitic low energy neutrons  varies from 33% around 1MeV and 10% around 12.5MeV. 

The main origin of these two parasitic neutron peaks arises from the Ti and Cu backing of 

the Tritium target along with the Al flange. 

In order to test the reliability of the simulations, the neutron spectral distribution of Fig.3 

has been used to calculate the reaction rates of the reations shown in Table 1 by using 

the expression : 

 

where σi(E) are the excitation functions of the reactions taken from the ENDF-VII Library 

and Φ(Ε) the function of the neutron fluence normalized to the experimental fluence on 

each foil. In fact, the normalized neutron spectral distribution has been cut in energy 

slices ΔE starting from the threshold of each reaction up to the maximum neutron energy 

15.3 MeV and the sum                                    has been deduced. The results are shown 

as circles in Fig. 2 and are seen to agree well with the experimental values of the reaction 

rates, thus verifying the reliability of the simulations.  
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Fig. 3. The simulated neutron fluence at 15.3 MeV on the first (Al 9), middle (Al 9) and last (Al 

10) Al foils  

 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

A comprehensive understanding of the energy dependence of the neutron flux is of major 

importance for the reliability of neutron induced reaction cross section measurements. For 

the investigation of the quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams produced via the 3H(d,n) 

reaction at the tandem Laboratory of NCSR "Demokritos", the multiple foil activation 

method  has been applied along with Monte Carlo simulations implementing the NeuSDesc 

and MCNP codes. In addition, MCNP5 simulations indicated that the scattered neutrons 

from distant objects do not significantly influence the neutron flux close to the gas cell, 

where the actual cross section measurements take place and that only masses close to the 

target area would affect the beam. 
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Abstract 

 

The neutron beam facility at NCSR “Demokritos” is driven by a 5.5 MV tandem T11/25 Van De 

Graff accelerator that provides continuous, high intensity ion beams. Depending on the neutron 

production reaction, different energy regions of neutron beams are available. Neutron fields with well 

defined energies are produced by means of nuclear reactions such as: 
7
Li(p,n)

7
Be, 

3
H(p,n)

3
He, 

2
H(d,n)

3
He and 

3
H(d,n)

4
He, delivering neutrons up to the energy of ~28 MeV.  In order to fully 

characterize the neutron beam at NCSR “Demokritos”, in the framework of the present work, the 

CONY C++ computer code has been developed. The implementation of the code for the 
7
Li(p,n)

7
Be 

and 
3
H(d,n)

4
He reactions is discussed. The method of calculation of differential neutron yields by thin 

and thick targets is described. Specifically, for the  reaction 
7
Li(p,n)

7
Be the mathematical singularity 

at near threshold energies is discussed along with the method that was used as to overcome this issue. 

Finally, the results of the code including the double differential neutron yields, the neutron beam 

energy distribution at the sample position and the total neutron yields have been compared with 

experimental data as well as with the results of the NeuSDesc software (JRC-IRMM: Neutron Source 

Description).  

 Keywords Neutron production, Double differential yield,  Tit Target 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Two body reactions are a convenient and powerful way to produce monoenergetic 

neutrons. Neutron beams are used for a wide range of applications not only in Nuclear 

Physics and Astrophysics, but also in nuclear technology, medicine and industry.  

  

In general, the neutron beam characterization can be realized in two ways:  

a) Experimentally, by means of Time-Of-Flight measurements where the neutron field is 

mapped by recording the neutron time of flight (e.g nTOF CERN [1]). The 

implementation of the TOF technique requires a pulsed accelerator beam with specific 

pulse characteristics and appropriate flight path dimensions, depending on the neutron 

beam energies.  

b)An alternative way for the neutron beam characterization is computational modeling, 

of the used nuclear reactions. The modeling of the nuclear reactions can be combined 
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with Monte Carlo calculations (e.g. GEANT4 [2]) where all the details and structural 

characteristics of the neutron beam facility can be taken into account.  

 

In case where the accelerator provides only continuous beams the characterization of the 

neutron field can only be achieved by means of computational techniques. This is the 

case for the neutron beam facility at NSCR ”Demokritos”. For these reasons the 

computer code CONY (COmputer code for Neutron Yield calculations) has been developed 

towards to accurate characterization of the neutron beam.  

 

The production of monoenergetic or quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams at the 5.5 MV 

tandem T11/25 Accelerator at the NCSR “Demokritos” is realized by means of different 

reactions. For low neutron beam energies between 120 and 650 keV neutrons can be 

produced by the endothermic reaction 
7
Li(p,n)7Be. Intermediate neutron beam energies 

are produced by means of the d+d reaction while higher energies between 16 and 28 

MeV neutrons are produced via the 3H(d,n)4He reaction by using deuteron beam and TiT 

target [3]. 

  

For the calculation of the neutron beam energy distribution and spatial profile 

characterization of the beam the reaction kinematics are taken into account, the energy 

loss of protons or deuterons in the target material [4], the corresponding cross sections 

as well as the dimensions of the primary target. 

 

These parameters are included into the CONY code that provides three different forms of 

the results: the differential neutron yields in the form of two-dimensional matrix (angle 

vs energy), the neutron beam energy distribution at the sample position and the total 

neutron yields for 
7
Li(p,n)7Be and 3H(d,n)4He reactions. In the following sections the 

afore mentioned components of the calculations are described. Furthermore, a 

mathematical singularity which appears at the calculation of energy distribution and the 

total neutron yield for 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction, is also discussed.  

 

 

Neutron Yield Calculations 

 

The 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction  

    

 

The energy threshold for the 7Li(p,n)7Be is at the energy of 1.88 MeV. The number of 

neutrons emitted per second into solid angle dΩ by an element dx of the target 

bombarded by a proton beam, is given by the following equation, where i is the ion beam 

current, g the number of particles per microAmpere, D the atomic density and the 

differential cross section in the laboratory frame [5] 

 

                                    
 

dxdΩx
dΩ

Edσ
igD=dN

p
       (1) 

 

For a given lab angle  and neutron energy  the elementary thickness of the target 

dx that is contributing to the neutron yield for each pair  depends on the 
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derivative of the proton energy with respect the neutron energy as well as on the inverse 

stopping power of the protons into the target material. In this way the elementary target 

thickens dx can be calculated as follows:  

 

                                   .dE
dE

dE

dE

dx
=dx n

n

p

p









               (2) 

  

 

Accordingly, the double differential yield is related to the center-of mass system 

differential  cross section, the Jacobian solid angle transformation, the inverse of 

stopping power and the production rate as given by the next equation [6] 

 

          

     
    

  

   

   

  
 
   

  
 

     

   

                      

 

Near threshold energy kinematics  

   

In order to calculate the differential neutron yield near energy threshold an analytical 

expression for the Jacobian transformation is employed, introducing the kinematics 

parameters  and .  

Note that when thp EE  a singularity problem appears for the calculation of the Jacobian 

transformation [6]. 
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The conversion of the lab angle into the CM angle towards to the calculation of the CM 

differential cross section is performed according to the equations given below  [6] 

 

                        γsinθ+θ=θ'+ 1sin                    ( 7) 

                        .γsinθθ+π=θ' 1sin      
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Cross Section Near Threshold 

 

The differential cross section are provided in tabulated form by Liskien and Paulsen [7] 

where experimental cross sections measurements are combined with theoretical 

calculations. These CM cross sections are given as Legendre polynomial expansions for the 

energy range 1.95 to 7.0 MeV 

                             

                     
 

   .θ'PEA
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i

o
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cos

0 3

0
'' 


  (8) 

 

The tabulated cross sections data from Liskien and Paulsen do not resolve the problem 

near the reaction threshold. It is necessary to use an analytical form for the CM differential 

cross section to determine the actual limits near threshold. Gibbons and Macklin [8] 

pointed out that the reaction cross section near threshold energy has the form of s-wave 

broad resonance centered at 1.93 ΜeV. The theoretical cross section has the following 

form 

 

 2'
1 x+E

x
A=

dΩ

dσ

p

pn

                        (9) 

 

where x is the ratio of the neutron to proton channel widths, that in the narrow energy 

range has the functional form pthpn EECΓΓ=x /1/ 0  . The constant 0C and  (has 

units of cross section) are determined by Gibbons and Macklin [8].   

 

Now using the definition of  parameter and a combination of equations (3), (4) and (9) 

the following expression results. As can be seen in this equation (10) the singularity issue 

is resolved and the triple product can be calculated analytically.  
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In this way the double differential neutron yield can be calculated analytically even at near 

threshold energies and all the singularity issues have been removed. Having an analytical 

expression for the double differential neutron yield the energy distribution of the emitted 

neutrons for a given angular range can be calculated as follows (equation (11)). On more 

step of integration with respect the neutron energy and the total number of emitted 

neutron can also be estimated according to the equation (12). 
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The 3H(d,n)4He reaction. 

 

The Q-value of the 3H(d,n)4He reaction is 17.589 MeV. At NCSR “Demokritos” neutron 

beam facility the  reaction 3H(d,n)4He is utilized by using a titanium tritide target with 

tritium atomic ratio (concentration) 1.543 tritium atoms per titanium atom [3]. The 

computational method of neutron yield for DT reaction is the same as before. The 

differential cross section is calculated from tabulated data by Liskien and Paulsen and the 

stopping power from Ziegler and Andersen [4] 
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The Jacobian transformation and the neutron emission energy are respectively,  
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                          cosθAC+D+BQ+E=E dn 2            ( 15) 

 

where A, B, C and D are kinematics parameters depending on the masses and lab emission 

angle [9].  

 

 

  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The CONY Computer code for Neutron Yield calculations has been developed in C++ 

computer language according to the equations described above. The code provides the 

double differential neutron yield, the neutron energy distribution and the total neutrons 

produced by 
7
Li(p,n)7Be and 3H(d,n)4He reactions. The main input parameters are the 

incoming ion energy (protons or deuterons), the thickness of the target and the specific 

geometry. The CONY code also was also compared with the Software NeuSDesc (JRC-

IRMM: Neutron Source Description) [10] a well established program which provides a good 

estimate of the neutron energy spectrum. 

  

Figures 2 and 3 show the neutron flux at near energy threshold and the energy distribution 
7
Li and 

7
LiF targets respectively. In Fig. 2 the very good agreement of CONY' s results with 

experimental data (Time of Flight measurements) from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 

(KIT) indicates that CONY is working successfully at near threshold energies.  

 

Also the smooth behavior of the at near threshold energies in Fig.3 (see also Fig.1) depicts 

the overcoming of the singularity problem. This singularity problem is unresolved in the 

Software NeuSDesc as can be seen in Fig. 3  [11], [12].   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.Experimental data from KIT. The neutron production (in 

arbitrary units) in comparison with CONY for 7Li(p,n)7Be for 
1.892 MeV proton energy, thickness of natural lithium 30 μm in 
thickness according to the detection geometry described in  

[12].  
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Finally, an example for energy spectrum by 3H(d,n)4He reaction and TiT target in 

comparison with NeuSDesc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In the present work the method developed for determining thick and thin targets neutron 

yields for the 
7
Li(p,n)7Be and 3H(d,n)4He reactions. The singularity problem at near energy 

threshold has been overcomed by combining the kinematic equations with the 

parameterization of the CM differential cross section. 

The CONY code was validated by comparing the calculated neutron beam energy 

distribution with the experimental one at different energies as well as by comparing the 

results of the code with the corresponding ones of the NeusDesc software.  

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Neutron energy spectra for energy threshold 1.88 Mev, 

thickness 10μm and maximum emission angle 12 deg.  

Fig.4. Neutron energy spectra for 3H(d,n)4He reaction. 

Deuteron energy 2 MeV, 10 μm thickness target thickness and 
maximum emission angle equal to 12 deg. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract Cross sections of the 
174

Hf(n,2n)
173

Hf and 
176

Hf(n,2n)
175

Hf reactions have been 

experimentally determined relative to the 
27

Al(n,α)
24

Na reference reaction at incident neutron 

energies of 15.3 and 17.1 MeV by means of the activation technique. The irradiations were 

carried out at the 5 MV tandem T11/25 Accelerator Laboratory of NCSR "Demokritos" with 

monoenergetic neutron beams provided via the 
3
H(d,n)

4
He reaction, using a  new Ti-tritiated 

target of 373 GBq activity. In the determination of the 
176

Hf(n,2n)
175

Hf reaction cross section the 

contamination of the 
174

Hf(n,γ)
175

Hf and 
177

Hf(n,3n)
175

Hf  reactions has been taken into account. 

Moreover, the neutron beam energy has been studied by means of Monte Carlo simulation codes 

and the neutron flux has been determined via the 
27
Al(n,α)

24
Na reference reaction. 

Keywords cross section, activation, Hf isotopes 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of neutron threshold reactions is of considerable importance for testing and 

improving nuclear models. Hafnium is widely used in industry due to its excellent 

mechanical and exceptional resistance properties. For instance, it is used for reactor 

control rods in nuclear submarines, since apart from the fact that it is extremely corrosion 

resistant, it has good absorption cross section for thermal neutrons [1]. Furthermore, in 

assessing radioactive waste production, neutron induced reactions on W and Ta in reactor 

materials can lead to long-lived isomeric states of Hf isotopes with rather harmful γ 

radiation (178m2Hf, T1/2 = 31y) [2]. In the cases of 174Hf(n,2n)173Hf and 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf 

reactions, there are only few experimental data in literature with many discrepancies 

among them. Thus, the purpose of this work was the experimental determination of the cross 

section of the 174Hf(n,2n)173Hf and 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf reactions at incident neutron energies of 

15.3 and 17.1 MeV.  

 

 

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 
The measurements were carried out at the 5.5MV tandem T11/25 Accelerator of NCSR 

"Demokritos". Quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams were produced via the 3H(d,n)4He 

reaction,  implementing a new Ti-tritiated target of 373 GBq activity, which consist of a 2.1 

mg/cm2 Ti-T layer on a 1mm thick Cu backing for good heat conduction. The 2.0 and 2.5 

MeV deuteron beams coming from the accelerator, enter through two 5 μm Mo foils in 
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order to degrade their energy to 0.8 and 1.0 MeV respectively. In this energy region the 

deuteron beam is feasible to be produced with a current of 1-1.5 μA and the cross section 

of the 3H(d,n)4He reaction is high enough to produce neutron beams at 15.3 and 17.1 MeV 

at a flux of the order of ~105-106 n/s·cm2. The irradiation at 15.3 MeV neutron energy 

lasted for ~26 h, while the duration of the other at 17.1 MeV was approximately 4 d and 

the experimental setup for both is presented in the Fig.1. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the irradiation setup geometry. 

 

 

The variations of the neutron beams were monitored by a BF3 detector placed at a 

distance of 3 m from the neutron source. Data from the BF3 counter were stored at regular 

time intervals through a multichannel scaler, and were used to correct for the decay of the product 

nuclei during irradiation and to account for fluctuations in the beam flux in the subsequent off-line 

analysis.  

High purity Hf and Al reference foils were placed at a distance of ~2 cm from the neutron 

beam production (as shown in Fig.1) and the induced activity of product radionuclides from 

the irradiated foils was measured with two HPGe detectors of 56% and 100% relative 

efficiency, properly shielded with lead blocks to reduce the contribution of the natural 

radioactivity. Gamma-ray spectra were taken at a distance of approximately 10 cm from 

the detectors and their efficiencies were determined via a calibrated 152Eu source. 

Moreover, corrections for self absorption were taken into account along with the decay of 

product nuclides over the whole time range and the fluctuation of the neutron beam flux 

over the irradiation time.  

The study of neutron energy spectra generated by deuterons on the Ti-T target were carried 

out using the code NeuSDesc, developed at IRMM by Birgerssone and Lovestam [3]. The results 

for the neutron flux at a distance of ~2 cm from the Ti-T target were compared to the MCNP5 [4] 

simulation results for the neutron flux at the same distance and therefore, the mean neutron 

beam energies were estimated to be (15.3 ± 0.5) and (17.1 ± 0.3) MeV. 

 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

The interactions n+174Hf and n+176Hf are compound nucleus reactions. When a neutron 

impinge on a 174Hf or a 176Hf nucleus, the compound nuclei 175Hf and 177Hf respectively, are 

produced in an excited state and the possible exit channels of the reactions are shown in 
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Fig.2a and 2b. In the present work the 174Hf(n,2n)173Hf and 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf channels have 

been investigated, in which the residual nuclei are produced in an excited state. 

                             

                              
(a)                                                                   (b) 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Energy diagram for the n+174Hf interaction. (b) Energy diagram for the n+176Hf 
interaction. 

 

For the 174Hf(n,2n)173Hf reaction the residual nucleus decays by eletron capture to 173Lu and the 

two most intense characteristic γ-ray transitions of 123.7 keV (83%) and 297.0 keV (34%) were 

used for the determination of the reaction cross section. A typical spectrum taken with the HPGe 

detector is given in Fig.3. The yields of the γ-ray transitions were corrected for self-absorption of 

the emitted γ-rays in the activated samples using the code MCNP5 [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Typical off line spectrum of natural Hf taken at neutron enery 15.3 MeV in which the γ-ray 
peaks of interest for the determination of the 174Hf(n,2n)173Hf reaction cross section are marked. The 
acquisition time of the measurement is 108000 sec. 
 

For the 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf reaction the residual nucleus decays by β+ reaction to 175Lu and the 

characteristic γ-ray transition 343.4 keV cannot be used for the determination of the reaction cross 

section directly, because is contaminated. The nucleus 175Hf is not only produced by the 
176Hf(n,2n) but also by the 174Hf(n,γ) and the 177Hf(n,3n) reactions, thus the intergral of the 343.4 

keV γ-ray peak (shown in Fig. 4) must be corrected for the aforementioned contributions.  
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Fig. 4. Typical off line spectrum of natural Hf taken at neutron enery 15.3 MeV in which the γ-ray 
peak of interest for the determination of the 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf reaction cross section is marked. The 

acquisition time of the measurement is 108000 sec. 

 

 

The 174Hf(n,γ) reaction has zero energy threshold (Ethreshold = 0.0 MeV) which means that can be 

activated by the presence of low energy parasitic neutrons in the beam. In order to estimate the 

correction for this contribution a technique, which is described below, was developed. 

The neutron beam just after the tritium target was defined with the use of the code NeuSDesc 

at a distance of 1 mm from the Ti-T target. This distribution was introduced as input source in the 

code MCNP5 which takes into account the whole geometry of the irradiation setup and therefore, 

the neutron energy distribution (shown in Fig. 5) at the targets was estimated. 
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Fig. 5. Neutron flux calculated with NeuSDesc and MCNP codes at a 17 mm distance from the Ti-T target. 
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Given the neutron flux distribution from the code MCNP5, reaction rate induced at the irradiated 

foils can be determined according to the following expressions: 

 

                  
 

     
                                  

                        (1) 

 

where the cross section values (σ) are taken from the ENDF database and the neutron flux 

(Φ(Ei)) derived from MCNP5 is normalized according to the experimental neutron flux per 

second for each energy bin Ei (see Fig.5). 

In addition, the number of the produced nuclei Np is given by the equations: 

 

    
                  

 
                                                                         (2) 

 

    
   

           
                                                                                  (3) 

 

Thus, according to equations (2) and (3), the number of the expected counts (Nγ) arising 

from the deexcitation of the residual nucleus can be determined via this expression: 

 

    
                                   

 
                                                              (4) 

                                                                            

where εγ is the efficiency of the Ge detector, I is the intensity of the characteristic 

transition, F is the total correction factor to account for self-absorption of the sample and 

counting geometry, λ is the decay constant of the residual nucleus and 

 
                                                                                         (5) 

 

is a correction factor for the counting collection, where t1 and t2 are time intervals from the 

end of the irradiation to the beginning and finish of the measurement with the Ge detector, 

respectively.  

 

In order to validate this method, the expected counts Νγ for the energy peak at 411.8 keV 

produced by the residual nucleus of the 197Au(n,γ)198Au reaction were estimated and 

compared to the experimental ones and the results are presented in Table I. 

 

En (MeV) Nexpected Nexperimental Percentage Difference 

15.3 22672 26700 15% 

17.1 2256 3000 25% 

 

Table. I. Results from the equation (4), Nexpected, compared to experimental data and differeces 

between them in order to validate the method described above. 

 

The experimental and expected counts are in fair agreement, thus validating the correction 

methodolody and the MCNP5 predictions. 

 

The same methodology was implemented for the energy peak at 343.4 keV produced by 

the residual nucleus of the 174Hf(n,γ)175Hf reaction. The results showed that the contribution 

of the 174Hf(n,γ)175Hf was irrelevant, since the number of expected counts for the peak at 

343.3 keV was almost zero. The correction in this case was found to be negligible due to 

the low (n,γ) cross section, combined with low flux of parasitic neutrons. Nevertheless in 

other cases the method can be used for this sort of corrections. 
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Regarding the 177Hf(n,3n)175Hf contribution, the correction was deduced by using the reaction 

cross section at the main incident neutron beam energies from ENDF database and by the 

following expression: 

 
                                                                                     (5) 

 

where fc is a correction factor for the produced nuclei that decayed during irradiation and is 

expressed by: 

 

    
             
  
 

         
  
 

                                                                          (6) 

 

where tB is the irradiation time. 
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Fig. 6. Cross section data from the present work and EXFOR database of the 174Hf(n,2n)173Hf 

reaction 

 

These corrections turned out to be the major ones. In more detail, at 15.3 MeV irradiation 

the correction was 311 out of 7500 counts for the 343.4 keV γ-ray peak, while for the 17.1 

MeV irradiation was 2460 out of 5400 counts. As expected, at 15.3 MeV neutron beam 

energy in which the 177Hf(n,3n)175Hf reaction channel has just opened and the cross section is 

very low, the correction is only 4%. On the contrary, at 17.1 MeV in which the (n,3n) cross 

section is significantly higher the correction reaches up to 46%. 
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To conclude, the preliminary experimental results for the cross section of the 
174Hf(n,2n)173Hf and 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf reactions, are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, 

respectively, along with EXFOR data from literature and ENDF/B-VII.1 library [5]. 
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Fig. 7. Cross section data from the present work and EXFOR database of the 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf 

reaction. 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 
A new Ti-tritiated target of 373 GBq activity has been installed at the 5.5MV tandem 

T11/25 Accelerator of NCSR "Demokritos", to produce neutrons in the energy range ~ 15-
20 MeV by using the  3H(d,n)4He reaction. The neutron beam energy has been studied by 
means of Monte Carlo simulation codes and the neutron flux has been determined via the 
27Al(n,a) reference reaction. The neutron beams at (15.3±0.5) and  (17.1±0.3) MeV have 
been used for the cross section measurements of the (n,2n) reaction on 174Hf and 176Hf 
isotopes. In the determination of the 176Hf(n,2n)175Hf reaction cross section the 
contamination of the 174Hf(n,γ)175Hf and 177Hf(n,3n)175Hf  reactions has been taken into 
account. In particular, a methodology has been developed for the estimation of the (n,γ) 
contribution and although it proved irrelevant for the 174Hf, it can be useful in other cases 
for such corrections. Moreover, additional cross section measurements are planned in the 
18-20 MeV region and statistical model calculations will be performed by using the EMPIRE 
code. 
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The UoA online database for nuclear electromagnetic moments 
data: 

Status and perspectives * 
 

T.J. Mertzimekis 

Faculty of Physics, University of Athens, Zografou Campus, 15784, Athens, Greece 
 

 

 An existing online database of nuclear electromagnetic moments [1], i.e. dipole 

magnetic and electric quadrupole moments has been recently upgraded and enriched with the 

most recent experimental data available. The database is now an official part of IAEA’s 

Livechart [2] earning worldwide status. 

 Old and new features of the database, such as spectroscopic data, experimental values of 

nuclear electromagnetic moments, bibliographic data and information on experimental 

techniques will be presented. Additional operational features of the database, as well as future 

prospects for making the database more accessible and user-friendly will be discussed. 
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A Prospect to Nuclear Reactor Neutrino Detection via the Coherent 

Scattering with the Spherical Proportional Counter 

 
Ilias Savvidis, Ioannis Katsioulas 

 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece 

 

Abstract 

 Nuclear Power Reactors are the most powerful neutrino sources as they emit large 

numbers of antineutrinos, at energies up to 10 MeV. The reactor neutrino detection is very 

important for fundamental physics goals, as well as for applications, among them being the 

possibility to determine the isotopic composition of the reactor’s core. This could lead to 

application of neutrino spectroscopy for reactor monitoring, either for improving the reliability 

of operation of power reactors or as a method to accomplish certain safeguard and non-

proliferation objectives. We present here the possibilities on detecting neutrinos coming from 

nuclear reactors with the Spherical Proportional Counter (SPC), by exploiting the coherent 

neutrino-nucleus elastic scattering. Two big problems are associated with the neutrinos 

coherent-nucleus scattering: the very low energy of the recoil nucleus and the background 

signals in the detector. 
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The implementation of all Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) depth profiling techniques 

critically depends on the accuracy of the available differential cross sections for the reactions 

involved. Unfortunately, the existing experimentally determined differential cross-section data 

are in many cases quite scarce and/or discrepant, thus their reliability is highly questionable. On 

the other hand, the evaluated cross-sections, when available, are the most reliable ones to be 

used in analytical studies, since they involve a critical assessment of the experimental datasets, 

followed by a proper tuning of the corresponding nuclear model parameters. However, it is 

important to point out that most of the evaluated datasets are still not adequately validated. A 

carefully designed benchmarking experimental procedure (i.e. the validation of differential 

cross-section data via the acquisition of thick-target spectra followed by their simulation) is 

thus mandatory. Benchmarking can also provide the necessary feedback for the adjustment of 

the parameters of the nuclear model used in the evaluation process, and can help in assigning 

realistic uncertainties to the cross sections. Moreover, in the absence of evaluated cross 

sections, it can indicate recommended experimental datasets.  

Recently, a dedicated effort was made to thoroughly document this procedure [1], 

followed by a technical meeting organized by IAEA. In the present review an attempt is made 

to present the recommended steps and to critically assess the problems of the benchmarking 

process in the following cases: (1) In 
nat

Si(p,p0), for Ep=1.5-3.5 MeV, where channeling 

perturbations in crystalline wafers, if not carefully treated, can seriously affect the accuracy of 

the measurements, while the size of the powder used in pressurized tablets can affect the shape 

of resonances in the experimental thick-target yield spectra, (2) in 
19

F(p,p0) and 
nat

B(p,p0), for 

Ep=1.5-2.5 MeV, where, for the removal of the important underlying α-particle background, 

DE/E telescopes have been implemented, and (3) in 
nat

O(p,p0), for Ep=1.5-4 MeV, where target 

related effects (e.g. roughness) need to be taken into account. 

  

[1]  V. Paneta, J. L. Colaux, A. F. Gurbich, C. Jeynes, M. Kokkoris, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B328 (2014), 

p. 1-7. 
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___________________________________________________________________________________

__ 

Abstract In the present work, the preanalysis of activation foil experiments to determine 

neutron fluence rates along JET hall ducts and labyrinths is discussed. Simulations were 

performed using computational codes MCNPX and FISPACT-II and a detailed model of the JET 

hall, including the tokamak, biological shield and penetrations. The induced activity and detector 

count rate were predicted for activation foils placed at selected positions within the JET hall for 

Deuterium-Deuterium and Deuterium-Tritium JET plasma sources. The results of the calculations 

showed that satisfactory counting statistics can be obtained with the use of activation detectors 

and therefore activation analysis offers an unbiased and robust cross-benchmarking tool for 

comparison against other experimental and computation techniques applied in neutron streaming 

studies at JET. 

Keywords Activation detectors, MCNP, FISPACT, Fusion technology, JET 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The Joint European Torus (JET) is currently the largest operating tokamak serving as 

the main test-bed for fusion plant design and technology development [1]. Among other 

activities, thermoluminescence measurements and Monte Carlo calculations have been 

performed in order to evaluate neutron fluence levels in the JET Hall as well as to assess in 

a real fusion environment the capability of numerical tools to accurately predict neutron 

transport along long paths and complex shielding geometries [2, 3]. Moreover, neutron 

activation measurements are planned in the forthcoming JET experimental campaigns. 

Since the response of activation detectors depends only on nuclear parameters, 

measurements using activation detectors provide a robust and unbiased technique for 

neutron fluence determination in a wide range of neutron energies, mixed neutron and 

gamma ray fields and in complex configurations such as those encountered in a fusion 

device [4].  
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In the present work, the computational analysis demonstrating the feasibility of an 

activation foil experiment for neutron streaming evaluation along labyrinths and ducts in 

the JET shielding configuration is discussed. Advanced prognosis of the induced activity in 

selected activation foils was performed for various positions within the JET Hall. The 

activation foil experiment will provide benchmarking data for comparison against 

simulations and thermoluminescence measurements. Furthermore, it will contribute 

towards the verification of the computational codes and data used for the radiation 

shielding design of the future fusion devices ITER and DEMO. 

METHOD 

Neutron fluence and activity calculations were performed using computational codes 

MCNP6 [5] and FISPACT-II [6], respectively. Detectors were positioned at the SW entrance 

labyrinth (A2, A4) and at the SE chimney area (B2, B3) of the torus hall (Fig. 1). A two-

stage simulation approach was employed. In the first stage, a detailed model of the JET 

torus was used to produce two surface neutron sources. The Surface Source Write (SSW) 

files registered neutrons on two surfaces: a quarter sphere of 5.0 m in radius centered at 

the SW hall corner and an orthogonal box surrounding the chimney in the SE hall corner. 

Subsequently, the SSW files were used as Surface Source Read (SSR) input files for the 

calculations of neutron transport in the SW labyrinth and SE chimney areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Experimental positions in the JET Torus Hall area 

 

Sets of activation foils were assumed to be placed within suitable aluminum holders 

and in polyethylene (PE) moderators. The PE assembly and the aluminum holder are 

shown in Figs. 2a & 2b, respectively. Neutron fluence was calculated at the detector 

position within the aluminum holders and at the centre of the PE moderators. Activity 

calculations were performed using the European Activation File (EAF) library data [7]. 

Neutron activation inventory code FISPACT-II was used to calculate the activity induced in 

each foil. Given the fact that the detectors will be accessed and measured several days 

after the end of the JET irradiation campaign, only isotopes with decay half-times of more 

than 60 days were considered. Foil materials, nuclear reactions, target isotopic 

abundances, product nuclide half-lives, gamma ray energies and gamma branching per 
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disintegration are shown in Table 1. All foils were assumed to be discs of 15 mm in 

diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 (a) Polyethylene moderator assembly (b) Aluminum foil holder 

 

Foil 
Density 

(g·cm-3) 
Reaction 

Target 

Isotopic 

Abundance 

(%) 

Product 

Half-life 

Gamma 

Energy 

(keV) 

Gammas 

per 

decay 

(%) 

Photo-

peak 

Efficiency 

Co 8.9 59Co(n,γ) 60Co 100 5.3 y 1332.5 100.0 0.025 

Sc 2.9 45Sc(n,γ) 46Sc 100 83.8 d 1120.5 95.5 0.030 

Ni 8.9 58Ni(n,p) 58Co 68.077 72 d 810.8 99.4 0.045 

Ag 10.5 109Ag(n,γ) 110mAg 48.161 249.8 d 657.8 94.7 0.056 

Ta 16.6 181Ta(n,γ) 182Ta 99.988 115 d 1121.3 35.0 0.030 

 

Table 1 Foil characteristics 

 

Calculations were performed for a total neutron production of 9.9×1018 neutrons and 

1.7×1021 neutrons representing the total neutron yield which is expected to be produced 

during the planned JET D-D and D-T experimental campaigns, respectively. For the 

purposes of the present study, the neutron production at the plasma source was assumed 

to be constant over the irradiation period. Activity rates were calculated using FISPACT-II 

for decay times of 10, 20, 30, 60, 90, 180, 270 and 360 days. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The FISPACT calculated specific activities per foil as a function of cooling time for the 

D-D source are shown in Figs 3 & 4, for foils within aluminum holders and in PE, 

respectively. The FISPACT calculated specific activities per foil as a function of cooling time 

for the D-T source are shown in Figs 5 & 6, for foils within aluminum holders and in PE, 

respectively.  
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Fig. 3 Predicted specific activity per foil within Al holders as a function of cooling time (D-D source) 

 
Fig. 4 Predicted specific activity per foil within PE cylinders as a function of cooling time (D-D 

source) 
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Fig. 5 Predicted specific activity per foil within Al holders as a function of cooling time (D-Τ source) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Predicted specific activity per foil within PE cylinders as a function of cooling time (D-Τ source) 

From Figures 3-6 it can be seen that for the un-moderated detectors (within Al 

holdres) the higher specific activity was obtained by the tantalum foil for all positions and 
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plasma sources examined. This result is readily explained by the higher neutron capture 

cross-section of 181Ta in both the slow and resonance regions of the neutron spectrum. On 

the other hand, among foils positioned within the PE cylinders, scandium presented the 

higher activity, followed by the tantalum foil. This result can be attributed to the higher 

thermal neutron cross-sections of scandium and tantalum as compared to the ones of 

cobalt and silver, taking into account that neutrons are moderated by elastic interactions 

with the hydrogen atoms in the PE material. It is noted that at the centre of the PE 

cylinder the thermal to epithermal neutron ratio was of about 100. The uncertainties 

plotted in these figures are the ones related to the MCNP simulations and the propagation 

of errors along the subsequent calculations. Nevertheless, it has to be stressed that, 

although radionuclide half-life and cross-section uncertainties are considered small for the 

studied radionuclides, the cross-section errors can be very large for some isotopes and 

neutron energies, introducing significant errors in the activity calculations.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this study demonstrated the feasibility of neutron flux measurements 

using activation foils for the determination of neutron fluence levels in the JET biological 

shielding penetrations. Activation detectors will be able to provide an unbiased 

benchmarking tool for the verification of the methodologies used for neutron streaming 

evaluation in JET and other fusion devices as well. 
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 The neutron spectrum of the sub-critical nuclear reactor of Aristotle University of 

Thessaloniki was measured in three radial distances from the reactor core. The multi-disc 

neutron activation technique was applied. Fifteen elements have been irradiated and 40 

reactions in total (n,γ), (n,p) and (n,α), were determined in each position. Due to the relevant 

low neutron flux, discs instead of foils were used, so the gamma self-absorption factors had to 

be calculated for the gammas lines used to determine the induced activity of the discs. The 

specific activities calculated for all the isotopes were the input to the SANDII code, which is 

provided by NEA Data Bank and it was built specifically for the neutron spectrum de-

convolution when neutron activation technique is used. For the optimization of the results a 

technique was used to minimize the influence the initial spectrum shape which SANDII uses.  
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract. University of Crete (UoC) has initiated the research initiative APAPES funded by 

THALES
‡
 that has already set up a new experimental station with a beam line dedicated solely on basic 

atomic physics research. This new experiment utilizing Zero-degree Auger Projectile Spectroscopy 

(ΖΑPS) is located at the 5 MV TANDEM accelerator of the National Center for Scientific Research 

(NCSR) “Demokritos” in Athens, and has been put together to perform high resolution studies of 

electrons emitted during ion-atom collisions. The apparatus consists of a Hemispherical Deflector 

Analyzer (HDA) combined with a 2-dimensional Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) and a doubly-

differentially pumped gas cell containing the gas-target.  

The goal is to perform a systematic isoelectronic investigation of K-Auger spectra emitted from 

pre-excited and ground state He-like ions in collisions with gas targets using novel techniques.  

So far, various Auger electron spectra produced through collisions of mixed state (1s
2
, 1s2s

3
S)  

C
4+

 ion beam with various gas targets have been recorded. In addition, detailed simulations using 

SIMION have also explored the optimal lens voltages and the solid angle correction factors for long-

lived metastable states. A terminal gas stripper system is scheduled to be installed in the accelerator, 

extending its range of available charge states and enabling the production of pure ground state as well as 

mixed state beams with different metastable fractions, a measurement vital to APAPES. 

Here, we report on the progress made up to date on the APAPES project, the description of the 

apparatus, updated results and plans for the near future. 

Keywords Ion-atom collisions, Auger electron spectroscopy, He-like ion beams   
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INTRODUCTION 

The APAPES initiative establishes in Greece the discipline of Atomic Physics with Accelerators, a 

field with important contributions to astrophysics, hot plasmas, fusion, accelerator technology as well as 

fundamental atomic physics of ion-atom collision dynamics, structure and technology. This is 

accomplished by combining the existing interdisciplinary atomic collisions expertise from three Greek 

universities, the strong support of distinguished foreign researchers and the high technical ion-beam 

know-how of the “Demokritos” Tandem accelerator group into a cohesive initiative. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The experimental setup includes a single stage HDA spectrometer equipped with an injection lens 

and a 2-dimensional PSD combined with a doubly-differentially pumped gas target. It has been used in 

previous work at Kansas State Univ. [1], and was transferred to the Athens TANDEM accelerator 

laboratory. This high-efficiency, high-resolution ZAPS system is ideally suited for use in electron 

spectroscopy of electrons emitted from weak ion beams, and due to its PSD is also about 15-20 times 

more efficient than conventional single channel devices (e.g. two-stage parallel plate electron 

spectrometers [2]). Additionally, the paracentric entry of the HDA [3] is a novel feature adding further 

high-resolution capability not available to conventional centric HDAs [4, 5]. In Fig. 1 a photograph of 

the beam line is shown, and in Fig. 2, a schematic of the doubly differentially pumped target gas cell, 

the HDA, the 4-element input lens and the PSD are shown inside the vacuum chamber. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Panoramic view of the new beam line at the 5 MV Demokritos Tandem. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic view of the doubly-differentially pumped target gas cell, the 4-element input lens, the HDA and the 2-D PSD. 

Each colour denotes a different electrode that can be independently biased.  
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ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM 

A typical high-resolution KLL Auger spectrum with our new setup using the 5 MV Tandem Van de 

Graaff accelerator is shown in Fig. 3. A 18 MeV C
4+

 beam was collimated and directed into the doubly-

differentially pumped gas cell that contains the Ne target. The gas cell pressure during the measurement 

was 20 mTorr. The tuning energy W of the analyzer was set at 1525 eV. High resolution was achieved 

by retarding the electrons using a deceleration factor of F=4. Analysed electrons are recorded and 

normalized to the incident beam current, which is collected at the Faraday cup. The similarity with 

previous published works is obvious [9]. 

 
Fig. 3. (a) 2-D PSD Image, (b) Projection of the PSD image within the selected region shown in (a). The 4P line is seen to be 

broadened. Its considerably longer life-time makes it decays closer to the spectrometer with increased angular acceptance and 

therefore kinematic broadening. 

ELECTRON CAPTURE 

The various 1s2s2l lines observed in the Auger electron spectra in Fig. 3 result from various 

electron transfer processes of a target electron to one of the possible (1s2s2l) states available to a He-

like ion. In the past, we have presented calculations for fluorine He-like beams. With the use of the well 

known COWAN Hartree-Fock package [6] the relevant F
6+

(1s2snl 
2,4

LJ) Li-like energy levels, including 

dipole and Auger transition rates for principal quantum numbers 2≤n≤5 and l=0, n-1 were calculated [7]. 

In Fig. 4 the energy level scheme along with the corresponding transition rates is shown. Basic quantum 

mechanics requires the spin coupling of a 2p electron to the 1s2s 
3
S state yielding 1s2s2p 

4
P quartet and 

1s2s2p 
2
P doublet states to be in the ratio of 2:1, i.e. R=σ(1s2s2p 

4
P)/σ(1s2s2p 

2
P)= 2. However, it has 

been documented in the literature that the values of R extracted from the spectra are much larger having 

values of R~6-9 [7-10]. Our intention is to provide a more thorough understanding of cascade feeding of 

the 1s2s2p 
4
P  metastable states produced by electron capture in collisions of He-like ions with gas 

targets and further elucidate their role in the non-statistical production of 1s2s2p states by electron 

capture, recently a field of conflicting interpretations awaiting further resolution. 
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Fig. 4. Li-like quartet and doublet F6+ 1s2snl energy level scheme (not to scale) resulting from single electron nl capture to F7+ 

1s2s 3S. Only a few representative levels are indicated for clarity. Arrows represent transitions with widths roughly proportional 

to their strength radiative E1 (dipole) vertical red lines and Auger slanted blue lines. Rates in s−1 are given to the right of the 

arrows the quantity in square brackets indicates power of 10, while radiative transition branching ratios are given in bold to 

their left. Also indicated are total lifetimes and dashed arrows for Coulomb forbidden transitions (from Ref. [7]). 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Future developments on the beam line include the upgrade of the TANDEM’s accelerator to also 

include a recirculating gas stripper system in the accelerator terminal, along with a post-stripping stage, 

for both gas and foil stripping. These, along with the placement of a number of beam profile monitors 

will allow for better control of the beam both as to its transmission as well as to the composition of the 

mixed state. 
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     Elastic Backscattering Spectroscopy (EBS) is one of the most suitable IBA techniques for 

light element detection and depth profiling. The implementation of the technique depends 

mainly on the availability and accuracy of the existing corresponding differential cross-section 

data. A compilation of all the available experimental cross-section values is found in IBANDL, 

along with evaluated data provided by SigmaCalc.  

     Concerning fluorine analytical studies, the corresponding experimental data are quite 

inadequate and discrepant, proving the significance of the evaluated values, which provide the 

most reliable data being produced by the incorporation of the available experimental cross 

sections within a unified theoretical approach. The present work contributes in this field by 

reproducing and extending the corresponding evaluation for 
19

F(p,p0), which ranges up to 1730 

keV, to proton energies at 2250 keV, using the AZURE code. The performed R-matrix 

calculations involved the simultaneous analysis of several input datasets, as well as 

spectroscopic information concerning the formed compound nucleus 
20

Ne, while valuable 

feedback information was provided by proton benchmarking spectra on ZnF2 taken at Ep=1730 

and 2250 keV for the fine tuning of the parameters used. The problem of the 
19

F(p,p΄) and 
19

F(p,αx) contributions in the obtained thick target yield spectra is also discussed. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract Transactinide nuclei around neutron number N=162 display axially deformed 

equilibrium shapes. In the present study we are particularly interested in the occurrence of high-K 

isomers in the axially deformed isotopes of Rf (Z=104), Sg (Z=106), Hs (Z=108), and Ds 

(Z=110), with neutron number N=160-166 and the effect of the N=162 closure on the structure 

and distribution of two-quasiparticle (2qp) states. The evolution of high-K isomers is analyzed in 

a self-consistent axially symmetric relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov calculation using the blocking 

approximation with time-reversal symmetry breaking.  

Keywords high-K isomers, transactinides, nuclear density-functionals 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Nuclei beyond the actinides owe their existence to the underlying single-nucleon shell 

structure. These elements often display axially deformed equilibrium shapes and intruder 

single-nucleon states with high-Ω values (projection of the single-particle angular 

momentum onto the symmetry axis of the nucleus) appear close to the Fermi level. The 

unpaired quasiparticle excitations form isomeric states with high values of total K = ΣiΩi 

[1]. Because they can only decay by K-forbidden transitions, these states have lifetimes 

that are significantly longer than most of the neighboring states. The decay of isomeric 

states provides information on the nuclear wave function, single-nucleon states, pairing 

gaps and residual interactions [2]. 

Systematic experimental efforts in the region of very heavy nuclei have produced detailed 

spectroscopic data in nuclei around 
254

No [3- 7]. In addition to the detection of α and γ 

decays, recent studies have made use of conversion electrons (CE) to investigate possible 

K-isomeric states in heavy high-Z nuclei such as, for instance, 
256

Rf, in which internal 

conversion becomes the preferred decay mode [8, 9]. The heaviest nuclei for which 

characteristic high-K isomeric decays have been investigated are 
270

Ds and its α-decay 

daughter 
266

Hs [10, 11]. Theoretical studies of quasiparticle excitations in the region of 

transactinide nuclei have been based on the microscopic-macroscopic approach [12-23], 

self-consistent models with Skyrme functionals [24-29], the Gogny force [30-32], and 

relativistic energy density functionals [33-38].  

                                                 
* Corresponding author, email: vprassa@gmail.com 
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In the present study [39] we extend our resent study of shape evolution, collective 

excitation spectra, and decay properties of transactinide nuclei based on the microscopic 

framework of relativistic energy density functionals Ref. [33], to two-quasiparticle 

excitations in the axially deformed isotopes of Rf (Z = 104), Sg (Z = 106), Hs (Z = 108), 

and Ds (Z = 110), with neutron number N = 160 − 166.  

 

QUASI-PARTICLE EXCITATIONS 

 

The two-quasiparticle neutron or proton states are obtained in a self-consistent relativistic 

Hartree-Bogoliubov calculation [39, 40], based on the functional DD-PC1 [41] and with a 

separable pairing force of finite range [42, 43], using the blocking approximation with 

time-reversal symmetry breaking. The 2qp states are determined by blocking the lowest 

neutron or proton quasi-particle orbitals located in the vicinity of the Fermi energy that 

corresponds to the fully paired equilibrium solution. After performing the iterative 

minimization, the energy of the two-quasiparticle excitation is obtained as the difference 

between the energy of the self-consistent blocked RHB solution and the energy of the fully 

paired equilibrium minimum. The breaking of time-reversal symmetry removes the 

degeneracy between signature partner states with angular-momentum projection on the 

symmetry axis Kmin = |Ωi − Ωj| and Kmax = Ωi + Ωj, and with parity π = πi · πj.  

 

Fig. 1.Lowest two-quasiparticle states in Rf (upper panel) and Sg (lower panel) isotopes with 

neutron number N = 160 − 166. The 2qp states correspond to axially symmetric solutions obtained 

with the relativistic functional DD-PC1 and a pairing force separable in momentum space. The 

calculation includes time-reversal symmetry breaking. 

Figures 1 and 2 display the excitation energies of two-quasiparticle Kν(π) states for the Rf, 

Sg, Hs and Ds isotopes with neutron number N = 160 − 166. In figure 1 the high density 

of single-particle levels close to the Fermi surface in the isotopes of Rf and Sg with N=160 

yields a number of quasiparticle excitations in the energy window below 1.8 MeV. Our 

calculation predicts the occurrence of the two-neutron isomeric states K
π 

= 9
−
ν and 2

−
ν 
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originating from the single-particle orbitals ν7/2
+

[613] ⊗ ν11/2
−

[725]. The neutron 

orbitals ν1/2
+
[620] and ν7/2

+
[613] are coupled to form the states 4

+
ν and 3

+
ν at 

excitation energy close to 1MeV. An interesting result, that can also be noticed in the two 

other isotopic chains considered in this study, is that the lowest two-quasiparticle states in 

the N = 162 isotones are predicted at considerably higher excitation energies. For the 

particular choice of the energy density functional and pairing interaction used in this and 

our previous study [33], the lowest two-quasiparticle states typically occur at ≈ 0.8 MeV, 

whereas in the N = 162 isotones the excitation energies of the lowest 2qp states are 

predicted at E ≥ 1.2 MeV. For 
266

Rf, in particular, the doublet of states 5
−
π and 4

−
π 

states at energy 1.35 MeV originates from the two-proton configuration π1/2
−

[521] ⊗ 

π9/2
+

[624]. The lowest two neutron excitations occur at even higher energies: the 9
+
ν 

and 2
+
ν states at 1.60 MeV and 1.65 MeV, respectively, based on the high-j configuration 

ν7/2
+

[613] ⊗ ν11/2
+

[606]. In 
268

Sg, as a result of the neutron shell-closure at N = 162, 

the lowest 2qp excitations are the proton states 7
−
π and 2

−
π at 1.32 and 1.33 MeV, 

respectively, originating from the Nilsson levels π5/2
−
[512] and π9/2

+
[624]. We note that 

for this nucleus the only two-neutron qp states, predicted below 1.8MeV are the 9
+
ν and 

2
+
ν (ν11/2

+
[606] ⊗ ν7/2

+
[613]) at 1.70 and 1.74 MeV, respectively. The occurrence of 

2qp excitations in 
268

Rf and 
270

Sg already at energies ≈ 1 MeV is consistent with the 

increase of the single-particle level density near the Fermi surface. The lowest-lying two-

neutron excitations 12
−
ν and 1

−
ν originate from the configuration ν13/2

−
[716] ⊗ 

ν11/2
+

[606]. In 
270

Rf and 
272

Sg the lowest 2qp configurations are: ν5/2
+

[613] ⊗ 

ν13/2
−

[716] (9
−
ν and 4

−
ν ), ν9/2

+
[604] ⊗ ν13/2

−
[716] (11

−
ν and 2

−
ν ), ν11/2

+
[606] 

⊗ ν13/2
−

[716] (12
−
ν and 1

−
ν ), and ν5/2

+
[613] ⊗ ν11/2

+
[606] (8

+
ν and 3

+
ν ).  

In 
268

Hs (left panel of figure 2), the lowest-lying 2qp excitations are the signature partner 

levels 9
−
ν , 2

−
ν and 4

+
ν , 3

+
ν. The two configurations coincide in energy, with the 

aligned Ω-states at 0.86 MeV and the anti-aligned ones at 0.88 MeV. Adding two more 

protons (right panel of figure 2), the doublet 4
+
ν and 3

+
ν (ν1/2

+
[620] ⊗ ν7/2

+
[613]) 

becomes the lowest 2qp excitation in the nucleus 
270

Ds. The partner levels 9
−
ν and 2

−
ν, 

which are the lowest 2qp states in the N = 160 Rf, Sg and Hs isotopes, are calculated ≈ 

200keV higher in energy. The prediction of a high-K two-neutron quasiparticle 

configuration at energy ≈ 1 MeV is in agreement with the experimental observation of a 

two-neutron high-K isomeric decay in 
270

Ds [11]. In 
270

Hs, because of the deformed 

shell closure, the neutron two-quasiparticle states 9
+
ν and 2

+
ν are predicted at energies 

1.65 and 1.69 MeV, respectively. The lowest-lying 2qp states calculated for 
270

Hs are the 

proton excitations 7
+
π and 2

+
π , with the structure of Nilsson orbitals π5/2

−
[512] ⊗ 

π9/2
−

[505]. 
270

Hs has been observed in the reaction 
248

Cm (
26

Mg, 4n), however, 
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because of the low production cross section and consequently low number observed events 

(3), no detailed spectroscopic data are available except for α decay energies and decay 

times [44]. The calculation for 
272

Ds predicts the proton two-quasiparticle states 10
−
π 

and1
−
π based on the configuration π9/2

−
[505] ⊗ π11/2

+
[615]. Because of the N = 162 

deformed shell gap the two-neutron doublets 9
+
ν , 2

+
ν and 5

+
ν , 6

+
ν , appears only at 

higher excitation energies (1.5 MeV). 
272

Ds is the α-decay daughter of 
276

Cn, which 

could be produced in a similar way as 
270

Ds [11] via the reaction 
207

Pb(
70

Sn, 1n)
276

Cn. 

An order of magnitude lower production cross section could be compensated by higher 

beam intensities at future linear accelerator facilities, e.g. the LINAG project presently 

under construction for SPIRAL2 [45], or the project for a high-intensity continuous wave 

machine at GSI [45]. Consistent with the results obtained for Rf and Sg isotopes, 
272

Hs, 

274
Hs, 

274
Ds and 

276
Ds exhibit an increased density of two-quasiparticle states at low 

excitation energies. The lowest Nilsson levels that form the 2qp configurations in the 

energy window below 1.8 MeV are the 13/2
−

[716], 11/2
+

[606], 5/2
+

[613] and 

3/2
+

[611] for neutrons, and the orbitals 11/2
+

[615], 9/2
−

[505] and 5/2
−

[512] for 

protons.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Same as described in the caption to Fig. 1 but for the isotopes of Hs (upper panel) and Ds 

(lower panel). 

 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

In summary, we have employed the self-consistent mean-field framework based on 

relativistic energy density functionals to study the structure of two-quasiparticle excitations 

in axially deformed Rf, Sg, Hs, and Ds isotopes, with neutron number N = 160 − 166. The 

calculation of excitation energies of 2qp states is based on the blocking approximation with 

time-reversal symmetry breaking. Our microscopic self-consistent calculation has provided 

a detailed prediction for the evolution of 2qp states close to the N = 162 deformed-shell 
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gap. The excitation energies of 2qp configurations depend on the specific choice of the 

energy density functional, and the strength of the pairing interaction. In the particle-hole 

channel we have used the relativistic functional DD-PC1 that was adjusted to the 

experimental masses of a set of 64 axially deformed nuclei in the mass regions A≈ 150 − 

180 and A≈ 230 − 250. The strength of the separable pairing force of finite range was 

fine-tuned to reproduce the odd-even mass differences in the region A≈ 230 − 250. A 

stronger (weaker) pairing would automatically increase (decrease) the energies of the 2qp 

states (shown in Figs. 1 and 2) with respect to the corresponding ground states. The 

calculation predicts the occurrence of a series of low-energy high-K isomers, most notably 

the 9
−
ν in the N = 160 and N = 166 isotopes, and the 12

−
ν in the N = 164 nuclei. A very 

interesting result is the low density of 2qp states in the N = 162 isotones, with no two-

neutron states predicted below 1.6 MeV excitation energy. The two-proton states in these 

nuclei are calculated almost 0.5 MeV higher in energy than the lowest 2qp states in 

neighboring isotopes. This is a consequence of the deformed-shell closure at N = 162 and 

presents an interesting observable that can be used, together with the separation energies 

and Qα-values, to characterize the evolution of deformed shell gaps in this mass region, 

and possibly verified experimentally in the near future for 
270

Hs and 
272

Ds.  
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Radon concentration as function of the soil depth (0- 2.6 m) was measured during the 

years (2002-2003), (2003-2004), (2010-2011), (2011-2012) and (2014-2015) in a location of 

the Aristotle University campus. Radium distribution in soil was found constant. On the 

contrary, as expected, radon concentration increases with soil depth. However, radon 

concentration does not follow the well known monotonous increase, which levels off to a 

saturation value.  Radon concentration increases up to a soil depth of about 80 cm, seems   to 

remain constant at depths of 80-130 cm and then increases again. The experimental distribution 

was reproduced by solving the general transport equation (diffusion and advection). The main 

finding of the numerical investigation is that the aforementioned, experimentally observed, 

profile of radon concentration can be explained theoretically by the existence of two soil layers 

with different diffusion-advection characteristics. Soil sample analysis verified the existence of 

two different soil layers. The equivalent diffusion coefficient could be uncovered from the 

experimental profile, which can then be used to estimate the radon current on the surface of the 

soil (radon exhalation).   

The radon exhalation was directly measured during the years 2010-2011 , 2011-2012 

and 2014-2015. About 100 measurements were performed .The direct measurement of mean 

radon exhalation is in reasonable agreement with the  (mean) one deduced indirectly from the 

experimental profile. The radon concentration at the soil surface is an important parameter . It 

may influence the   gamma dose rate measurements performed 1 meter above soil  by the 

gamma radiation early warning devices. Two different boundary conditions of the radon 

concentration at the soil surface were used for the solution of the  diffusion-advection equation . 

It was found that the calculated radon concentration in the soil, away from the soil surface, is 

the same for the two boundary conditions used . However,  the usually used boundary condition 

of zero radon concentration at the soil  surface I(0) =0, cannot deduce from the  experimental 

profile the radon concentration at the soil  surface. On the contrary, with the use of a more 

appropriate boundary condition , the radon concentration at the soil surface could be deduced 

from the experimental profile.   

A previously reported (Szegvary et al  ,Atmos. Environ. 43,1536,(2007)) radon flux 

map of Europe used terrestrial gamma radiation extracted  from automation monitoring 

networks. In the present study we investigated  the correlation between gamma radiation 1 
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meter above soil due to soil  radon progeny  and radon exhalation in 4 locations of the Greek 

early warning system network. 

This work was  supported  by EMRP Researcher Grant Contract No ENV57-REG1. The 

EMRP is jointly funded by the EMRP participating countries EURAMET and the European 

Union. 
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Caspian Sea is the largest closed marine compartment on Earth, with a surface area of around 380,000 

km
2
 and a volume of about 78000 km

3
. The formation of Caspian Sea is possibly due to the Tethys 

Ocean that was made landlocked 5.5 million years ago from the plate tectonics and their movement. 

This Sea is sourrounded by five countries (Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan) and 

it is devided in three compartmets: North, Middle and Sourth Caspian Seas. In this work the 

KATERINA [1] system was used for studying the current status of the radioactivity levels in the 

seawater and in the seabed in the compartment of the South Caspian Sea. The system was calibrated 

before the deployment according to methodologies for in-situ quantitative measurements [2, 3]. In order 

to analyse the convoluted peaks of natural radioactivity (e.g 609 and 583 keV), the acquired spectra are 

analysed using deconvolutions algorithms which are incorporated in the SPECTRW software [4]. The 

preliminary analysis exhibits enhanced levels in seawater and in sediment due to Uranium (radium / 

radon) and Thorium progenies as well as due 
40

K, originating from the Natural Occuring Radionuclides 

Materials (NORM). The data are interpreted taking into account gas hydrates phenomena as well as the 

oceanographic regime of the south Caspian Sea. 
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137

Cs activity concentration in seawater is an efficient radio-tracing technique to separate and identify 

the origin of different water masses along with depth. This technique has been applied for the study of 

deep basins at the North Aegean Sea [1], a marine region which is continuously enriched with 
137

Cs 

originated from the Black Sea, through the Dardanelles Straits. In this work, a second sampling 

campaign (from 2008 to 2013) was carried out in Lemnos’s deep basin and water quantities were 

collected from different depths. These quantities were chemically treated at HCMR to pre-concentrate 
137
Cs by using the AMP precipitation method [2]. The produced samples were measured by means of γ-

ray spectroscopy. The 
137

Cs data profile in combination with other oceanographic data (salinity and 

temperature), provides significant information for the water masses origin with respect to depth. More 

specifically, at the surface layer, Black Sea water masses (characterized by enriched concentrations of 
137

Cs) are observed, with 
137

Cs concentrations about 4 Bq/m
3
. At the intermediate layers, Levantine 

water masses (characterized by low concentrations of 
137

Cs) appear with 
137

Cs activity reduced to 2 

Bq/m
3
, while the deep layer dense water masses exhibit intermediate 

137
Cs concentrations of 3 Bq/m

3
. 

The 
137

Cs concentration results are compared with previous measurements performed in the same basin 

from 1999 to 2013, where the decline of 
137

Cs concentrations in the surface layer is observed and similar 

concentrations about 3 Bq/m
3
(within uncertainties) in the deep layer are obtained. 

 

Corresponding author: Pappa Filothei, e-mail address: fkpappa@gmail.com 

 

Keywords: 
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Cs profile, temporal variation, Lemnos deep basin, Aegean Sea 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 

One of the most used radionuclides for radio-tracing techniques, is the artificial 

radionuclide of 137Cs with half-life of approximately 30 years. The major sources of 137Cs to 

the Mediterranean Sea are the fallouts following nuclear weapon testing in the early 1960’s 

and the Chernobyl accident in 1986. The Chernobyl fallout produced an inhomogeneous 

input, where the maximum value appeared in the eastern Mediterranean and in the 

Adriatic Sea [3].  

The marine environment is a dynamic system. Radionuclides are mainly introduced to 

surface waters by river discharges and rainfalls and they do not remain in steady-state 

conditions due to currents and other physical processes in the water column. Therefore, 

radionuclides are considered a useful radio-tracing tool to investigate oceanographic 
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phenomena [4]. 137Cs radio-tracing technique can provide information of the water masses 

exchange that occurs between North Aegean and Black Sea (rich in 137Cs) and the 

oceanographic phenomena that take place in the basins of Aegean. Especially North 

Aegean, is an appropriate area for applying this technique, due to its connection with Black 

Sea through Dardanelles Straits [1],[5]. In this work 137Cs activity concentrations of nine 

seawater samples were utilized along with other physical properties (potential 

temperature, salinity) to study the movement of seawater masses and to understand the 

vertical transport processes in the deep basin region North of Lemnos Island.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Study area and Sampling 

 

The topography of the Aegean Sea, as well as the connection to the Black Sea through 

the Dardanelles Strait System and Levantine basins, through the Straits of the Cretan Arc, 

determine the hydrological structure of the Lemnos basin [6] Lemnos Basin is situated in 

the North Aegean Sea (Fig.1) and the study area of this work (station PNA-10) lies at 

latitude 40.25323 and longitude 25.28142. Additionally, Lemnos Basin is one of the 

distinct sub-basins of the North Aegean Sea with maximum depth of 1550 m, located 

nearest to the Dardanelles.[6]. 

 

 

Fig. 1 The sampling location from the deep basin of Limnos in north Aegean Sea.  

 

Nine water samples were collected from different depths, during October 2013 with 

HCMR’s research vessel “Aegaeo”, in the frame of the FP7 “PERSEUS” project. 

Simultaneously with the water sampling, in-situ measurements with a Conductivity-

Temperature-Depth (CTD) instrument were performed. Each sample was about 20 L and 

was acidified immediately at pH=1.5 to minimize the adsorption of 137Cs onto the bottles’ 

surfaces. The samples were transported to the facilities of environmental radioactivity 

laboratory of Hellenic Centre for Marine Research for further treatment and measurements. 
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Table 1. In-situ measurements of temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen along the water 

column. The volume of water samples are presented in the last column.  

Depth  Temperature  Salinity  DO2 Volume   

(m) (oC) (‰)  (L)  

2 19.184 35.735 5.024 22.8  

10 20.529 36.790 5.091 21.0  

20 19.830 36.784 5.047 20.0  

50 17.053 38.766 5.677 19.5  

100 15.919 38.981 5.253 20.7  

200 14.935 38.887 5.119 20.0  

500 13.774 39.007 4.744 19.3  

1000 13.676 39.029 4.840 40.0  

1595 13.665 39.032 4.745 24.0  

 

Methodology  

 

The samples were prepared by a standard procedure described in details elsewhere [5]. 

Briefly, a quantity of 15gr of ammonium molybdate-phosphate (AMP) is diluted to the 

acidified water sample aiming to adsorb and pre-concentrate caesium 137Cs. During this 

procedure the experimental determination of chemical efficiency of pre-concentration was 

obtained by additionally diluting 1ml of 134Cs (with well-known activity concentration) in 

each sample. The AMP quantity containing the total adsorbed caesium (137Cs and 134Cs), is 

then collected from the water, dried and finally is placed in standard containers for 

gamma-ray spectrometry. The activity concentration measurements were performed by 

High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detector (with 50% relative efficiency) setting acquisition 

time for all samples 24h. The activity concentrations (A in Bq/m3) of both 137Cs and 134Cs 

were derived by analysis of the gamma-ray spectra using the SPECTRW software package 

[7] according to the formula (2.1). 

Α= 
      

              
 (2.1) 

where counts is the number of detected gamma-rays measured under the photopeaks of 

661 keV (emitted by 137Cs) and 604 keV, 795 keV (emitted by 134Cs), eff is the absolute 

efficiency of the detector, rec the chemical efficiency of the pre-concentration obtained by 
134Cs measurements, t the acquisition time, V the samples’ volume and Iγ the gamma-ray 

intensity for the aforementioned photopeaks. The energy and efficiency calibration 

procedures of the detector were performed using a reference 152Eu source prepared at 

NCSR “Demokritos” described in details elsewhere [8]. 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

 

The in-situ measurements in the water column of potential temperature (θ), salinity (S) 

and dissolved oxygen (DO2) are presented in Fig. 2a, along with the activity concentrations 

of 137Cs (Bq/m3) measured by the aforementioned method. 
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Fig. 2a Vertical profile of salinity, potential 

temperature, dissolved oxygen and the 
activity concentration 137Cs (Bq/m3) along the 
depth. 

Fig. 2b Vertical profiles of 137Cs activity 

concentration for the sampling campaigns 
from 1999 to 2013. 

 

At depths of 0-40 m high values of temperature and dissolved oxygen are observed, 

and low values for salinity. Low salinity and high activity concentration of 137Cs (137Cs is 

rich in Black Sea waters) indicate contribution of water masses originating from the Black 

Sea [5]. At depths of 40-100 m salinity is increased while temperature and 137Cs 

concentration are decreased. Levantine’s water masses are expected to have temperature 

and salinity near 15.5oC and 39.01, respectively [3]. Similar values (θ=15.93 oC, S=39.01) 

are observed in the depth range of 40-100 m indicating mixing of Black Sea with Levantine 

Water masses. At depths of 100-200 m potential temperature, DO2 and 137Cs 

concentrations decrease and salinity remains almost constant. This behavior indicates 

mixing of Levantine water masses with Aegean’s intermediate water masses [9]. At depths 

of 400-1600 m, temperature and salinity do not considerably vary (θ=13.8 oC and S=39). 

These almost constant values characterize a layer of homogeneous dense North Aegean’s 

deep water. Finally, at depths of 600-1500 m concentrations of DO2 (4.8 ml/l) and 137Cs 

(3.2 Bq/m3 at 1000 m) were found higher than those of deeper layers (4.7 ml/l and 2.8 

Bq/m3). This behavior is possibly attributed to Deep Water Formation events occurred 

during the previous years. 

In Fig 2b are presented the vertical profiles of activity concentration of 137Cs for the four 

sampling campaigns from 1999 to 2013. The highest activity concentration of 137Cs is 

observed in the surface layers. At depth of 5 m its the temporal variation of it is observed. 

The aforementioned concentration decreases during the 14 years of the sampling 

campaigns in a higher rhythm (0.5 concentration/year) than the decay rhythm of the 137Cs 

(0.1 concentration/year), indicating an extra mechanism (except from the decay of 137Cs) 

for the removal of the isotope from the water column. At depth of 20 m, the activity 

concentration of 137Cs in the 3rd campaign (7 Bq/m3) is higher that the value of the 4th 
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campaign (~3 Bq/m3), indicating a possible contribution of the Black Sea Water masses. 

Additionally, at depth of 750 m the activity concentration of 137Cs in the 3rd campaign is 

higher than the values obtained in all the other sampling campaigns, indicating that a deep 

formation event occurred in the previous years. This event was verified from hydrographic 

data [10]. In the deep layers (below 1000 m) similar concentrations about 3 Bq/m3 (within 

uncertainties) are obtained, indicating a steady state condition in the basin. 

 

DISCUSSION-CONCLUSION 

 

In this work 137Cs concentration was used as an additional tracer to identify water 

masses as well as to study the mixing process of North Aegean waters with Black Sea and 

Levantine water masses. In the surface layer (0-40 m) the intrusion of Black Sea waters 

(rich in 137Cs) was identified, at depths of 100-200 m mixing with Levantine waters (low 
137Cs) was observed and at depth of 400-1600 m homogeneous dense North Aegean 

waters were found. Additionally, at depths of 40-100 m the mixing of Black Sea and 

Levantine waters were also observed. Moreover, deep formation events resulted in the 

renewal of deep waters in the range of 600-1500 m. In all cases, 137Cs activity 

concentration proved a complementary parameter. Therefore, utilization of 137Cs as a 

tracer for water masses identification, transport and mixing proved crucial. Systematic 

monitoring of 137Cs activity concentration may progress the understanding of water masses 

movement and mixing, may contribute to the evolvement of a vertical column profile 

model and also is important to justify new influence of radionuclides due to more recent 

than Chernobyl’s nuclear accidents (e.g. Fukushima). The measured data were in the same 

level within uncertainties with previous data [1] [5] measured before Fukushima accident. 
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Abstract  
 

Novel clinical approaches using kV X-ray beams are currently under study, such as selective dose 

enhancement in malignant tissues due to the enhanced presence of atoms with high atomic number, Z, in 

tumors relative to normal tissues or the use of heavily spatially fractionated kV X-ray irradiation. 

Local dose enhancement by high Z atoms: A substantial dose gradient between normal and malignant 

tissues can be achieved by biologic targeting the cells to be “destroyed” with high Z atoms and its 

irradiation with photons in the energy region of tens of keV, such as synchrotron produced X-rays of 

energy above the K-edge. The selective accumulation of high Z atoms can be achieved by various 

techniques, such as by intravenous administration of a) contrast enhancement agents, b) some 

chemotherapeutic drugs c) nanoparticles and d) DNA precursors loaded with Z-atoms. Taking into 

account the limited availability and the high cost of GeV synchrotrons, brachytherapy sources could be 

used.  

Microbeam radiation therapy: Studies carried out in experimental models using spatially micro-

fractionated beams have shown drastically elevated tissue radiation tolerance, with higher tissue sparing 

in healthy tissues than in malignant ones. This phenomenon is attributed by some investigators to the 

proliferation and migration of cells from the “low” dosed regions (~10 Gy) to the adjacent “heavily” 

dosed regions (many hundreds of grays). Multi-slit collimators allow for the production of X-ray 

microbeam arrays at 3
rd

 generation synchrotron units. Monte Carlo simulations were tested versus direct 

dose measurements. Promising preclinical studies carried out so far, trigger studies on the development 

of alternative less expensive technologies. 

 

Key words: synchrotron radiation, radiation therapy, microbeam, photon activation therapy 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
INTRODUCTION 

About 1/3 of Greeks are going to develop cancer at some time in their life. Moreover, 28.000 deaths 

are attributed annually in Greece to cancer. Although the exact mechanisms believed to underpin the 

biological response of the human body to high doses of ionizing radiation are still uncertain, radiation 

therapy is one of the main means in cancer treatment. Radiation therapy (RT) is used either alone or as a 

part of a multidisciplinary approach as a curative modality in about 30% of the patients with solid tumors 

and in another 25% as a palliation one. It involves treatments with external beams of ionizing radiation 

(teletherapy), sealed and unsealed brachytherapy sources. When successful, RT cures by eradicating 

tumor in the primary site and draining regional lymphatics and lymph nodes, usually by reproductive 

death. A number of additional disorders are also treated with ionizing radiations, such as hyperthyroidism 

and some types of focal neurological lesions.  

In conventional RT, radiation beams aim toward the target delivering a high dose to the target in an 

attempt to control the disease with tolerable collateral damage to vital health tissues inevitably irradiated. 

Typically, a total dose between 40 and 90 Gy is absorbed to the clinical target volume to treat malignant 
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tumors with curative intent with temporary fractionated MV X-rays and/or electron irradiations (typically 

a ~2 Gy tumor dose with a single fraction 5 days per week) and much lower doses (e.g. 15 Gy) in the 

case that the dose is given in one or just few fractions.  

Despite research efforts and large amounts of money spent to develop sophisticated treatment 

techniques, such as the use of tighter radiation fields by increased accuracy in the irradiation of the target 

or the use of hadron beams, limited enhancement in the clinical outcome was achieved in  some tumor 

types during the last 20 y. As maximal tumor dose is restricted by healthy tissue tolerance, increase in 

target dose is usually unfeasible due to the increase of adverse effects in healthy tissues. Therefore, in 

some solid tumor types with poor response to the currently available treatment modalities, such some 

lung and brain tumors (e.g. multiple glioblastoma), only palliative therapies can be applied that offer 

some limited extend in survival or/and improvement in quality of life. For his reason novel clinical 

approaches usin, among other thing kV X-ray beams, are currently under study, such as via dose 

enhancement in malignant tissues irradiated under higher concentration of atoms of high atomic number, 

Z, in them relative to the neighboring healthy tissues (physical approach) or by the use of heavily 

spatially fractionated radiation beams (biological approach). 
 

LOCAL DOSE ENHANCEMENT BY HIGH Z ATOMS 

     Most solid tumors grow rapidly and have metastatic potential to distant sites. To sustain their rapid 

growth rate most of them exhibit increased vascularity and highly enhanced blood vessel permeability 

[1,2], characteristics that can be clinically exploited. A substantial dose gradient between normal and 

malignant tissues, such as in glioblastoma multiforme, meningioma and brain metastasis, can be achieved 

by biologically targeting the tumor cells with atoms of Z>~50, such as I, Gd, Pt and Au and irradiating 

them with photons in the energy region of many tens of keV. More specifically, photo-electrons, Auger 

and Coster-Kroning electrons following photoelectric interaction with high Z atoms increase the energy 

imparted at sites close to the interaction point, due to their short range (e.g. csda ranges of 2, 12 and 42 

μm in water of 10, 25 and 50 keV electrons, respectively, values comparable with the ~20 μm “average” 

diameter of human cells). The selective accumulation of such atoms in a tumor can be achieved by 

increased tumor uptake of intravenously administered contrast enhancement agents (such as iodinated 

and gadolinium contrast agents widely used in radiology to enhance the visibility of vascular structures 

and organs during X-ray and MRI imaging, respectively), platinum as cisplatin (a drug widely used in 

chemotherapy) and metallic nanoparticles, such as Au nanoparticles. An alternative root is the 

administration of compounds used in DNA synthesis and tagged with high Z atoms. Taking into account 

the limited availability and the high cost of powerful synchrotrons, permanently implantable 

brachytherapy sources (e.g. 
103

Pd, 
125

I and 
145

Sm seeds), could be used as photon sources, provided that 

the high Z atoms are present onsite over adequate time period [3,4]. 
 

1.a Contrast-enhanced synchrotron stereotactic radiotherapy (CESSRT) is based on the preferential 

uptake in some tumor types of compounds loaded with iodinated and gadolinium contrast agents and the 

stereotactic irradiation of the target with X-rays of energy that compromises between high photo-electric 

cross section in the high Z atoms and adequate penetrability in the human body. The successful outcome 

of studies carried out either in vitro or in small animals, such as in rats bearing F98 glioma, as well as  in 

eight patients with metastatic brain tumors combined with the development of a appropriate dosimetric 

and treatment planning methods lead to a CESSRT clinical trial [5-9]. More specifically, a study was 

initiated on June 2012 at the European Synchrotron Radiation (ESRF) facility in Grenoble (France) to 

test CESSRT feasibility and safety. For this purpose a dedicated treatment room has been built at ESRF, 
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equipped amongst other things, with an armchair where the patient’s head is tightly maintained by a 

stereotactic frame. Quantitative computed tomography is used to measure iodine concentration in the 

irradiated structures (typically ~1.5 mg/g in tumor over a 30 min long time-period). Besides the high 

construction and running costs of such a facility, the irregular uptake of the contrast agent in the tumor at 

both macroscopic and microscopic level (present primarily in the extracellular space and very low in the 

tumor necrotic regions, if any) is an additional disadvantage of this clinical approach. 
 

1.b Nanoparticles are known to permeate leaky angiogenic endothelium, resulting in higher particle 

concentration in many tumors than in the surrounding healthy tissues, an effect that could be used 

therapeutically. For example, a 42 Gy single X-ray irradiation of mice carrying highly aggressive, 

radiation-resistant SCCVII subcutaneous squamous tumors in their thighs with a 68 keV median X-ray 

beam at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL (Upton, New York, USA) increased by almost three 

times the long-term survival of tumor bearing mice previously injected intravenously with Au 

nanoparticles (1.9 nm in diameter) versus mice irradiated with no nanoparticles in place [10]. Similar 

tumor control efficacy was achieved by a lower dose, 30 Gy, given in one or two fractions under Au 

nanoparticle presence, following hyperthermia. Note that the nanoparticles, as given (1.9 mg of Au per g 

body mass) had no apparent short or long-term toxic effect and resulted in a 7 mg g
-1

 mean Au 

concentration in the tumor at the irradiation time. 
 

1.c Some microdosimetric studies indicated that the critical cellular structures relevant to acute radio-

biological effects have sizes in the range 6-10 nm, which is comparable to the diameter of individual 

DNA strands. Therefore, the biological efficacy of kV X-rays is anticipated to be higher in cases that the 

high Z atoms are taken-up in the nuclear DNA molecule. Therefore, in Photon Activation Therapy 

(PAT), proposed by R. Fairchild back in 1982, aphoton irradiation above the K-edge is carried out 

following the administration of an iodine incorporated to a thymidine analog in DNA, such as iodinated 

deoxyuridine, a [11,12]. By that time, other compounds that also may carry high Z atoms to the nuclear 

DNA were proposed for use, such as Pd-loaded porphyrins [3].  
 

MICROBEAM RADIATION THERAPY 

Microbeam radiation therapy (MRT) is a novel, preclinical modality for cancer treatment and brain 

radiosurgery, invented in 1992 by D.N. Slatkin et al at BNL [13].  MRT is based on the fine spatial 

fractionation of the absorbed dose to the irradiated tissues, that allows the delivery of high doses to well 

defined microscopic sections within a short time (dose rates of at least many 10
2
 Gy s

-1
 in case that 

adequate triggering is not available), while sparing the adjacent healthy tissues. For example, the 

production of X-ray beams collimated to micrometer scale (microbeams) and separated by wider spacing, 

requires a minimally divergent beam that passes through an appropriate micro-collimator. X-rays of 

energy higher than about 250 keV round substantially the lateral dose deposition profile due to the 

substantial range of the ejected Compton electrons (e.g. csda range of 143 μm in water, in case of 100 

keV electrons), thus decreasing the peak to valley dose ratio (PVDR). Therefore, photon spectra with 

median energy in the region of 100 keV usually offer the best compromise between sharp dose gradients 

and adequate beam penetration in the human body. 

The requirements of extremely high dose-rates coupled with the minimal X-ray beam divergence are 

currently met only by the 3
rd

 generation synchrotron sources. More specifically, the radiation produced in 

their wiggler magnets, allow the absorption of extremely high doses along the penetration path with 

small dose dispersion, resulting in negligible dose blurring due to organ motion (e.g. brain moves 
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periodically up to ~100 μm with velocities up to ~2 mm s
-1

 due to perfusion and diffusion). Such “white” 

beams, after appropriate filtration to reduce the low energy spectral component (e.g. 1.5 mm of Al plus 

1.0 mm of Cu), are spatially fractionated into  microbeams by an adequately cooled multi-slit collimator 

[14,15],  producing an array of quasi-parallel microbeams. Τhe heavily irradiated zones (e.g. peak doses 

in 20 to 80 μm- thick zone of many hundreds of Gy) are separated with wider zones of much lower dose 

(~10 Gy  valley zone, 30 to 320 μm- thick) with a sharp transition zone between them. Such microbeams 

deliver extremely high doses of radiation to the cells along their paths, up to some depth and much lower 

doses to the adjacent cells generating thin quasi –surgical cuts  

(note that the median size of human cells is about 15 μm). 

Dose distribution predictions by Monte Carlo simulations have to be tested versus direct 

measurements before any clinical trial. The dynamic range of dose measurements in MRT is wide (10
0
 to 

10
3
 Gy) and the dose rates up to five orders of magnitude higher than those used in conventional 

teletherapy (usually not exceeding 0.1 Gy s
-1

). In addition, the high dose gradients require accurate 

measurements on microscopic volumes, something which is not required in conventional teletherapy, 

where dose mapping is usually carried out with ionization chambers with effective volumes ~0.1 cm
3
. 

Therefore, either pre-existent dosimetric methods had to be adopted accordingly or new methods had to 

be developed for both homogenous and spatial fractionated fields. Among other things, radio-chromic 

films, chemical dosimeters (e.g. Fricke and bang gels and radiochromic PRESAGE dosimeters), 

MOSFET detectors, multiple Si-based detectors and two-dimensional thermoluminescent dosimeters 

(TLDs), were tested as potential dosimeters to validate planned dose distributions.  

Some of the dosimetric techniques that could be applicable in MRT were recently reviewed within the 

EU SYRA3 COST Action TD1205 [9]. For example, the beamline output of the biomedical ESRF ID17 

therapeutic is currently routinely assessed by fast scanning of a pin-point ionization chamber with 

constant velocity in front of the beam-port. An experimentally determined correction factor due to the 

substantial electron-ion recombination is applied to the thus obtained values. Such measurements are 

backed by calorimetric ones [17]. Earlier, the doses in soft tissue stated by Dr Avraham Dilmanian and 

colleagues at the 2.8 GeV National Synchrotron Light Source at BNL in a number of studies during the 

period 2000-2009, were independently tested several times at the University of Ioannina (U.I.) using two 

independent dosimetric techniques in each experimental run. More specifically, radiochromic films 

(MD55-2 or H810) and LiF:Mg,Ti TLDs were scanned with a constant velocity across the beam-port. 

For calibration purposes, both films and TLDs were irradiated at U.I. using either a 6 MV medical linear 

accelerator or 
60

Co sources and were read together with those irradiated at BNL. Correction factors were 

used, among other things, for differences in the irradiation to read-out time intervals, detector non-linear 

dose response and energy response. The ratio of the measured to the anticipated doses using various 

filtration schemes (0.25 to 12.7 mm of Cu to modify the X-ray spectrum) and irradiation geometries (e.g. 

field sizes, measurements either free in air or in phantoms) ranged between 0.92 and 1.17.  

A number of studies on experimental models, such as flies, mice, rats, ducks, chicken, rabbits and 

piglets [18-25] irradiated at either BNL or at ESRF with X-ray microbeams with spectra peaking 

between 50 and 130 keV, indicated extraordinary high tolerance of normal tissues following a single 

irradiation fraction (doses of many hundreds or even thousands of Gy along the microbeam paths) 

relative to uniform irradiation fields of identical size.  However, lower tolerance enhancement was 

observed in tumors [25-34], indicating for a potential wide therapeutic dose-window.  

The enhanced radiation tolerance to microbeams is attributed by some investigators to abscopal 

effects, i.e. proliferation and migration of cells from the “low” dosed regions to the adjacent “heavily” 
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dosed regions. This mechanism seems to be more effective in healthy tissues than in malignant ones, 

provided that the width of the heavily irradiated zone is of a size that allows the neighboring cells in the 

valley zone to induce “healing”. For example, some researchers claim that the normal tissue sparing of 

the central nervous system is related to the resistance of the mature vascular network (vascular 

endothelial cells) to microbeam irradiation, whereas the immature network cannot repair so efficiently 

the radiation induced damage, (e.g. denudation of capillaries), resulting to reduced tumor perfusion and 

finally to decrease in the number of tumor vessels [22,25]. 

In principle, one could anticipate improved curative outcome by MRT exposures from different 

directions. However the accurate cross-firing alignment of microbeams is problematic, mainly due to the 

heart beat that moves the target position in space. In addition, the PVDR decreases with increasing 

photon energy and increasing radiation field size in a specific spatial fractionation scheme. Therefore, 

MRT  is not anticipated to be appropriate for the treatment of large or/and deep sited targets due to poor 

beam penetration [16]. 

In conclusion, MRT studies carried out on small animal models have shown that MRT could be a 

promising method that might be applied to patients with malignant tumors and some focal neurological 

lesions (e.g. drug-resistant epileptic foci) that cannot be treated satisfactory with the currently available 

means [35]. However, experiments in larger animals bearing spontaneous tumors, such as dogs and cats 

with dimensional and physiological similarities to those of human malignancies, should be carried out 

before proceeding to the clinical trials [35]. Meanwhile, studies are underway to develop alternative 

compact and less expensive X-ray sources that could replace synchrotrons in clinical practice, such as 

sources based on carbon nanotube field-emission [36] or on the inverse Compton scattering effect that 

takes place during the collision of a high energy electron beam with a powerful laser beam [37]. Thus, 

kV-X rays may come back to the daily clinical therapeutic practice. 
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The environmental quality assessment is a complicated issue usually faced by different 

viewpoints depending on the pollutants and focused on anthropocentric approach. Besides, the 

synergism of the several environmental stressors can be not reliably estimated, as the 

apportionment of each pollutant is approximated at the monitoring level (the dose rates are also 

based on the pollutant levels of the environmental components either abiotic and organisms), 

whereas the eco-centric approach, posed combatively by ecologists, are neglected, because of 

the excessive cost. Therefore, a comprehensive but harmonized tool for the evaluation of the 

good environmental status, either for humans’ and non-humans’ welfare is an urgent need under 

the nowadays challenges of environmentalists, as the lack of the appropriate information 

usually results to overestimation of the technological risk assessment. This tool must be 

flexible, sensitive with its science-supported mechanism good enough popularized.  

 

The concept of this scientific challenge is based on the development of a new methodology of 

combined research disciplines to a harmonized tool for the radiological quality assessment and 

evaluation of the consequent risk by use of real time radioactivity measurements and biological 

cytogenetic observations in the various levels of life organization. Several disciplines 

supporting the innovation in radiation protection, such as laboratory experiments, modelling, 

statistics etc are also applied for the integration of the tool. Besides, the comparative risk of 

radioactive and conventional pollutants can be also discriminated and apportioned respectively, 

whereas the synergism of the various pollutants can be taken into account. 

 

In the present study the proposed innovation is exposed step by step and justified by case 

studies in areas of elevated artificial and enhanced natural radioactivity levels. 

 

Keywords: Nuclear applications, Radioactivity measurements, Cytogenetic observations, 

Radiological impact assessment, Innovation in radiation protection  
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Abstract  

The presence of an in-homogeneity inside the human body modifies the radiation dose distribution in tissue. 

Such disturbances are even higher close to the interface between materials of different atomic number, Z. 

During radiotherapy with megavolt photons a remarkable lack of particle equilibrium is displayed in the 

transition zones between soft tissues and either bones or devices implanted in the human body for medical 

purposes, resulting in large dose gradients. 

The disturbance in the dose distribution in soft tissue close to a high Z material in regions where the photon 

beam enters or exits the in-homogeneity, is quantified by the Backscatter Dose Factor (BSDF) and Forward 

Scatter Dose Factor (FSDF), respectively. In the present work BSDF and FSDF dependence on photon 

energy, material thickness, atomic number and field size were studied experimentally. For this purpose, 

slabs made of high Z material (aluminum, copper and lead) were inserted in a PMMA (Plexiglas) phantom. 

Irradiations were performed using a Co-60 teletherapy unit and two 6 MV linear accelerators. Dose 

measurements were carried out using MD-55 and HD-810 Gafchromic films.  

The results of the study showed that the presence of the in-homogeneity increased the absorbed dose in the 

low Z material before the in-homogeneity (BSDF >1.00) and decreased after it (FSDF <1.00). Moreover, it 

was found that BSDF increases as the in-homogeneity thickness increases (up to a saturation thickness).  On 

the contrary, FSDF decreases with increasing in-homogeneity thickness. In addition, both disturbances 

increase with increasing Z of the in-homogeneity. Outcome of this study was high quality experimental data 

to be used for benchmarking BSDF and FSDF calculations performed by dedicated Monte Carlo and 

analytical radiotherapy treatment planning systems.   

 

Keywords: backscatter radiation, forward scattering, in-homogeneity, radiotherapy, radiochromic films 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 
The success of a radiotherapy treatment is related to the detailed knowledge of the 

distribution of the absorbed dose in the irradiated volume, since its objective is to 
maximize the damage to the malignant tumor or other lesion-type, keeping the 
absorbed dose to healthy tissues below the threshold for adverse effects. However, 

the dose distribution can be significantly modified by in-homogeneities in the human 
body with elemental composition that differs from that of the surrounded tissues. 

Such in-homogeneities may be either naturally existing (e.g. cortical bones 
surrounded by muscle), or implanted devices, (e.g. intravascular, esophageal and 
cardiac prostheses, cardiac pacemakers, defibrillators, hip implants, pins, rods, 

screws and plates to anchor fractured bone while it heals, spinal implants,  surgical  
___________________ 
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clips, dental implants and fillings etc.) [1]. The effect is enhanced close to the 
interfaces between the implanted device and the neighboring tissues, where there is 
severe lack of electronic equilibrium. Taking into account the limitations of the 

currently used radiation treatment planning systems, one has to quantify the dose 
perturbation in a low atomic number (Z) material, such as soft tissue, close to its 

interfaces with a high Z material in teletherapy with MV photons. To this end, a 
correction factor (CF) is used, defined as  

CF = Di / Dh, 

where, Di is the absorbed dose to the low Z-material at a short distance x from the 
high Z in-homogeneity at 5 cm depth in the phantom and  Dh the dose at the same 

point with no in-homogeneity in place. There are two types of CFs, i.e. one that takes 
into account the dose perturbation close to the beam entrance surface to the in-

homogeneity (backscatter dose factor – BSDF), and one close to the beam exit 
surface (forward scatter dose factor – FSDF). 

The scope of this study was to assess experimentally the quantities BSDF and FSDF 
and their dependence on photon beam energy spectrum (E), the distance from the 

in-homogeneity (x), the in-homogeneity thickness (t), the size of the radiation field 
(A) and the atomic number (Z) of the in-homogeneity material. The employed 

dosimetric technique is based on the change of the optical characteristics of 
radiochromic films due to radiation induced polymerization [2].  

 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Irradiations were performed using a Co-60 Alcyon II unit and two linear accelerators, 
a Philips / Elekta SL 75-5 and a Varian Clinac DHX unit, operated at 6 MV. A 
30x30x15 cm3 phantom made of PMMA (polymethylacrylate) slabs was placed at 100 

cm source-to-surface distance (SSD) and the field size was set at 10 cm x 10 cm. 
Slabs of 30x30 cm2 of various thicknesses made of aluminum (Z=13), copper (Z=29) 

and lead (Z=82) were inserted between the PMMA slabs. Dose measurements were 
carried out using HD-810 and MD-55 radiochromic films by Gafchromic, ISP 
Technologies Inc. (the latter are often referred to as MD55-2 films) Such films were 

inserted at various locations in the phantom before and after the in-homogeneity and 
provided dose measurements at a distance of approximately 4 and 120 μm from the 

neighboring slab, respectively. The HD-810 and MD-55 films have a similar response 
to water for photons of energy higher than ~150 keV. Their optical density (OD) was 
measured 4 days post-irradiation using document scanners in the 300 dpi reflection 

mode [3,4]. The images were split into three color components (red, green and blue, 
RGB analysis) with the ImageJ software. In addition, the films were calibrated for the 

studied photon spectra, for all three color components in the reflection mode (Fig. 1). 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Substantially enhanced dose was found in PMMA close to its entrance interface with 
the in-homogeneity (BSDF>1.0) and decreased after the in-homogeneity (FSDF < 

1.0). For example, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a), a ~140% dose enhancement in PPMA 
has found at ~4 μm distance before the PMMA/Pb interface during 60Co gamma 

irradiation (BSDF=2.4), dropping to a few percent at about 1.5 mm (0.18 g cm-2). 
The presence of a thick Pb plaque had practically no influence on the measured dose 
at x-distances larger than ~2.5 mm. Similar effects, but of less magnitude, were 

observed in the case of the thick Cu in-homogeneity (e.g. BSDF of ~1.55 at x=~4 
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μm, and ~1.05 at x> ~1.5 mm) and even lower in the case of a thick Al in-
homogeneity (not shown in Fig.2). The use of higher energy photons (~1.8 vs ~1.2 
MeV mean photon energy) resulted to a smaller dose enhancement at short distances 

from the interfaces (e.g. Fig.2(b)); however the dose was enhanced over a wider 
zone before the interface, becoming almost constant at x> ~2.5 mm, e.g., 1.05 in 

the case of copper. 

BSDF increases with in-homogeneity thickness, t, up to a critical value, tmax. For 

example, Fig.3(a) indicates the t-influence on BSDF at x = 220 μm of the studied 
materials, when irradiated with 6 MV X-rays and Fig.3(b) shows the influence of Al 
slab thickness in the case of 60Co-γ irradiations. In addition, it was found that in case 

of a thick Pb in-homogeneity, BSDF increases with increasing field size between 4 cm 
x 4 cm and 20 cm x 20 cm.The Z-dependence of BSDF at upstream distances of 4 

and 120 μm (Fig.4) was described with relationships of the form BSDF =a + b  Z1/2 

for both studied photon spectra, thus allowing the prediction of the  BSDF value for 
any other material.  

 

Figure 1: Dose calibration curves of MD55 and HD-810 films at 6 MV X-rays 

(transmission mode - red component). 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2: BSDF dependence on the film in-homogeneity specific distance (ρx). 
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Figure 3:BSDF (x = 220 μm) dependence on the inhomogeneity thickness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: BSDF factor dependence on the in-homogeneity atomic number (Z). 

The dose in PMMA at a short distance from the exit plane of the in-homogeneity was 
lower than that at the same depth in the case of the homogenous phantom 

(FSDF<1.00). For example, a fast decrease of FSDF at x=120 μm was found with 
increasing Cu and Pb thickness in the case of a 6 MV X-ray 10 cm x 10 cm field 

(Fig.5(a)). This change was attributed to two factors, the beam attenuation in the 
high Z in-homogeneity and the interface effect.  In an attempt to study only the 
interface effect, the measured doses at x=120 μm after the interface, Di, were also 

compared with the doses, DI, at the same total depth and SSD with the high Z slabs 
of specific thicknesses between 0.45 and 14 g cm-2, located not between the PMMA 

slabs, but on top of them.  Even in that case, the dose after the interface was lower 
by about 13% than that in the case that the in-homogeneity was positioned upstream 
(Fig.5(b)).   
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Figure 5: FSDF dependence on the specific thickness of the in-homogeneity with and without 

attenuation correction. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, enhanced doses were found in the studied low Z material close to the 

entrance interface to the high Z in-homogeneity (BSDF>1.0) and reduced after it 
(FSDF<1.0). BSDF is an energy dependent quantity, which decreases with increasing 

distance from the interface, depends on the square root of Z and increases with 
increasing in-homogeneity thickness up to a saturation thickness. These findings 
were in agreement with those obtained by Monte Carlo simulations using the MCNP5 

code. FSDF also varies with Z and decreases with increasing in-homogeneity 
thickness due to the combination of two factors, beam attenuation and lack of 

electronic equilibrium close to the interface. Some initial simulations using the MCNP6 
Monte Carlo code show promising results.  
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 Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is the leading imaging method 

of myocardial perfusion, important for the diagnosis and treatment of coronary artery disease. 

C-SPECT is a proposed novel cardiac SPECT system designed to achieve at least double the 

geometric efficiency compared to general-purpose dual-head gamma cameras. This 

improvement can be used to reduce patient dose or achieve fast or dynamic imaging.  The 

system consists of stationary detector modules of pixelated NaI(Tl), a slit-slat collimator with 

interchangeable slits, and an integrated CT for attenuation correction. The design provides a 

minification of 1/2 for a maximal number of non-overlapping projections, given the spatial 

resolution of the pixelated detector.  We will present the design principles and preliminary 

imaging performance using data from Monte-Carlo simulations and iterative  image 

reconstruction with resolution recovery. 
 

* This work was funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute of the National Institutes of 

Health under grant R01-HL-108119, and utilized resources provided by the Open Science Grid (OSG), 

which is supported by the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Energy’s 

Office of Science.  
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Abstract 
 

The gravitational radiation has been proposed a long time before, as an explana-    tion for the observed 

relatively low spin frequencies of young neutron stars and of accreting neutron stars in low-mass X-ray 

binaries as well. In the present work we studied the effects of the neutron star equation of state on the r-mode 

instability window of rotating neutron stars [1]. 
 

 

 

There are several open problems in physics and astrophysics on neutron stars [2]. One 
of the problems is why neutron stars do not spin up to the theoretically allowed 
limit called Kepler frequency. In particular, there is a sharp cut off for spins above 
730, Hz which are well below the theoretically allowed upper 
limit [3]. One possibility is the radiation of gravitational waves from the rapidly rotating 
pulsars. In particular, neutron stars may suffer a number of instabili- ties which come 
in different flavors but they have a general feature in common; they can be directly 
associated with unstable modes of oscillation [4,5]. The r-modes are oscillations of 
rotating stars whose restoring force is the Coriolis force. The gravitational radiation-
driven instability of these modes has been proposed as an explanation for the 
observed relatively low spin frequencies of young neutron stars and of accreting 
neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries as well [4]. 

 
The motivation of the present work is twofold. First, we intend to examine 
possible constraints on the r-mode instability related to the bulk neutron stars 
properties (mass, radius, density distribution, crust elasticity, e.t.c.) by em- 
ploying a suitable set of analytical solutions of TOV equations. Second, our aim is 
to examine and if possible to establish, relations between the critical angular 
velocity Ωc and a) the nuclear equation of state via the slope param- eter L and b) 
the crust elasticity via the slippage factor S. In particular, we propose a correlation 
between Ωc and the derivative of the nuclear symmetry energy with respect to the 
baryon density. 

The r-modes evolve with time dependence eiωt−t/τ as a consequence of ordinary 
hydrodynamics and the influence of the various dissipative processes. The real part of 
the frequency of these modes, ω, is given by 

 

 
where Ω is the angular velocity of the unperturbed star [6]. The imaginary part 
1/τ is determined by the effects of gravitational radiation, viscosity, etc. [4,7,6]. In 
the small-amplitude limit, a mode is a driven, damped harmonic oscillator with an 
exponential damping time scale 
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where                     are the gravitational radiation time scale,   the damping 
time scale due to viscous dissipation at the boundary layer of the rigid crust and 
fluid core, the bulk and shear viscosity dissipation times scales respectively and 
the damping time scale due to the mutual friction. Gravitational radiation tends to 
drive the r-modes unstable, while viscosity 
and mutual friction suppress the instability. More precisely dissipative effects cause 

the mode to decay exponentially as e−t/τ (i.e., the mode is stable) as long as τ > 0 
[6]. The damping time τi for the individual mechanisms is defined in 

general by [4] 

 

 

In Eq. (2) the total energy E of the r-mode is given by [4,6] 

where α is the dimensionless amplitude of the mode, R is the radius, Ω is the angular 
velocity and ρ(r) is the radial dependence of the mass density of the neutron star. 

 
Firstly, we study the case where the viscosity due to boundary layer of the rigid 
crust is not taken into account the equilibrium equation (minimal model). Then, the 

equilibrium equation, 
 

 
  , is written [8] 

 
 
Eq. (4) is directly converted to a cubic equation. The above equation, in  any case, 
can be solved numerically to give the desired critical frequency Ωc. However, in this 
case, it is conceptually difficult to intuit answers. Eq. (4) can be also solved 
analytically and the solution is given, for Y ≤ 1, by 
 

 
 

and for Y  ≥ 1 by 
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We also consider the effect on r-mode instability due to the presence of a solid 

crust in an old neutron star (minimal model+crust effects). It is proved that the 
presence of a viscous boundary layer under the solid crust of a neutron star 
increases the viscous damping rate of the fluid r-modes [4,9]. Actually, the 
presence of a solid crust has a crucial effect on the r-mode motion and following 
the discussion of [10] this effect can be understood as follows: based on the perfect 
fluid mode-calculations it is anticipated the transverse motion associated with the 
mode at the crust-core boundary to be large. However, if the crust is assumed to 
be rigid, the fluid motion must essentially fall off to zero at the base of the crust 
in order to satisfy a non-slip condition (in the rotating frame of reference). 

 
The equilibrium equation, when the dissipation mechanism due to the crust has 
been included, is given now by 

 
 

where  the  coefficients  ã  and  ̃ b  are  similar  with  a  and  b,  given  by  Eqs  (7) 

and (8), where now the structure integrals Ii (i = 1, 2, 3) have been replaced 

by  the  corresponding  Ĩ i.  In  the  present  work  we  also  explore  the  case  of  an 

elastic crust. In this case the r-mode penetrates the crust and consequently the 

relative motion (slippage) between the crust and the core is strongly reduced 

compared to the rigid crust limit [11]. In particular, the way the slippage factor S 

defined as S = ∆v/v has been included on the r-mode problem which has been 

discussed in Refs. [11–13]. They propose that the factor S must be included 

quadratically in the r-mode damping formula. This leads to a revised Ekman layer time 

scale [13] 
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Actually, the factor S depends mainly on the angular velocity Ω, the core radius 
Rc and the shear modulus µ but can be treated also, in approximated way, as a 
constant (see also [13]). In particular, in Eq. (10) the factor S is used as a free 
parameter varied in the interval of very low values (S = 0.05) up to the value S 
= 1 which corresponds to a complete rigid crust. 

 
Finally, in the present study we also consider an additional damping mecha- nism 
called mutual friction (for more details see [14]). This mechanism arises from the 
scattering of electrons of the magnetic fields which entrapped in the cores of the 
superfluid neutron vortices ([14]). Mutual friction is considered as a candidate to 
provide the needed stability for the r-modes in old cold neutron stars while it has 
been shown that suppresses the gravitational radiation in the case of the f-
modes of rotating neutron star. The dissipation time scale due to the mutual 
friction is given also by 
 

The characteristic damping time scale      is independent of angular velocity and 
temperature (to lowest order) but sensitively depends on the entrainment 
parameter ϵ [14]. Actually,        has typical values 10   sec, however, a resonance 
phenomenon leads to very small values for a few narrow range of  ([14]). In the  
present  study  we treat       as  a  phenomenological  parameter  varying  in 4 

the range 5 s ≤      ≤ 10   s according to the previous study of [14]. 
 

Now, the equilibrium equation is given by 
 

 

Where the coefficients              are similar with those in eq. (9) while the coefficient 

    is given by 

 
Motivated by the strong radius dependence of the critical angular velocity Ωc, we 
propose a phenomenological approach to study the EOS effects on the r-mode 
instability window. This approach, despite its simplicity, provides a few insights of 
the mentioned study, in a universal way, and also leads to some simplified empirical 
relations. Moreover, the proposed method suggests and provides, in a way, 
constraints on the nuclear equation of state with the help of accurate 
measurements of the main bulk neutron star properties. 
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We consider that the energy per particle of nuclear matter close to saturation 
density ns, in the parabolic approximation, has the form [15] 

 

 

In Eq. (14) n is the baryons density, Esym(n) is the symmetry energy and x   

is the proton fraction. E(n,  
 

 
) is the energy per particle of symmetric nuclear 

matter, where close to the saturation  density can be written in a good 
approximation 
 

 
 

The incompressibility K and the skewness L are defined as 

 
In neutron star matter, in order to satisfied the β-equilibrium, a small electron 

fraction exists and contributes to the total energy according to the expression 

 

The total energy is given now by 

 

while the total pressure is defined as 

 
The proton fraction x in β-equilibrium is regulated by the value of the sym- 
metry energy. In particular, is determined by solving the equation ∂E/∂x = 0 
which leads to [16] 

  
The combination of Eqs. (18) and (19) leads to 

 
The expression (21) has been extensively used in the literature for neutron star 

structure studies. In particular, the pressure at the saturation density ns takes the 
form 
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Now, if we define the value of the symmetry energy at the saturation as   

         and the slope parameter as       
        

  
 , Eq. 22 is written as 

 

According to Eq. (23) the total pressure P at the saturation density depends 
directly on the slope parameter L (mainly) and J and indirectly on the men- tioned 
parameters via the proton fraction xs. Since the proton fraction, for densities 
close to    is    , then in a good approximation Eq. (23) takes the form 

 
The expression (24) has a clear meaning, the pressure of neutron star matter 
close to the saturation density is directly related to the symmetry energy 

via the slope parameter L. The above finding became very important when 
Lattimer and Prakash, found a remarkable empirical relation which exists 
between the radii of 1 and 1.4 M⊙ neutron stars and the corresponding neutron stars 
matter’s pressure evaluated at densities 1, 1.5 and 2 of the saturation density ns 
[17]. The mentioned relation obeys a power-low relation: 

  

where R(M ) is the radius of a star mass M , P (n) is the pressure of neutron 
star matter at density n and C(n, M ) is a number that depends on the density n 
at which the pressure was evaluated and the stellar mass M . The values of C(M, 
n) for the various cases are presented in Table. 3 of Ref. [17]. These values 
were estimated by averaging results of 31 disparate equations of state. Recently, 
Lattimer and Lim [18] excluding those equations of state, because of the 
maximum mass constraints imposed by PSR J1614-2230 ([19]) and they found 
the revised value 

C(ns, 1.4  ⊙) = 9.52 ± 0.49 km. (26) 

 
The correlation (25) is significant since the pressure of neutron star matter near 
the saturation density is, in large part, determined by the symmetry energy of 
the EOS [17]. Moreover, it relates the macroscopic quantity R (and of course all 
the relative quantities for example moment of inertia etc.) to the microscopic 
quantity P . Consequently, this formula, supports the statement that the nuclear 
equation of state plays an important role on the construction of relativistic very 
dense objects i.t. a neutron star. Moreover the formula (25), since it directly 
relates the radius to the slope parameter L, exhibits the dependence of the 
neutron star size on the nuclear symmetry and consequently on the isovector 
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character of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. More precisely, inverting Eq. (25) 
yields 

 
where apparently, various restrictions on the equation of state are possible if the 
radius of a neutron star can be measured with high accuracy [17]. As we show 
the r-mode instability window, defined by the dependence Ωc T , is strongly 
affected by the neutron star radius R. The effects of the mass M and the mass 
distribution ρ(r) play minor role. Consequently, the dominant effect of the 
equation of state on the r-mode is originated from the predicted values of the 
neutron star size. In view of the above statement, we employ the correlation (25) 
in order to relate the angular velocity Ωc  with effects of the 
 

EOS and mainly the slope parameter L which consists a basic characteristic of the 
EOS and is related to the derivative of the symmetry energy at the saturation 
density. 

For a static spherical symmetric system, the metric can be written as follows [2] 

 

 
 

where derivatives with respect to the radius are denoted by ‘. The combination of 
Eqs (29) and (30) leads to the well known Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkovf 

equations [2] 
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It is difficult to obtain exact solution of TOV equations in closed analytical form and 

they solved numerically with an equation of state specified. Actually, there are 
hundreds of analytical solutions of TOV equations but three of them satisfy the 

criteria that the pressure and energy density vanish on the surface of the star. Also 
both of them decrease monotonically with increasing radius. These three solutions 
are the Tolman VII, the Buchdahl’s and the Nariai IV. It is worth pointing out that 

all the analytical solutions presented and used in the present work contain two 

parameters, the central density ρc and the compactness parameter β  = GM/Rc2. 

 

We have studied the effect of the elasticity of the crust, via the slippage factor S, on 
the instability window. The value S = 1 corresponds to a complete rigid crust 

without elasticity while lower values of S introduce elastic properties to the crust. 
[11] showed that the slippage factor is S ≈ 0.05 − 0.1 in a typical  case, while 
[13] found the value S ≈ 0.05. The critical frequency Ωc is written 

 

 

 

Finally, we studied the effects of the mutual friction on the instability win- dow in 
comparison to the minimal model and the crust viscosity effects. The 

corresponding time scale      varying in the large range 5 s ≤     ≤ 10   s in order to 
systematically study the mutual friction effects (see Fig. 2). We confirm the results 

of the previous work of [14] where the MF effects are almost negligible  for      > 50  
s.  In  this  case,  the  main  viscosity  mechanism  is  due to the Ekman layer viscosity 
and the previous analysis concerning the r-mode from the equation of state is a good 

approximation. However, for     < 50 s the mutual friction effects are very important 

narrowing remarkably the in- stability window. In particular, for        s the window 

disappears that is the mutual friction suppresses completely the gravitational 
radiation. In this case, since the mutual friction suppression overcomes significantly 

those due to the Ekman layer the value of the time scale      is the dominate factor 
and further analysis is essential in order to clarify further the role of the equation of 

state. Actually, in this case and in a good approximation, the equilibrium equation 
takes the simple form            and the critical angular velocity Ωc, for the Tolman 

VII solution, is given by 
 

 
It is obvious that, in this special case, the Ωc is very sensitive on the compact- ness 
parameter β. The most compact configuration of a neutron star leads to  

 

 

 

 

dramatic lowering of the critical angular velocity values. For example when the 
value of β varies on the interval 0.1 − 0.2 then (and for a the typical value     =8 s) 
the Ωc   varies on the large interval 17076 − 1510 Hz. In addition, the combination 
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of Eqs. (33) and (24)-(26) and considering that M = 1.4  ⊙ yields to a 
dependence of Ωc on the parameter L, that is 

 
In any case, it is worth pointing that according to the analysis of [14] only 2%  of  
the  expected  range  of  ϵ  leads  to  the  time  scale  τ̃ M F    shorter  than  15  s in 

neutron stars with temperature about 108 K (that are typical for low mass x-rays 
binaries). 

 
In the present work we investigated r-mode constraints from the neutron star 
equation of state. Firstly, we examined the case of a neutron star with a fluid interior 
and we derived an analytical solution for the Ωc T dependence. In particular, we 
used a set of analytical solution of the TOV equations in or- der to reveal the role of 
the bulk neutron star properties (radius, mass, mass distribution) on the r-mode 
instability window. The main findings include the strong dependence of Ωc on the 
neutron star size and the very weakly depen- dence on the other two properties for 
low values of temperature. Secondly, we examined the more realistic case where the 
effect of the solid crust is included in our study. In this case we found that the effect 
of the radius is also the most important but the dependence is more weakly 
compared to the fluid in- terior case. In any case, the dissipation effect due to the 
solid crust decreases considerably the instability window. 

 
In view of the above results and motivated by the strong radius dependence of the 
critical angular velocity, we propose a phenomenological approach in order to 
correlate Ωc with microscopic properties of the nuclear equation of state. This 
approach, despite of its simplicity, provides a few insights on the study of the 
effects of the EOS on the r-mode instability window, in a uni- versal way. In 
particular, the radius of a NS depends strongly on the specific character of the EOS 
for densities close to the saturation density. By employing an empirical relation, we 
related the Ωc to the slope parameter L which is an individual characteristic of any 

EOS. We also proposed an approximated formula for the Ωc L dependence 
applicable for a large number of EOS. This approach leads to some simplified empirical 
relations. Moreover, the proposed method provides, in a way, constraints on the 
nuclear equation of state with the help of accurate measurements of the main bulk 
neutron star properties. We also examined the case of an elastic crust via the 
slippage factor S. We found that this factor is the most important, concerning the 
estimation of the instability window. The measure of S is of importance, in order to 
define re- liable estimation of the corresponding instability  
window. On the other hand, we proposed possible measure of S in the case of 
accurate measures of Ωc, R and T . 

Finally, we verified previous studies that the mutual effects are very important and 

under some assumptions could explain the observation data, concerning old cold 

neutron star, even in the case of hadronic matter. However, more the- oretical work is 
appropriate in order to establish in details the mutual friction dissipations effects and 

to clarify further the equation of state constraints on the r-mode instability window. 
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Fig. 1. The instability window for the Tolman VII solution when the elasticity of 

the crust is taken into account via the slippage factor S. The observed cases of 

LMXBs and MSRPs from [20] are also included for comparison. 
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Fig. 2. The instability window for the Tolman VII solution for the cases a) minimal 

model, b) minimal model+crust considering slippage factor S = 1 and c) minimal 

model+crust including also mutual friction effects for various values of the time 

scale      .  The  observed  cases  of  LMXBs  and  MSRPs  from  [20]  are  also  

included  for comparison. 
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Abstract 

The Lagrangian of Relativistic Hadrodynamics (RHD) is extended by introducing non- linear 

derivative (NLD) operators into the interactions between the nucleon with the meson fields. As the novel 

feature of the NLD model, the nucleon selfenergy depends on both, on energy and density. Our 

approach contains a single cut-off parameter, which determines the density dependence of the nuclear 

equation of state (EoS) and the energy dependence of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential. The NLD 

formalism is compatible with results from microscopic nuclear matter calculations as well as with Dirac 

phenomenology. 

Keywords: relativistic hadrodynamics, non-linear derivative  model, nuclear matter, Schrödinger 

equivalent optical potential 
 

1. Introduction 

Relativistic mean-field (RMF) models have been widely established as a 

successful tool for the theoretical description of different nuclear systems such 

as nuclear matter, finite nuclei and heavy-ion collisions [1]. The major advantage 

of RMF models has been a correct description of the saturation mechanism and 

simultaneously an explanation of the strong spinorbit  force.   An  energy  

dependence  of  the  Schrödinger  equivalent  optical  potential is naturally included 

in RMF as a consequence of a relativistic description, but it is not consistent with 

Dirac phenomenology [2]. 

We have developed a manifestly covariant model, which generates both, the 

correct density and, in particular, momentum dependence of the selfenergies in an 

unified framework. The proposed model is simple in realization and respects all 

the underlying symmetries of the RHD Lagrangian.   The main idea was to 

extend the original Lagrangian of RHD 

[3] by including non-linear derivative interactions of meson fields with nucleons. 

In contrast to conventional RHD, the NLD Lagrangian contains all higher order 

derivatives of the Dirac field. Therefore the standard canonical formalism had to 

be generalized [4]. Although the complex structure of the canonical equations 

(EulerLagrange equations of motion, Noether Theorem), the NLD model gives 

field equations with very simple structure in nuclear matter. As an important 

result, both  
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the equation of state (EoS) (density dependence) and the optical potential 

(energy dependence) are quantitatively well reproduced with a single parameter. 

Furthermore, the results are comparable with microscopic Dirac-Brueckner-

Hartree-Fock (DBHF) models   

 

1. NLD Formalism 

The basis of the NLD formalism [4] builds the Lagrangian density of RHD 
[3]. It describes the interaction of nucleons through the exchange of virtual meson 

fields (Lorentz- scalar, σ, and Lorentz-vector meson fields ωµ) 

 

 
The Lagrangian in Eq. (1) consists of the free Lagrangians for the nucleon field 

Ψ and for the meson fields σ and ωµ. In standard RHD the interaction 
Lagrangian Lint contains meson fields which couple to the Dirac spinors via the 

Lorentz density operators ΨΨσ and ΨγµΨωµ with given coupling constants gσ 
and gω , respectively. Such interactions give rather successful saturation properties 

of nuclear matter, but they don’t describe the energy dependence of the mean-field 
correctly. For this reason we have generalized the standard RHD by introducing 
nonlinear derivative operators into the interaction Lagrangian density 

 

The interaction between the spinor fields Ψ, Ψ and the meson fields has a similar 

functional form as in standard RHD [3]. However, now new operators D acting on 

the nucleon fields 
appear 
 

 
 

In Eq. (3) vµ is a dimensionless auxiliary 4-vector. Λ is a cutoff parameter which 

has been adjusted to the saturation properties of nuclear matter, and m is the 

nucleon mass. In the limiting case of Λ → ∞ the standard RMF or Walecka model 

is retained. 

The NLD Lagrangian L is a functional of not only Ψ, Ψ and their first 

derivatives, but it depends on all higher order covariant derivatives of the spinor 

fields Ψ and Ψ. For such a generalized functional the Euler-Lagrange equations 

take the form [4] 
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where ϕ stands for the NLD degrees of freedom (Dirac Spinor Ψ and meson 
fields σ and 

ω). 
Contrary to the standard expressions for the Euler-Lagrange equation, now 

infinite series of terms proportional to higher order derivatives of the Dirac field 

appear. They can be evaluated by a Taylor expansion of the non-linear derivative 

operators (3). As shown in [4], all infinite series can be resumed and all the 

equations simplify considerably. Applying the usual RMF approximation to infinite 

nuclear matter, the standard Dirac equation is obtained 

 

 
 

 

with selfenergies given by 
 

 
 
 
 

The relation between the particle momentum p and the particle energy E is 

obtained from the in-medium mass-shell condition 

 

 
 

with the in-medium (or effective) Dirac mass given by m∗ = m − Σs. Note, 

that the selfenergies and thus the effective mass m∗ explicitly depend on particle 
momentum. For the limiting case when Λ → ∞, the exponential factors are equal 
to unity and the equations 

are reduced to the ones from the Walecka model. The NLD selfenergies contain a 

non-linear energy dependence, as also expected from Dirac Phenomenology [2]. In 

nuclear matter the NLD equations of motion for ω and σ simplify to standard 

meson field equations 

 

 

With the corresponding density sources         
   

    and           
   

   . 
Note 
that the density ρ0 is not related to the conserved nucleon density ρB . It has to 

be derived from a generalized Noether-theorem [4] and reads 
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The NLD model contains no free parameters except Λ, since in the limiting 

cases the conventional Walecka model is retained. The original meson-nucleon 

couplings can be taken from any linear Walecka model, e.g., [3], as it has been 

done here. The cut-off parameter Λ is of natural size, i.e., of typical hadronic 

mass scale in this problem. In the following, Λ = 0.770 GeV is chosen [4]. 

 

2. Results and Discussion 

We have applied both the NLD approach and the linear Walecka model to 

infinite nuclear matter at various baryon densities and nucleon energies relative to 

nuclear matter at rest. 

According Eqs. (6) the cut-off parameter Λ generates a highly non-linear density 

dependence for nuclear matter at rest, which arises from the exponential terms. 

This non-linear density dependence affects considerably the equation of state 

(EoS), i.e., the binding energy per nucleon as function of nucleon density. This is 

demonstrated in Fig. 1 for nuclear matter and also pure neutron matter (for 

neutron matter the isovector ρ-meson was included). First of all, the 

conventional linear Walecka model (dashed curve) leads to an EoS with high 

stiffness. This results to a very high value for the compression modulus. The 

NLD model weakens the stiffness of the EoS for nuclear and pure neutron matter 

to a large extent. The agreement of the NLD-EoS with the underlying DB theory 

is successful indicating that saturation nuclear matter properties, e.g., binding 

energy per nucleon 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Equation of state for nuclear (left panel) and pure neutron matter 
(right panel). Dashed: linear Walecka model, solid: NLD model, filled 
squares: DBHF model [5]. 

 

and compression modulus at saturation density, are fairly well reproduced by 
the NLD approach. Similar effects are observed for the density dependence of 

the effective mass (not shown here). At saturation density a value of m∗ ≈ 
0.65m is obtained, which is again 
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very close to DBHF predictions. Therefore, it turns out that conventional RMF 

models without any explicit introduction of selfinteractions of the meson fields are 

able to describe nuclear matter properties, if non-linear derivatives are 

accounted for in the underlying meson-nucleon interaction Lagrangian. 

A novel feature of the NLD model is the prediction of an energy (or momentum) 

dependence of the nuclear mean-field with only one parameter. Dirac 

Phenomenology on elastic proton-nucleus scattering predicts a non-linear energy 

dependence of the Schrödinger equivalent optical potential, which cannot be 

reproduced in standard linear Walecka models nor in their extensions to non-linear 

meson field terms. The question arises if the NLD model can reproduce this 

feature with the same parameter Λ as used for the density dependence. For this 

purpose, we consider the situation of a nucleon with particular momentum p (or 

kinetic energy Ekin) relative to nuclear matter at rest. The kinetic energy for an 

incident  

free nucleon with mass m and momentum p is usually defined as  

 

    
 

In the nuclear medium one has to determine the kinetic energy relative to the 
potential 

deep [5] 

 

 
 

The energy dependence of the nuclear mean-field is empirically determined by 

Dirac phenomenology in elastic nucleon-nucleus scattering [2]. The key quantity 

in empirical studies  is  the  Schrödinger  equivalent  optical  potential  Uopt,  which  

serves  as  a  convenient 

 

 

means to describe the in-medium interaction of a nucleon with momentum p 

relative to 
nuclear matter at rest. It is obtained by a non-relativistic reduction of the Dirac 
equation and reads 
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Figure 2:  Energy dependence of the Schr ödinger equivalent proton-

nucleus optical potential at saturation density ρsat = 0.16 f m−3. 

Theoretical calculations in the linear Valecka 
 

It is fully determined by the Lorentz-scalar and Lorentz-vector components of the 

nucleon selfenergy. The optical potential rises linearly with energy, if the 

selfenergies do not depend explicitely on momentum. This is the case of the 

linear Walecka model, as can be seen in Fig. 2 (dashed curve). The DBHF model 

(filled stars), on the other hand, reproduces the empirical behavior of the optical 

potential only at low energies, since the parameters of the underlying free NN-

interaction are fitted to low energy scattering data [5]. The NLD model (solid curve) 

with its non-linear energy dependence weakens strongly the linear stiffness of the 

original Walecka model, and the empirical energy dependence of the optical 

potential can be reproduced fairly well without the introduction of any further 

parameters. 

 

3. Summary and Outlook 

In summary, we presented the NLD formalism, which constitutes a 

generalization of standard RHD by imposing on a mean-field level highly non-linear 

effects in baryon density and simultaneously in single-particle energy. In contrast 

to conventional RMF models, the NLD approach contains a single cut-off 

parameter of natural hadronic scale, which drives the density and simultaneously  

the energy dependence of the mean-field. 
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We applied the NLD approach to nuclear matter and nucleon scattering with 

nuclear matter at rest. Astonishing were the non-linear density dependence of 

the vector field without the introduction of any additional selfinteraction terms in 

the original Lagrangian of the linear Walecka model. These non-linear effects 

lead to a softening of the equation of state for nuclear and pure neutron matter 

at high densities. It was possible to describe quantitatively well the empirically 

known saturation properties. The results were also comparable to predictions of 

microscopic DBHF calculations over a wide density range. The NLD approach lead 

furthermore to a momentum dependence of the selfenergies. As a novel feature of 

NLD, the energy dependence of the Schrödinger equivalent optical potential was 

reproduced fairly well by utilizing the same parameter. 

The application of the NLD formalism to heavy-ion collisions in the spirit of a 

covariant transport theory based on the present Lagrangian would be a great 

challenge for the future in studying hadronic matter under extreme conditions with 

the ultimative goal of exploring the equation of state at supra-normal densities, as 

they are planned at the new FAIR facility at GSI. 
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Probing electromagnetic neutrino properties within the 

tensor non-standard neutrino-nucleus interactions 
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Abstract Non-standard coherent neutrino scattering off nuclei is extensively studied through 

realistic nuclear structure calculations performed within the framework of the quasi-particle 

random phase approximation (QRPA). More specifically, we focus on the accurate 

estimation of the number of events expected to be measured by the COHERENT experiment 

at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge, as well as by the reactor neutrino 

experiments TEXONO and GEMMA. To this purpose our study concentrates on the relevant 

detector materials 
20 

Ne, 
40 

Ar, 
76 

Ge and 
132 

Xe. In this  context, we obtain stringent constraints on 

the vector and tensor non-standard interaction parameters and examine their impact on 

various electromagnetic neutrino phenomena such as neutrino magnetic moments and 

neutrino milli-charges. Our results indicate that the aforementioned experiments offer 

significant prospects to probe neutrino properties predicted in theories beyond the Standard 

Model. 

 
Keywords coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering, non-standard interactions, tensor 

coupling, electromagnetic neutrino properties, neutrino magnetic moment 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Exotic neutrino properties arise in neutrino-nucleus processes, occurring due to non-

standard neutrino interactions (NSI) of the form [1,2] 
 

 ( )  (A, Z)  ( )  (A, Z), (1.1) 

providing us with model independent constraints of various NSI parameters. In the current 

literature, even though only vector terms are mainly considered in the relevant Lagrangian, 

tensorial NSI terms have attracted the interest of studying the aforementioned processes, 

while robust constraints to the corresponding couplings have been extracted from neutrino-

nucleus coherent scattering [3,4]. In addition, because tensor interaction does not obey the 

chirality constraint imposed by vector-type couplings, it allows a large class of interactions to 

be investigated [5]. More specifically from a particle physics point of view, tensor NSI terms 

are possible to be generated via Fierz reordering of the effective low-energy operators 

appearing in models with scalar leptoquarks as well as in R-parity-violating supersymmetry. 

In this paper, we mainly focus on contributions to the neutrino-nucleus reactions of 

Eq. (1.1), due to tensorial terms of the NSI Lagrangian, paying special attention on the 

nuclear physics aspects of these exotic processes. The cross sections, that arise from the 

effective four fermion contact interaction Lagrangian, are expressed in terms of the nuclear 

proton and neutron form factors. Subsequently, the sensitivity on the tensor NSI 

parameters is obtained  from a  2    
analysis of the expected  data  from  the COHERENT 
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N 

experiment [6] recently proposed to operate at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak 

Ridge [7] by using promising nuclear detectors as 
20 

Ne, 
40 

Ar, 
76 

Ge and 
132 

Xe. Constraints of 

this type translate into relevant sensitivities on the upper limits of the neutrino magnetic 

moment (NMM) predicted within the context of the tensor components entering  the NSI  

Lagrangian.  The latter can  be compared  with  existing limits derived from      

scattering data coming out of reactor neutrino experiments , such as TEXONO [8] and 

GEMMA [9] experiments. 

On the basis of our nuclear calculations (performed with quasi-particle RPA) for the 

dominant coherent process, we evaluate the number of events due to vector and tensor NSI 

parts of the neutrino-nucleus cross section, and estimate the contribution due to the NMM. Our 

results for the number of events, refer to the 76 Ge isotope which is the current detector medium 

of the TEXONO and GEMMA experiments. 

 

FORMALISM 
 

In general the search for potential existence of phenomena beyond the SM involving 

NSI at the four fermion approximation, becomes accessible through phenomenological low-

energy effective Lagrangians as [3] 

 

where,              ,                       and               . The magnitude of 

the NSI couplings     
  

 is taken with respect to the Fermi coupling constant       denotes three 

light Majorana neutrinos and  f  is a quark  q , or a charged lepton  . In the present work,  

we focus on the tensorial neutrino-nucleus NSI described by the Lagrangian [4] 

 

 
The extraction of the latter Lagrangian is illustrated in Fig.1 where the nuclear-level 

Feynman loop-diagram represents the photon exchange between a fermion and a quark 

generating a neutrino magnetic moment. The non-standard physics enters through the 

complicated leptonic vertex (see also Refs. [1,2]). 

For neutral current processes, the vector NSI part of the effective Lagrngian (1.2)  is 

parametrized in terms of the non-universial (NU)    
  

  and flavor changing (FC) vector 

couplings     
  

       [7]. For neutral current processes, the vector NSI part of the effective 

Lagrngian is parametrized in terms of the non-universial (NU)    
  

  and flavor changing (FC) 

vector couplings     
  

       [7] For coherent scattering, a nucleus of mass   recoils 

(no intrinsic excitation occurs)  with  energy which, in  the approximation       (low energy 

limit), is maximized as,   
       

         . Then, to a good approximation,  

the square  of  the three momentum  transfer is  equal to q2   2MT , and  the coherent 

vector NSI differential cross section with respect to    is written as [1,2] 
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Fig.1 Nuclear level effective Feynman diagram for magnetic moment of a neutrino 

induced by tensorial NSI. The non-standard physics enters in the complicated vertex 

denoted by the large dot •. 

 

 

 
  e, , , denotes the flavour of incident neutrinos) where for even-even nuclei the nuclear 

ground state reads | gs | J 
 
 | 0

 
 . The corresponding nuclear matrix element can be found 

in Ref. [2]. 

For NSI scattering, the differential cross section with respect to the recoil energy TN 

due to tensor interactions (at nuclear level) reads [3] 

 

 

The corresponding tensorial NSI matrix element arising from the Lagrangian (1.3) takes the 

form [3] 

 

there is no interference between the tensorial NSI and the SM amplitude [4] where 

       
   denote the nuclear (electromagnetic) form factors for protons and neutrons. 

 

In flavor space           neutrini magnetic moments     are generated by the  tensorial  

part  of  the  Hermitian  magnetic  form factor    
         in the effective neutrino EM 

current     
               (for the relation of the NMM between the flavor basis    and the 

mass basis     with            In our convention the leading order con contribution to the 

NMM for neutrino-quark (    ) NSI is expressed as [3] 
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where mq and Qq are the quark mass and charge respectively, while  Nc is the number 

of quark colours (see also Ref. [5]). Analogously, the NMM for neutrino-lepton (    ) NSI 

takes the form 

 

with      being the mass of the charged leptons. 

The presence of a NMM  yields an additional  contribution to the weak  interaction 

cross section. Thus, the differential EM cross section due  to  a  tensor NSI (transition) magnetic 

moment is written as [3] 

 
which contains the proton nuclear form factor. From the Lagrangian (1.2) the total cross section 

reads [3] 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The COHERENT experiment [6] proposed to operate at the SNS (Oak Ridge) has 

excellent capabilities not only to measure, for the first time, coherent neutral-current neutrino-

nucleus events, but also to search for new physics beyond the SM [7]. In general, any 

deviation from the SM predictions is interesting, therefore in the present study we explore the 

role of the sensitivity of the above experiment in putting stringent bounds on the tensor NSI, 

by taking advantage of our realistic nuclear structure calculations. We determine potential 

limits for the exotic parameters and compare them with available constraints reported in 

similar studies [4,5] 

To this aim, we first evaluate the expected number of events, on various detector materials 

of the COHERENT experiment, through the integral [2] 

 

 
where         

       ,       being the number of atoms of the studied target

nucleus, and ttot the total  time of  exposure.  The relevant neutrino energy distribution 

SNS (E ) and  the  neutrino fluxes SNS 
(strongly  depended  on  the detector distances 

from the SNS source), are taken from Ref. [7]. 

To  estimate  the  sensitivity  on  the  tensorial  parameters  we  adopt  the futuristic 

statistical method for the   defined as [3,4] 
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Since the experiment is not running yet, the calculations are performed without binning the 

sample relying on statistical errors only (systematic errors are discussed in 

Ref. [7]. In  Eq. (1.12) 
SM 

events 

NSI 

events ) denotes the exact number  of SM (tensorial  NSI) 

events expected to be recorded by a COHERENT detector and the parameters    
  

 are varied 

so as to fit the hypothetical data. In our calculations we consider the promising target nuclei, 
20 

Ne, 
40 

Ar,  
76 

Ge, ( 
132 

Xe) at 20 m (40 m) from the SNS source, assuming an energy threshold of 

1 keV and a detector mass of one ton. The considered time window of data taking is fixed to 

one year assuming perfect detection efficiency. For the sake of convenience, from the SNS 

delayed-beam we take into account only the  e component. This allows us also to compare our 

predictions with those of Ref. [4]. For the various target nuclei, the present results are illustrated 

in Fig.2 (left panel), from where we conclude that higher prospects are expected for 
76 

Ge. In 

principle, more severe constraints are expected for heavier target nuclei, however, the detector 

distance from the Spallation target plays crucial role, and thus, a light 
20 

Ne detector located at 

20 m performs better than a heavy 
132 

Xe detector at 40 m. The corresponding sensitivity at 

90%  C.L. on the NSI couplings, coming out of the  e and the      beams, are listed 

in Table 1. Furthermore, focusing on the  -quark ( q  u, d ) tensor NSI involved in the 

Lagrangian (1.3), we exploit the constraints of Table 1 and utilise Eq. (1.7), in order to extract 

the sensitivity on the NMM (see Table 1). At this point, we consider useful to make a 

comparison between the results obtained through our nuclear calculations and 

those  obtained  by  assuming  zero  momentum  transfer (where FN ,Z (0) 1) i.e when 

neglecting the nuclear physics details. This leads to the conclusion that, in the majority of the 

cases the obtained results differ by about 20% . 
In recent years, it has been shown that, in order to constrain more than one parameters 

simultaneously, two detectors consisting of target material with maximally 

different ratio k  ( A  N ) / ( A  Z ) are required [7]. To this purpose, we exploit the 

advantageous multi-target approach of the COHERENT experiment and in Fig. 2 (right panel) 

we illustrate the allowed regions in the    
      

   plane at 68%, 90% and 99% C.L., obtained 

by varying both tensorial NSI parameters. As expected, the most restricted area corresponds to 

the delayed beam for which the number of events is larger. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Using our reliable cross sections for SM and NSI  -processes, we have computed  the 

number of  neutrino scattering  events expected  to be measured  at  the   Spallation 

Neutron Source experiments. To this purpose, we have chosen as target nuclei the 
20 

Ne, 
40 

Ar, 
76 

Ge and 
132 

Xe isotopes, that constitute the main detector  materials  of  the planned 

COHERENT experiment 

 

 

 

N ( N 
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Table 1. Constraints on the tensor NSI parameter    
  

 at 90%  C.L. for various potential 

detector materials of the COHERENT experiment. The sensitivity on transition neutrino 

magnetic moment is also shown at  90% C.L. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig 2.      profiles as function of the    
   NSI parameters, for potential nuclear detectors of the 

COHERENT experiment (left panel). Allowed regions in the    
      

   (right panel) tensor NSI 

parameter space. Only statistical errors are taken into consideration
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Through a  2 
-type analysis, we have estimated the sensitivity of the latter 

experiment on the tensor NSI parameters. We remark, that especially for the case of the  

   
  

 (       couplings, such bounds are presented here for the first time. Moreover, by 

exploiting these potential constraints, the resulted sensitivities on the transition neutrino 

magnetic moments lead to contributions which are of the same order of magnitude with 

existing limits coming from astrophysical observations. Furthermore, due to their large size, 

they are accessible by current experimental setups and therefore they may be testable with 

future experiments searching for coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering. We have also devoted 

special effort in obtaining precise predictions for the number of neutrino-nucleus events 

expected to be recorded by the promising TEXONO and GEMMA reactor -    experiments. 
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One of the most interesting γ-ray and neutrino sources in the Galaxy is the microquasar jet 

[1,2]. Microquasars (MQ) are X-ray binary systems comprising hadronic jets which play crucial role 

in the creation of high-energy neutrinos and gamma rays in the GeV up to few TeV region [2,3]. Our 

purpose in this work, is to simulate neutrino emission produced in hadronic microquasar jets (like e.g. 

SS433, Cyg X-1 etc.) as a result of collisions between non-thermal protons with thermal ones [4,5]. 

We derive appropriate code (using Mathematica) in order to evaluate the neutrino emission by solving 

numerically the corresponding transport equation. 

In the interior of the MQ jet, secondary particles (such as π±, Κ±, μ±, etc.) are created by p-p 

interactions of non-thermal protons with local matter (thermal protons) and radiation. Subsequently, 

pions decay to muons and neutrinos while muons may also decay giving  neutrinos, γ-rays and 

electrons. Before decaying, the muons and pions interact weakly or electromagnetically. On the other 

hand, fast protons lose energy through synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scattering, adiabatic 

processes and p-γ interactions [2]. Emitted neutrinos present a characteristic spectral distribution (one 

of the main ingredients of this work), which may be observed via space and earth telescopes. In order 

to simulate neutrino emission, we start with modeling the cascade process using appropriate numerical 

techniques (numerical solution  of the transport equation using appropriate Mathematica code) and 

obtain the neutrino emissivity Qν as a function of the initial proton energy Ep [4]. The latter 

emissivity results from an adopted pion-energy distribution Nπ. Finally, the obtained Qν function is 

compared with that obtained by using semi-analytical approaches [2]. 

In conclusion, we find that the aforementioned methods agree very well in the proton- energy 

region of 5 GeV < Ep < 3.2 TeV. Below this region the two methods somewhat disagree while above 

this region, as expected, the semi-analytical solution is more accurate. These differences may be due 

to the fact that the transport equation most probable presents some irregularities which do not appear 

when one is treating them numerically. 
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Abstract 

 

In the present work, we examine the role of the magnetic field (MF), which causes a rather 

pronounced confinement of the jets at microquasars. Due to radial Lorentz forces acting on the jet’s 

matter towards the jet’s axis, the outgoing flux is collimated along the same axis and vertically to the 

compact object. Alternatively, a rotating central object may drag the surrounding MF into collimation 

around the produced jet. In such objects, jet emerges from each side of the accretion disc. 

These jets operate as cosmic engines, capable of accelerating particles on very high energies 

(~102 TeV) and consist sources of high energy neutrinos and gamma rays. We also examine the role 

of the MF, which causes to a rather pronounced jet confinement. Our aim is to investigate and model 

its role on various physical observables of the jet, by simulating the jet’s flow and derive 2D and 3D 

visualizations and furthermore examine its effect on the neutrino emissivity. 

 

Keywords hadronic jets, microquasars, magnetic fields, simulation, neutrinos 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In general, jets can be produced in binary systems known as microquasars (MQ), being 

sources of high energy neutrinos and γ-rays, operate as cosmic engines capable of accelerating 

particles (such as protons, neutrons, pions) on very high energies. The high energy (non-thermal) 

protons may collide with cold protons leading to the emission of high energy neutrinos and gamma-

rays being moderated by the MF [3]. In this work, we have simulated relativistic magneto- 

hydrodynamic (RMHD) jet flow, for different MF values using the PLUTO hydrocode [9]. By adjusting 

the relevant physical parameters (injection velocity, pressure and density of the jet), we study the 

dependence of the collimation of the outflow on the MF (specifically its toroidal component) in and 

around the jet [7, 10]. 

Experimenting with different MF values, allowed us to investigate its effect on the neutrino 

and γ-ray emissivity. We also examined the degree of the jet flow collimation within a chosen region 

of values of the initial density and injection velocity of the flow [7]. We mainly explored the role of 

MF in the formation and propagation of jets through 2-D and 3-D animations (using the PLUTO data) 

produced with Visit 9.1. [10]. 
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THEORETICAL DETAILS 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the two basic components of the magnetic field. The accretion disk is represented by 

the shaded area around the R-axis. The axis of the jet is the Z-axis [10]. 

There are two important components of the MF, the toroidal component   , along the 

rotational movement of the accretion disk and the poloidal   , along the flow of the jet (Fig. 1). Hence, 

the MF can be decomposed as, 

 

 

The poloidal component can also be expressed as           +     . In terms of a scalar flux function Ψ, the 

poloidal equation can be written as, 

 

 

and similarly, 

 

while the    is independent of the flux function Ψ. The equation 

of motion for the jet flux is, 

 

It can also be proved that the poloidal mass flow per unit of poloidal MF is constant along the field lines. 

The mass load function  , which can be expressed in terms of the flux function Ψ as, 

 

Here  Ψ  =        and  Ψ =       with               being the poloidal component 

of the velocity. It can be proved that      is parallel to the total velocity 

which is not parallel to the total MF [2]. 

     , in contrast with the 

The angular momentum and the energy also relate to the MF as, 
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where Ω is the angular velocity, that varies over magnetic surfaces. Equation (7) is the well-known 

Bernoulli equation for the flow, that expresses the conservation of the energy per unit mass along the 

poloidal field lines. Function ℎ is the specific enthalpy. 

Using equation of motion (4), the Grad-Shafranov equation can also be produced as 

 

The scalar functions (Ψ), (Ψ), Ω(Ψ),  (Ψ) and  (Ψ), are integrals of motion that must be prescribed of 

the boundary conditions and    is the Mach-Alfvén number [2]. 

The rotation of the accretion disk revolves the matter around the central object of the MQ. 

The acceleration of the jet is supported by the accretion disk which is dominated by a perpendicular 

MF. The MF lines are stretched by the material that is fixed on the lines (due to the assumption of 

infinite conductivity), ending up surrounding the jet flow. So, the particles of the ionized material are 

tight on the lines and behave like beads on a rosary. Due to the initial velocity, the inertia of the flux 

pushes the MF lines outwards. Finally, the MF becomes highly toroidal and at last helical [4]. 

In the approximation of a thin disk, the rotation velocity is Keplerian and the effective 

potential per unit mass is, 

 
 

In order to launch the jet, there must be at least one particle to be in unstable equilibrium at the point 

( 0, 0). Thus, the second derivative of the effective potential along the MF lines has to be negative. 

The collimation of the jet, is achieved by a tensional force associated  with 

     leading to a radially inwards directed component of the Lorentz force, 

Due to these (inward pointing) radial Lorentz forces acting on the jet matter towards the jet’s central axis, 

the outgoing flux is collimated along the same axis and vertically to the accretion disk [6].    also 

contributes to the jet collimation by affecting the minimum opening angle of the jet. 

This magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) theory has to be extended if the flux velocity is 

comparable with the velocity of light. Under these circumstances Eq. 

(4) becomes, 
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where  2  is the relativistic enthalpy per unit mass and   is the local bulk Lorentz factor of the flux [2]. 

Angular momentum and energy, are conserved quantities along the poloidal MF lines. In the 

relativistic case, their expressions are, 

 
and 

 
respectively [2]. 

Finally, the shape of the magnetic surfaces emerges from the solution of Eq. (11) for the force 

balance across the poloidal field lines. Thus, collimation may be achieved through a combination 

between self-collimation and the pressure by the material that exists around the jet. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this work, the jet’s flow simulations are performed using the PLUTO astrophysical code in 

its relativistic magneto-hydrodynamic (RMHD) version [1]. 

 

Tab. 1. Values of various physical and model parameters for the simulation run [10]. 

 

 

The Generalized Lagrange Multiplier (GLM) correction method is used, enforcing magnetic 

divergence suppression through hyperbolic divergence cleaning, while the MUSCL-Hancock scheme is 

employed as the integrator [7]. The stellar wind is set to decrease away from the companion star as 

1/r2, while a (accretion disk winnd) corona of 1/y2, y being the jet axis direction, is setup near the  

compact  object, respectively.  The  most  important  model  parameters are 
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shown in Tab. 1 and have been chosen with the purpose to describe the SS-433 system. The VisIt 

visualization suite is then employed in order to present the results of the simulations in a graphical 

manner. The boundary conditions are outflow at the top and at the sides of the computational domain 

(“box”) and reflective at the bottom where the jet base is located. The jet’s ejection comes from the 

middle of the bottom ( - ) plane, moving upwards along the model’s  - axis. 

 

Fig. 2. A 2-dimensional plot of the strongest components of the jet magnetic field, in PLUTO 

simulation units, for a jet’s cross-section, depicting a slice cut parallel to the  -  plane. 

The two main components of the MF can be determined, in Fig. 2, and the presence of the 

toroidal component (ringwise) seems to contribute to the jets confinement through the Lorentz force. 

The toroidal component of the field is also significant, while other MF lines (vectors) form part of the 

poloidal component, especially near the jet’s central axis. The color shows that the value of the MF is 

stronger near the same axis. 

In Fig. 3 we present three different cases of the same jet’s MF magnitude, roughly halfway 

into the simulation run. As can be seen, if we change the initial value of the MF at the base of the jet, 

the jet gets a different formation. In case (A), where the initial value is 2G we see that the MF is weak 

and has cylindrical shape. In case (B), where the value is 50G, we see that the same shape still exists, but 

now, it is covered by a larger one. The space that is occupied by the MF is larger and its value seems 

to decrease from the vicinity of the central axis to the outer layers. In case (C), 500G, the MF occupies 

a somehow smaller volume than in the previous case, but the jet seems to be very well collimated and 

the magnitude of the MF is stronger, leading to a stronger magnetic force towards the jet axis. 

Figure 4 presents the jet’s mass density, at the middle of the simulation, for the same cases of 

the initial MF values, as in Fig. 3. We see that, when the MF is stronger, the jet is more collimated 

around the central axis. Moreover when the MF takes its lowest value, there is sideways flow and the 

jet becomes more extended. If we compare Figs. 3 and 4, we conclude that the MF occupies a small 

portion of the mass density and that explains the sideways flow.  

On the otherhand, in cases (B) and (C), the jet is more magnetized and demonstrates a and 

more focused flow that does not dissipate into the winds. 
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Fig. 3.  Plots of the MF magnitude for different  MF values at the base of the jet.         (A) 2G, 

(B) 50G, (C) 500G. 

 

Fig. 4. Plots of the mass density at the jet for different MF values at the base of the jet. (A) 2G, (B) 

50G, (C) 500G. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is a strong dependence of the jet’s collimation on the MF. The confinement of jet flow 

strongly depends on the magnitude of the toroidal component of the field. This mechanism intensifies 

the possible neutrino emission, as it allows the magnetized matter to remain dense. At places where the 

matter density is high, the possibility of the reactions which lead to the neutrino emission is high as 

well. In this manner, the field contributes to the neutrino emissivity. Moreover, when the MF is 

strong, the sideways flow is of secondary importance and, therefore, less emission is expected from the 

sides of the jet. This is opposed 
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to the weak MF case, where the jet expands more and mixes with the ambient medium, allowing for 

more dynamical affects to occur over a larger volume at the jet sides. In this case, neutrino emission 

at vertical directions of the central axis is also expected to occur. 

The combination of the results, of the simulations of the jets with theoretical predictions, of 

the emissivity of neutrinos and the cross sections of p-p and p-γ collisions, using numerical 

methods, provides detailed investigations of the neutrino production from MQ jets. These methods 

can also be employed for gamma rays emission estimations of the jets. 
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 Microquasars (MQs) are X-ray binary stars with twin collimated relativistic jets [1] 

that feature many similarities with active galactic nuclei (AGN). Thus, the study of MQs 

offers useful insights for a deep understanding of AGN. In the present work we considered 

MQ jets of hadronic origin for which, a tiny portion of the jet protons (bulk flow protons), are 

accelerated (via first order Fermi acceleration) at shock fronts within the jet, and in turn 

collide with bulk jet flow (cold) protons. In general, accelerated particles in the jet can gain 

energies up to 10
7
 GeV. In such MQ jets, the main contribution to the neutrino emission 

comes from the proton-proton interactions taking place in relativistic jets [2, 4]. Proton-

proton interactions produce pions which may decay to muons and neutrinos (prompt 

neutrinos). Furthermore, muons may decay to electrons and neutrinos (delayed neutrinos). 

Neutral pions and mesons decay quickly producing high energy γ–rays. 

 In this work, we developed a code (using the C programming language) to calculate 

the neutrino emission from a model jet simulated with the PLUTO hydro-code [6] and the 

necessary physical quantities [5], i.e. the p-p collision cross section, the pion injection 

function, the pion energy distribution and the optical depth for neutrinos at an elementary unit 

volume (grid) of PLUTO. Towards this purpose, we utilized the semi-analytical expressions 

of Ref. [4] adopted also for MQ simulations in Ref. [2]. The numerical integration code 

(based on the extended Simpson algorithm) converges well at a relatively short number of 

integration steps and is more efficient than the corresponding Mathematica code of Ref. [4]. 

 From the comparison of our results with those obtained previously [3, 4], we conclude 

that the derived algorithm is able to reliably reproduce the aforementioned physical quantities 

with quite good accuracy. Moreover, by combining our code with the PLUTO hydro-code 

and the radiative transfer code of Ref. [8], one may simulate non-thermal emissions from MQ 

jets by consuming less time than when using the code of Ref. [3]. This offers the possibility 

to increase the number of grid cells. In the near future, we aim to improve the advantages of 

this code in such a way that more neutrino producing reactions and cooling (non-thermal 

proton deceleration, [2]) mechanisms in MQs to be considered for obtaining even more 

realistic results. 
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Radioactive fallout contamination exercises have been performed based on the 

hypothesis of a single and instantaneous deposition of a given amount of 
90

Sr and 
137

Cs on 

a vast geographical area including Gulf Thermaikos and its catchment. The radiological 

model of Thermaikos Gulf ecosystem has been already designed and tested for its 

accuracy [1, 2], based on the MOIRA-PLUS decision support system [3]. Aim of the 

present model exercise is to evaluate the impact of an accident at regional scale including 

both the marine and the fresh water ecosystems. The analysis includes the radiological 

impact and the dose rate to biota from the marine pathway (fish and mussels ingestion, 

external irradiation from the sea) and the whole set of possible terrestrial pathways (for 

instance the consumption by man of crops and animal products contaminated by 

radionuclide directly deposited onto ground rather than by the sole irrigation with polluted 

water). The exercise clearly showed that the doses associated with the fresh water 

pathways in the sea catchment are significantly higher than those from the marine 

pathways, varying from 1 to 4 orders of magnitude for 
137

Cs and 
90

Sr respectively. 
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Abstract A method for the determination of the bremsstrahlung spectra of medical 

linear accelerators by photo-activation measurements is discussed. A set of activation foils 

with different photonuclear reaction energy thresholds was irradiated at two linear 

accelerators of 15 and 23 MV. The activity induced was determined using a germanium 

detector based gamma spectrometry system. The spectrum was reconstructed using 

theoretical expressions for photons emitted by electron interactions in thick targets and cross-

sections from the IAEA Photonuclear Data Library. The results of this study enable 

experimental validation of the functional forms of bremsstrahlung spectra commonly used in 

radiotherapy treatment planning in the clinical environment.  
 

Keywords   Photon Activation Analysis, Bremsstrahlung Spectra, Linear Accelerator 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

    Characterization of the photon spectra of medical linear accelerators is of great 

interest in radiation therapy for accurate radiation dosimetry and treatment planning. In 

this work, a method for the determination of the high energy part of the bremsstrahlung 

spectrum of medical linear accelerators is discussed combining theoretical expressions 

for photons emitted by electron interactions on thick targets and photo-activation 

measurements.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A set of 11 high purity foils comprising of Ag, Au, Co, Cu, F, Mo, Nb, Ni, Ta, Ti and Zr 

was irradiated. The foils were positioned in a special holder (Fig. 1). The foils were 

selected on the basis of their different photo-activation reaction energy thresholds (Table 

1). The selection criteria were: (a) the half time of the product nucleus, (b) the natural 

abundance of the target isotopes, (c) the energy and yield of the emitted gamma rays,  

(d) the competition between (γ,n) and (n,γ) reactions for the production of the same 

daughter nucleus and (e) the high cross-sections of the isotopes. 

Irradiations were performed at the 15 MV (ELEKTA SL18) and 23 MV (Siemens 

Primus) linear accelerators of Saint Savvas Hospital, Athens. The irradiation cassette was 

positioned at 85 cm distance from the source. The beam size at the cassette level was 

20 × 20 cm2. The total irradiation was of 6000 MU. The gamma-spectrometer consisted 

of a coaxial high purity Ge detector (EG&G ORTEC, GEM-80) of 85% relative efficiency 

coupled to a digital signal processing and a data acquisition system. The detector full 

energy peak efficiency was determined using a set of standard sources.  
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Table 1 Characteristics of the irradiated foils 

Foil 

Target 

Isotope 

Threshold 

Energy (MeV)     

 

Product 

nucleus 

 

Half Time 
Photon 

Energy 
(keV) 

Yield 

(%) 

F 19F 10.43 18F 1.83h 511 194 

Ti 46Ti 13.19 45Ti 3.08h 511 170 

Ni 58Ni 12.22 57Ni 36.1h 

127.2 

511 

1377.6 

12.9 

80.8 

77.9 

Co 59Co 10.45 58Co 70.92h 810.8 99.4 

Cu 65Cu 9.91 64Cu 12.7h 511 35.8 

Zr 90Zr 11.97 89Zr 3.27d 

511 

909.2 

45.5 

99 

Nb 93Nb 8.83 92mNb 10.15d 934.5 99.1 

Mo 100Mo 8.29 99Mo 2.75d 140.5 90.7 

Ag 107Ag 9.54 106mAg 8.46d 511.8 88.2 

Ta 181Ta 7.58 180Ta 8.15h 93.3 4.28 

Au 197Au 8.07 196Au 6.18h 

333 

355.7 

22.9 

86.9 

 

 

SPECTRUM RECONSTRUCTION 

   The Bremsstrahlung spectrum is produced by electron interactions within a thick target 

and is attenuated by a field flattering filter and tailored by collimators [1]. There is no 

Fig. 1 Irradiation cassette Fig. 2 Medical Linac ELEKTA SL 
18 
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analytic expression fully describing the photon energy spectra of thick targets. However, 

it has been shown that a good agreement exists between measured and Monte Carlo 

simulated photon energy spectra produced by thick targets emitted in the forward 

direction with theoretical expressions proposed for thin targets after correction for 

attenuation by the total thickness of the target [2].  Kmar et al [3] calculated the 

differential photon fluence at energy E for thick targets by expression (1), 
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)², Z is the atomic number of the 

target material, ro is the classical electron radius and Ee=Eo-E the initial energy of the 

electron.  Parameter C describes the absorption in the field flattening filter and in the 

target. Parameter P contains all energy independent values and can be calculated for 

each isotope from equation (2). Parameters A and n define the low-energy part of the 

bremsstrahlung spectrum. 
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where, σ(Ε)  is the cross section for the (γ,n) reaction for each isotope, ET is the energy 

threshold of each isotope 
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  and R is the reaction rate given by equation (3), 
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     (3) 

 

where, Nγ is the number of γ-rays detected, Νi is the number of nuclei, pγ is the number 

of γ-rays per decay, ε is the full energy peak efficiency for the specific γ-ray, tirr is the 

irradiation time, tcoll is the collection time and Δt is the time between the end of the 

irradiation and the start of the measurement. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Table 2 shows the results of the calculation of parameters R and P for the 15MV and 

23MV linear accelerators, taking into consideration the cross-sections from the IAEA 

Photonuclear Data Library [4]. In the case of the 15MV accelerator, the foils Ti and Ag 

were not used.  

The weighted mean value for the parameter P is 6.67E+07 for the 15MV linear 

accelerator and 7.34E+06   for the 23MV linear accelerator. Parameters A and n were 

taken from the bibliography to be 1.187 and 1.97, respectively [2]. Nevertheless, in 

future work parameters A and n will be determined experimentally through beam 

attenuation measurements for each accelerator. The analytical shape of the photon 

fluence (derived from equation 1) is shown in Fig. 3.  
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In this work, the high-energy part (above the photo-activation threshold energies) of the 

Bremsstrahlung spectra of the two medical linear accelerators was determined using 

photo-activation measurements. The results of this study enable experimental validation 

of the higher energy part of functional forms of bremsstrahlung spectra commonly used 

in radiotherapy treatment planning in the clinical environment 

 

 

Table 2 Results for 15 and 23 MV accelerators 

 15MV 23MV 

Foil Parent 

Nuclide 

Product 

Nuclide 

R (sec-1) P R (sec-1) P 

F 19F 18F 3.686E-20 3.13E+07 1.920E-19 2.05E+07 

Ti 46Ti 45Ti 
  

5.347E-19 1.60E+07 

Ni 58Ni 57Ni 8.660E-21 8.50E+06 3.342E-19 1.07E+07 

Co 59Co 58Co 5.459E-21 6.21E+05 5.964E-20 5.27E+05 

Cu 65Cu 64Cu 4.658E-19 2.71E+07 2.915E-18 2.04E+07 

Zr 90Zr 89Zr 2.634E-20 2.28E+06 2.201E-18 8.73E+06 

Nb 93Nb 92mNb 3.698E-19 1.46E+06 2.185E-18 1.43E+06 

Mo 100Mo 99Mo 7.734E-19 9.62E+06 3.153E-18 6.45E+06 

Ag 107Ag 106mAg 
  

1.529E-19 4.06E+05 

Ta 181Ta 180Ta 1.273E-18 5.02E+06 3.675E-18 3.26E+06 

Au 197Au 196Au 1.369E-18 4.40E+05 5.682E-18 5.03E+06 
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Fig. 3 Photon Energy Spectrum of 15 MV and 23 MV accelerators 
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The research initiative APAPES [1] has established a dedicated beam line for research on 

atomic collisions which is located at the 5 MV TANDEM accelerator of the National Research Center 

“Demokritos” in Athens. The set up consists of a hemispherical deflector analyzer (HDA) with a 2-

dimensional position sensitive detector (PSD) combined with a doubly-differentially pumped gas 

target. The basic aim of this initiative is the investigation of the decay of the 1s2s2p 
4
P metastable 

states formed in energetic He-like-ion-atom collisions by single electron capture. These states have 

long lifetimes (10
-6

-10
-9

 s) and thus the projectile ions can Auger decay well after their excitation in 

the target area making the determination of the effective detection solid angle, which is necessary for 

the calculation of the absolute cross section, non-trivial. 

 Here, we present  Monte-Carlo type simulations, using the SIMION 8.1 package [2]. Random 

electron distributions in energy and emission angles were used to simulate the metastable Auger 

decay along the projectile ion trajectory, while the number of electrons detected at the PSD was 

recorded. Also included in these simulations for the first time are kinematic effects particular to Auger 

emission from fast moving projectile ions such as line broedening and solid angle limitations allowing 

for a more accurate and realistic line shape modeling. Comparison with previously published data  

concerning metastable 
4
P and prompt Auger projectile states formed by electron capture in collisions 

of 25.3 MeV F
7+

 with H2 and 12.0 MeV C
4+ 

with Ne [3] were found to be in excelent agreement [4]. 

These results are of importance for the accurate evaluation of the 1s2s2p 
4
P/

2
P ratio of K-Auger cross 

sections whose observed non-statistical production by electron capture into He-like ions, recently a 

field of interesting interpretations [5], awaits further resolution.  
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Abstract 

Quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams, in the energy range of 4-10 MeV produced via 

the 
2
H(d,n)

3
He reaction, have been used for cross section measurements at the 5.5 MeV 

tandem T11/25 Accelerator Laboratory of NCSR “Demokritos”. For accurate cross section 

measurements, it is important that the energy profile of the neutron beam and the 

experimental conditions are well characterized. Therefore, an investigation of the energy 

dependence of the neutron fluence, especially taking into account the deuteron break up 

phenomenon, has been carried out in the present work, using the recently developed 

analytical and Monte-Carlo simulation code NeusDesc. Fission experimental data from 
238

U 

ultra-thin targets, were used to validate the simulated results. The fission fragments of the  
238

U(n,f) reaction have been detected via MicroMegas detectors and using the well known 

cross section of the 
238

U isotope, the neutron flux has been deduced. The simulated reaction 

rates were in good aggrement with the experiment ones, thus confirming the validity of the 

simulations. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

The first part of this work, was the experimental measurements for the NeusDesc 

code validation. The experimental set up for the neutron beam productionat the tandem 

Accelerator Laboratory of NCSR “Demokritos” is shown Fig. 1. Neutrons produced via the 
2H(d,n)3He reaction, irradiated a series of Uranium targets (238U, 236U, 238U, 235U) and the 

fission fragments from the (n,f) reactions were detected with Micromegas detectors. The 
2H target was a 3.7cm long gas cell with deuterium gas at a pressure of ~1bar with a 

5μm Mo entrance foil and an 1mm pt beam stop foil.  

 
Figure 1: Experimental set-up 
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Apart from the main neutron beam parasitic neutrons were produced at lower 

energies, mainly arising from the deuteron break-up reaction 2H(d,np)2H, but also from 

the    natMo(d,n), 12C(d,n)13Ν and 16O(d,n)17F reactions. 

In order to correct for all parasitic neutrons originating from (d,n) reactions on 

various low-Z materials along the beam line, collimators, deuteron gas-cell and 

surrounding materials, gas-in and gas-out measurements were performed using the set-

up shown in Fig.1. The contribution of the parasitic neutron has been deduced by 

subtraction the charged normalized spectra of the fission fragments from the gas-in and 

gas-out irradiations. 

The calculation of the experimental neutron flux (F) is explained by the following 

relation:   
 

     
   

   

 
   
         

          
 , where the Nff is the pure fission fragments per 

second, the σ is the well known cross section of the   
         reaction according to the 

neutron energy range, the Nt is the number of target atoms calculated from the target 

mass and the eff (efficiency) is the number of fission fragments born and came out from 

the target.  

NEUSDESC SIMULATIONS 

The neutron flux in the energy range from 4-10 MeV, was simulated with the 

NeusDesc code and compared to the experimental results using the 238U(n,f) reaction 

with very well known cross section, in order to validate the code. The neutron mean 

beam flux simulations are based on relativistic kinematics from Refs. [1],[2], while the 

deuteron breakup model uses non-relativistic kinematics [3]. The energy loss of the 

incident ions is calculated by dividing the target in 100 slices and calculating the 

stopping power, energy and angular straggling in every slice using the SRIM-2008 [4] 

code. The neutron yield calculated from: Υ=∑σd-d *Ι*Νt , where the I quantity is the rate 

of the deuteron beam and calculated from the current that is given as an input to the 

code, the Nt is the number of deuterium target persons calculated from the  van der 

Waals equation of state using the length of the cell is given as an input to the code and 

the σd-d is the cross section of the 2H(d,n) reaction according to the deuteron energy 

beam. Finally, the simulated neutron flux is calculate at the required distance (d) by the 

formula:    
 

    
        

     
 .  An example of neutron flux at a high level deuteron beam 

energy is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2:  Neutron Flux from En=7150 Mev with the break up phenomenon. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

A comparison between the neutron flux via simulation and experiment has been 

performed in low energies, where the deuteron break up phenomenon in neutron 

induced reactions does not exist, in order to determine the exact geometry and the 

description of the problem involved in the code. In this way, the reliability of the code for 

low energy neutrons before the appearance of the break up phenomenon has been 
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ensured, in order to advance the study at higher neutron energies where the break up 

phenomenon is important. In order to eliminate any systematic error during the 

experiment, the comparison was made with the neutron flux rates between the front 

target distance and the back target distance. In the high energy region, the simulated 

reaction rates for the neutron induced fission on 238U, were in good agreement with the 

experiment ones, thus confirming the validity of the simulations. Thus, the NeuSDesc 

code has been tested and validated in the whole neutron range from 4 to 10 MeV. 

CONCLUSION 

The simulated reaction rates, in the energy range from 4-10 MeV, were in good 

agreement with the experimental ones, thus confirming the validity of the simulations. 

Thus the NeuSDesc code can be reliably used in simple experimental geometry 

conditions and for the deuteron break up calculation up to En=10 MeV. In additional, 

input card from the NeuSDesc code can be used in complex geometry conditions with 

MCNP simulations. The proportion of the neutrons from deuteron break up phenomenon, 

compared to the total neutron flux per deuteron beam energy, is shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: The proportion of the neutrons from deuteron break up phenomenon, 

compared to the total neutron flux. 

It is observed that the deuteron break up phenomenon becomes important above 

En=6 MeV. 
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Modeling radiative proton-capture reactions in mid-heavy nuclei 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract A systematic study of (p,γ) reactions was carried out using the reaction codes 

EMPIRΕ, TALYS and NON-SMOKER (web). The calculated (p,γ) cross sections of  seed 

nuclei 
89

Y, 
107,109

Ag, 
106,108,110

Pd, 
112

Cd, 
121,123

Sb, 
127

I, and 
133

Cs can be used in a three-fold way: 

(a) perform an intercomparison of the models in a low-energy regime (b) compare existing 

experimental data to the theoretical predictions and (c) predict cross sections of reactions 

planned to be studied experimentally in the near future by our group. The results of the study 

are presented in a concise way focusing on the experimental conditions. 

Keywords proton capture, cross section, modeling, EMPIRE, TALYS 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Nuclear processes at explosive astrophysical sites play a central role in the 

creation of the elements in the universe. Measured elemental abundances in the 

solar system is an important input in modeling the nucleosynthetic processes. 

The vast reaction network calculations needed to describe the dynamic 

phenomena rely on statistical theory, such as the Hauser-Feshbach (HF) theory, 

which requires the knowledge of nuclear cross sections. Data of experimental 

nuclear cross sections for such studies are rather scarce. As a consequence, 

theoretical predictions are often used to provide information on the nuclear 

processes.  

In this work, proton-capture radiative (p,γ) reactions have been investigated 

in a few mid-heavy isotopes, in the area of nuclear chart where the p-process is 

important, using three different reaction codes. Details of the calculations 

performed are described below. Results are compared to experimental data, if 

available in literature at the time of the study. 

 

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

A systematic test was carried out with the theoretical models EMPIRE, TALYS 

and NON-SMOKER, using their default settings (Table 1) for three specific 

nuclear parameters: the Optical Potential, the Nuclear Level Density and the γ-

Strength Function. The codes are generally optimized at different energy 
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regimes, therefore differences are expected. Comparison with existing published 

datasets is expected to improve our understanding on the predic ive power of 

each code in particular energy and mass regions.  

The study was focused on 89Y, 107,109Ag, 106,108,110Pd, 112Cd, 121,123Sb, 127I, and 
133Cs seed isotopes, lying in the neutron-deficient part of the nuclear chart. In all 

cases, isotopes were studied at the low energy regime, E ≤8 MeV in an attempt 

to overlap with the Gamow window, which -according to HF theory- provides 

favorable conditions for nucleosynthesis with the p-process, and is around 3 MeV 

for most of the nuclei in our study.  

Three codes were used: EMPIRE [1], TALYS [2] and NON-SMOKER(web) [3]. 

The latter is considered obsolete, however, it was included for the sake of 

intercomparison. In all cases, default settings were used, as listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Default settings for the three theoretical codes used in the present study 

 Optical Model Potential Nuclear Level 

Densities 

γ-Strength Function 

EMPIRE Koning-Delaroche EGSM Plujko MLO RIPL-2 

TALYS-1 Koning-Delaroche CTFG Kopecky-Uhl 

TALYS-2 Bauge-Delaroche-Girod Goriely-Demetriou Hartree-Fock-BCS 

TALYS-3 Bauge-Delaroche-Girod Hilaire-Goriely Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov 

NON-SMOKER Jeukenne et al. (1980) Rauscher et al. (1997) Cowan et al. (1991) 

 

Cross sections for radiative proton captures by the seed nuclei listed above 

were calculated and plotted as a function of energy in Figs. 1 & 2. In Fig. 1, 

existing experimental data have been added for comparison. Fig. 2 shows the 

results for reactions with no data available in literature at the time of the study. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Direct comparison of selected published experimental data with the three 

different theoretical models attests a very good agreement between them. Any 

discrepancies between the models are located at energies where the neutron 

emission channel is surpassed, and are likely caused by the different model 

inputs. For the case of 106Pd, at energies lower than the (p,n) channel threshold, 

theoretical predictions need to be scaled, but when E≥Ethresh, TALYS-3 seems to 

fit the data better. Concerning 121Sb, NON-SMOKER(web), though a rather 

outdated code, seems to best fit the experimental data. For the rest of the 

isotopes studied with published datasets (89Y, 112Cd, 123Sb), a very good 

agreement was found. These cross sections will potentially be exploited for 

future experimental work and provide a starting point for a more detailed 

systematic study in p-nuclei. 
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Figure 1 Cross section predictions for the (p,γ) reactions with 89Y, 106Pd, 112Cd, and 121,123Sb.  

Data points correspond to published works, except for 112Cd(p,γ) that has been recently  

measured by our group. 
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Figure 2 Cross section predictions for (p,γ) reactions with 107,109Ag, 108,110Pd, 127I and 
133Cs. For these nuclides, no experimental data were available at the time of the study.  
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract We report on a new mobile γ-spectrometry system (AMESOS) developed at the 

University of Athens. The system aims at carrying out in situ measurements to study 

distributions of NORM and TENORM at harsh environments or where sampling is difficult. 

AMESOS has been characterized by using standard calibration sources and minerals of known, 

independently determined, U and Th concentrations. Simulations of the system have been 

performed with MCNP and Geant4. As a proof of good field operation, AMESOS was 

deployed in a series of measurements at Mt. Kithaeron, near Athens, extending earlier data and 

estimating absorbed dose rates that concern the public. 

Keywords AMESOS, environmental radioactivity, Kithaeron, simulation, absorbed dose rate 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Environmental radioactivity studies often require mobile spectrometers, mainly due to 

harsh environments or difficulties in sampling. NORM and TENORM levels can be 

measured efficiently by deploying mobile spectrometers in the field to perform in situ 

measurements. The relevant technology has made significant progress in the last 

decades, eliminating factors limiting power autonomy, detection efficiency and 

photopeak resolution. 

The Athens MobilE γ-SpectrOmetry System (AMESOS) is a newly developed mobile 

γ-spectrometry system aiming at supporting the environmental studies program of 

NuSTRAP group. AMESOS will operate both as an independent spectrometer and as an 

assisting instrument for offline measurements. After detailed characterization, a proof-

of-concept study was undertaken by expanding earlier measurements at Mt. Kithaeron 

near Athens urban area. 

 

DETECTOR CHARACTERIZATION AND METHODOLOGY 

AMESOS is built around a 3”x3” NaI(Tl) scintillator equipped with a low-power EG&G 

Ortec DigiBase coupled to the PMT. The DigiBase is connected to a laptop PC that 

provides power to the detector and handles the collected γ-ray spectra. The detector is 

contained inside a hollow 2mm-thick cylinder made of aluminum that stands upright with 

the help of three 120mm-long legs welded on the outer side of the cylinder. The inner 

wall of the cylinder is covered by a 2mm-thick Pb shield. The cylinder is closed by a 

3mm-thick plexiglass window on one end, upon which the detector stands, facing 

downwards. Despite the geometry is not standard for in situ measurements, it offers the 

advantage of focusing better on localized sources of radiation ignoring the influence of 
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the nearby radiation field. In our case, single-energy flux originates from a ground 

surface radius of 1.4 m and a depth of 17.6 cm 

Prior to field deployment, AMESOS was first characterized using standard calibration 

point sources (22Na, 137Cs and 60Co). Lacking large-surface reference soil slabs, typically 

used for calibrations of scintillator-based mobile spectrometers, AMESOS was calibrated 

with bulky samples minerals of known U and Th concentrations determined by 

independent techniques. Thorough examinations of full-energy peak efficiency, relative 

angular resolution (normalized at θ=0˚) and resolution (FWHM vs. energy) were carried 

out [2,3]. During analysis, the following assumptions were made: 2π geometry, 

equilibrium, and homogeneous distribution. 

Full-scale simulations using the codes MCNP5 and Geant4 have also been carried 

out. The results from both simulations were compared to experimental data from a 60Co 

source to determine the relative energy efficiency of AMESOS. 

Earlier offline γ-spectroscopy measurements [1] of geological samples collected in 

Mt. Kithaeron (Attica region) in 2007 showed elevated NORM levels. U-content was 

associated to dark calcitic and white dolomitic limestones. The geological findings, 

atypical for the surrounding area, triggered a second series of in situ measurements to 

both test AMESOS in field conditions and extend the range of previous measurements. 

The radiological hazard was assessed by estimating the absorbed dose rate, D, in the air 

(1 m above surface) using the equation [4]: 

 

D (nGy/h) = 0.462A(U) + 0.604A(Th) + 0.0416A(K) 

 

where A(U), A(Th), A(K) are the activities for 238U, 232Th, and 40K, respectively. Since 

A(K) has not been measured in this work, the typical value 70 Bq/kg for limestones was 

adopted. 

 

Table 1 Results from in situ measurements of 238U, 232Th specific acticities and corresponding 

absorbed dose rates, D. Data for locations k1-k4,k6 are from [1]. Errors shown in parentheses. 

 

Location 238U 

[Bq/kg] 

232Th 

[Bq/kg] 

D 

[nGy/h] 

Location 238U 

[Bq/kg] 

232Th 

[Bq/kg] 

D 

[nGy/h] 

a0 45(8) 8.4(2.4) 28.9(4) b1 126(11) <4.2 63.4(10) 

a1 58(7) <5.2 32.6(5) b2 1476(34) <8.8 690.2(104) 

a2 83(13) 5.8(2.5) 44.9(7) b3 91(12) 9.3(2.2) 50.4(8) 

a3 146(14) 45.3(3.3) 97.9(15) b4 274(14) 8.3(2.1) 134.7(20) 

a4 664(21) <6.6 313.8(47) b5 74(13) 20.6(2.8) 49.6(7) 

a5 359(17) <4.3 171.3(26) b6 301(17) 5.8(2.7) 145.4(22) 

a6 121(13) <2.9 60.6(9) b7 47(10) 10.5(2.5) 31.0(5) 

a7 387(18) 11.1(2.2) 188.2(28)     

k1 184 -- 76.5 k4 130 -- 60.1 

k2 185 -- 85.6 k6 539 -- 275.2 

k3 162 -- 74.9     
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The characterization of AMESOS with calibration sources is summarized in the 

following figures depicting the experimentally deduced intrinsic full-energy peak 

efficiency (Fig. 1a), the relative angular efficiency (Fig. 1b), and the resolution 

calibration (Fig. 1c). Spectra and relative efficiencies simulated by MCNP5 and Geant4 

are compared to experimental data (Figs. 1d & 1e). 

 

 
Figure 1 (a) Energy efficiency (b) normalized angular efficiency (c) resolution (FWHM) (d) 
experimental and simulated spectra (e) simulated efficiencies for 1173 and 1332 keV lines of 60Co 

(f) aggregate plot of dose rates per location (threshold is according to IAEA) 

 

  

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Comparison of the simulated to the experimental data resulted in excellent 

agreement for both codes. The value of relative efficiency has been estimated to 72% on 

average. From the shape of the spectra, Geant4 seems to reproduce the summing peak 

of 60Co at 2.5 MeV slightly better than MCNP5. 

The measurements at Mt. Kithareon correspond to 15 different locations (a0-a7 and 

b1-b7 in Table 1, see also Fig. 2). Specific activities of 238U and 232Th were deduced after 

comparison with reference samples of known activities. Existing 238U data [1] are also 

given in the table (k1-k4,k6). The corresponding absorbed dose rates are listed and 

correlated to U-content (Fig. 1f). 

 
Figure 2 A terrain map showing the locations of in situ measurements with AMESOS. a0 

corresponds to Mt. Kithaeron’s peak. The inset shows an outline map of Attica region. 

 

.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 The new UoA mobile spectrometer, AMESOS, was calibrated, characterized and 

simulated. The efficiency was estimated to approximately 72% by comparing 

experimental and simulated data. The in situ measurements carried out at Mt. Kithaeron 

extended prior NORM measurements from 2007 in the same area. In addition, 4 out of 

the 20 locations show dose rates above the limits set for the general public by EU and 

IAEA. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract In this work, a sediment sample from an excavated paleoseismological trench was 

collected and dated following the Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) dating method, 

using the Riso TL/OSL DA-20 reader. Chemically purified quartz, from the sample, was 

analysed following a single-aliquot regenerative-dose (SAR) protocol for the equivalent dose 

(De) determination. Also, to estimate dose rates, the natural radioactivity of soil from the 

surroundings of the original sample location was measured, using gamma spectrometry. Since 

the application of the OSL dating method involves a number of intermediary factors and 

processes, all being the sources of uncertainties propagating to the total uncertainty, an 

exhaustive analysis of the involved uncertainties is presented and the implications to the 

derivation of the final ages are discussed. 

Keywords Dose rate assessment, OSL dating method, uncertainty analysis. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The luminescence (Thermoluminescence-TL and Optically Stimulated Luminescence-

OSL) dating methods depend on the accurate calculation of the accumulated radiation 

dose over a period of time (Equivalent Dose, De)  and the rate at which the material 

under study is exposed to dose due to environmental radiation (Dose Rate, DR).  

Thus, when dating a sediment sample, two major sources of uncertainty ensue. One 

originates from the assessment of the equivalent dose through the OSL measurement's 

process [1]. The other comes from the assessment of 40K, 238U, 235U, 232Th and daughter 

isotopes activities and also from the calculation of annual dose rates using the measured 

activities and is transferred to the age result [2]. Finally, the combination of the above 

uncertainties provides the uncertainty associated to the calculated age of the sample.  

 

METHODS 

 

To elaborate on the uncertainties inherent in the luminesence dating methods, we 

proceeded through a worked example of dating a sediment sample (sample ID: 

Gyr1OSL_08) taken from an excavated paleoseismological trench in the Gyrtoni area, 

Thessaly region, Greece. The paleoseismological trench was excavated perpendicular to 

the trace of the Gyrtoni Fault. The south facing Gyrtoni Fault is ~12-13 km long with 

ESE-WNW strike, at a distance of ca. 10 km from the city of Larissa [3]. The footwall of 

the fault consists of well stratified lagustrine deposits, while the hanging wall consists of 

poorly stratified fluvial and colluvial deposits. The interpretation of the trench wall 

structure provided indications of three surface faulting events. 
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The sample was collected with a metallic core sampler 15 cm long. The top content 

of the sampler was used to calculate the radioactivity of the surrounding sediment, while 

the rest was prepared for OSL measurements.The quartz grain fractions of 125–250 μm 

were used, separated by dry sieving and aliquots were prepared using the standard 

laboratory preparation procedure [4]. The Single Aliquot Regenerative (SAR) protocol [5] 

was followed to measure the equivalent dose of twelve aliquots with a preheat 

temperature at 240 oC for 10 s, and a cut-heat of 160 oC. OSL signals were acquired at 

125 oC for 40 s using blue light. Sample preparation and OSL measurements were 

conducted at the Archaeometry Center of the University of Ioannina. 

The radioactivity of surrounding sediments was calculated analysing the major 

photopeaks of certain radioisotopes of the decay chains of  238U, 235U, 232Th and 40K (Fig. 

1a). The sample was dried and passed through a 500 μm sieve. Gamma spectrometry 

was conducted using a high-purity Broad Energy Germanium (BEGe) detector (Canberra 

γ detection system) (Fig. 1b). The OSL signal was measured using the Risø TL/OSL-DA-

20 reader [6] (Fig. 1c). 

 

 
Fig. 1. a) The gamma-ray spectrum of Gyr1OSL_08 sample, b) the high-purity Broad Energy 

Germanium (BEGe) detector and c) the Risø TL/OSL-DA-20 reader of the Archaeometry Center of 

the University of Ioannina. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Assesed values and accompanying uncertainties for each type of measurements are 

shown in the Tables 1 to 4. In Table 1, the relative uncertainties of the gamma 

spectrometry analysis of the selected sediment sample are presented, i.e. the gross and 

background counting rates of various isotopes together with the propagated relative 

uncertainty in the calculation of  the net counting rates. The detector efficiency relative 

uncertainty is assumed to be constant at 4.9%. This value was estimated as a mean 

value of the uncertainties in the calculation of the counting efficiency of the photopeaks 

of a 152Eu standard solution used to calculate the efficiency of the detector as a function 

of energy (Fig. 2). The last column contains the total relative uncertainty derived from 

the other uncertainties using standard error propagation theory. The uncertainties that 

arise from the sample mass measurements and from the intensities of each photopeak 

are in the order of 0-4% and 2%, respectively. 

In Table 2, the calculated activity concentrations and uncertainties (1σ) for each 

isotope are presented in columns 2 and 3. Ιn column 4 the relative uncertainty (%) is 

the weighted uncertainty in the cases when the mean value is calculated from two or 

three photo-peaks of the same radioisotope. The calculated values of activity 

concentrations are used to estimate the dose rate of energy delivered to quartz crystals. 
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Then by means of appropriate dose rate conversion factors [4,7], the total dose rate 

delivered to quartz can be calculated by adding the dose rates. The uncertainties of dose 

rates of the natural radionuclides decay chains and 40K were calculated using error 

propagation theory and taking into account the uncertainties of the dose conversion 

factors and activities. The associated uncertainties of the dose conversion factors are low 

varying from 0.3 to 3.3% for beta radiation conversion factors and from 0.2 to 2.1% for 

gamma conversion factors [7]. Thus the errors in activity calculations of parent 

radionuclides of natural decay series and 40K, which vary from 4.7 to 122%, dominate 

the final propagated error. However the overall uncertainty in the calculation of the total 

dose rate of the surrounding the samples sediments soil is reduced to 4.8% (Table 3). 

 

 
     

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Efficiency curve of the BEGe detector 

of the Archaeometry Center of the University 

of Ioannina. 

Table 1. Relative uncertainties (%) of 

measurements of the various isotopes along 

with the total propagated uncertainty. 

 

 

 

 

 

The final step to calculate the age of a sample is to estimate the amount of radiation 

that the sample has been exposed to since the event being dated (equivalent dose, De). 

This is done: a) by measuring the natural OSL signal for each aliquot of the sample, b) 

creating the dose response curve for each measured aliquot and c) projecting the sensitivity 

corrected natural OSL signal onto the dose response curve to calculate the equivalent dose. 

Table 4 shows the equivalent doses (De) as calculated by the Analyst (version 4.10) 

software using the exponential function for the fit of the growth curve for each disk. In the 

associated uncertainty of De, the instrument error of 1.1% is included. The uncertainty 

varied from 1.6-2.7% for the De and from 5.1-5.5 % for the calculated ages. The last four 

lines of the table show the means and the weighted means of De and ages with the 

associated uncertainties. The weighted uncertainties are much lower if compared to the 

standard deviation values (σ) also shown. The differences of the average and the weighted 

mean are inside 1σ range. It is useful to point out that when using the weighted mean the 

uncertainty is about 1.5%. Much higher uncertainties are calculated when using simple 

average and standard deviation, about 28%. This point is very critical for the age 

determination. While the associated uncertainties in calculating the dose rates, De and ages 

for each disk do not exceed 5-6%, the variation of calculated ages from disk to disk raise 

the overall uncertainty of the finally accepted age of the sample to almost 30%, in our 
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example. This may be attributed to the incomplete bleach of the quartz grains when they 

are exposed to sun at the time of sedimentation. 

 

 
Table 2. Radioactivities and associated 

uncertainties of various isotopes. 

 

 
 

 

Table 4. Equivalent doses (De) and the 

calculated ages (ka) from 12 aliquots of 

Gyr1OSL_08 sample. 
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Table 3. Radioactivities and calculated total dose rates from decay chains of  238U, 235U and 232Th 

and for 40K. The overall dose rate is the sum of these dose rates and the associated uncertainty is 

calculated with error propagation theory. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
From the error analysis that was detailed above, it is evident that the major source 

of uncertainty in the age determination is the variability of the OSL signal measured in 

different aliquots of the same sample. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract Mosses were collected during the winter months of 2014 and 2015 from various 

locations in the center and outskirts of the city of Ioannina, to serve as biomonitors of 
137

Cs 

activity released from the combustion of biomass fuel in the atmospheric air. Statistical analysis 

of the obtained activity concentrations revealed differences between sampling locations and 

sampling periods, which may be attributed to different practices in the use of wood and wood 

by-products fuel for household heating. 

Keywords mosses, wood combustion, air pollution, 
137

Cs activity, Ioannina 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Mosses are considered as excellent bio-monitors of atmospheric heavy metals [1], 

persistent organic pollutants (POPs) [2] and radioactive contamination from both natural 

and artificial sources [3-5].  Among the pollutants released in the atmosphere, the long-

lived radioactive isotope 137Cs was a major component of the fallout from the Chernobyl 

accident, introduced into the forest ecosystems of Europe. The ongoing recession, which 

hit Greece after 2009, among other implications, has forced the residents of urban areas 

to turn from oil to wood for domestic heating due to oil price rise following over-taxation 

[6]. Numerous households turned to the cheapest unprocessed or processed wood and 

wood by-products, due to lower tax. However, the combustion of wood has led to the 

deterioration of urban air quality during the winter months [7]. 

The objective of the present study was the measurement of 137Cs activities in 

mosses collected in the center and outskirts of the city of Ioannina in order to monitor 

the radioactivity released in the atmospheric air from the combustion of biomass fuels.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

 
During the winter months of the years  2014  and 2015, moss samples of about 40 

g dry weight were placed  into cylindrical plastic containers and were measured using a 

broad energy range HPGe detector (Canberra BE3825) with a relative efficiency of 26 %, 

and an energy resolution of 1.9 keV at 1.33 MeV. Acquired spectra were used to 

calculate 137Cs activity concentration in mosses, analyzing the 661.66 keV photo-peak 

(Fig.1). 
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Fig. 1. A typical gamma-ray energy spectrum, showing the 137Cs peak in a moss 

sample  

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The activity concentration of 137Cs (Table 1) measured in mosses collected in the 

winter of 2014 ranged from 1.3 to 43.8 Bq/kg in the city-center and  from 3.7 to 32.2 

Bq/kg  in the city outskirts. In 2015, the ranges were 1.8-15.2 Bq/kg in the city-center 

and 8.9-21.2 Bq/kg in the city outskirts. Mean values and ranges are presented 

graphically in Fig.2.  

Variations in activity concentrations between sampling locations and sampling 

periods were examined through a Students’ t-test. No statistically significant difference 

between the city-center and city outskirts was evidenced in the winter of 2014, while 

activity concentrations were significantly lower in the city-center compared to the city 

outskirts in the winter of 2015 (see Table 1, Fig. 2). Activity concentrations in the city-

center were also significantly lower in 2015 compared to 2014, while in the city outskirts 

no statistically significant differences between the two sampling periods was observed.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: 137Cs activity concentrations measured in mosses at the city of Ioannina. Boxes 

and whiskers indicate the 25%-75% and 5%-95% range of the data distribution, 

respectively.  
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Table 1: Activity concentrations of 137Cs measured in mosses at different locations and different 

sampling periods. Mean values, standard deviations (SD) and ranges (Min-Max) are given in 

Bq/kg. Statistically significant differences, established through students’ t-tests, are also indicated.  

   137Cs concentrations (Bg/kg) 

Winter  Location  Mean SD Min-Max 

2014 City center  18.4* 14.4 1.3-43.8 

 City outskirts & villages  9.1 10.3 3.7-32.2 

2015 City center  7.5*,** 5.0 1.8-15.2 

 City outskirts & villages  16.4** 4.1 8.9-21.2 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The differences in 137Cs concentrations observed during this study are attributed to 

the locations of the collected samples (city center/dense population, city-outskirts/less 

dense population, villages/less population/wood burning the sole heating energy source). 

Findings indicate that 137Cs air radioactivity concentrations in the city center were 

reduced in 2015, which may be attributed to the decrease of the over-taxation of 

heating oil and the decrease of the use of wood and wood by-products fuel for household 

heating. In the city outskirts, however, where wood burning may be the main heating 

energy source,  the phenomenon was not observed.  

The presence of 137Cs in the air indicates the presence of excess wood smoke 

particles, which are associated with a range of negative health effects, including 

increased morbidity and mortality from pulmonary and cardiovascular diseases [8, 9]. 

Recently, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified indoor 

emissions from household combustion of biomass fuel (mainly wood) as probably 

carcinogenic to humans [9]. In conclusion, the resulting air pollution due to wood 

combustion and the consequent health problems in the community are some of the 

serious side-effects of the financial crisis. 
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Abstract A semi-automated procedure based on open-source utilities was designed and 

built to analyze spectra collected at a synchrotron accelerator using the μ-XRF technique. The 

software (RICOCHET) has a fast, efficient and user-friendly design aimed at performing online 

analysis. A few examples of its application using recent μ-XRF data from the SUL-X beamline 

at ANKA Synchrotron Facility (KIT) are presented. 

Keywords synchrotron, microbeam, μ-XRF, open source 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Synchrotron accelerators of the 3rd and 4th generation have tremendously boosted the 

quality and quantity of spectroscopic data. One of the most important analytical 

techniques applied at synchrotrons is X-Ray Fluorescence, based on ultra-bright, micro-

focused beams of X-rays impinging the material under study (in short μ-XRF). The 

micro-focusing allows for detailed study of tiny sectors on a larger surface area, 

stimulating the emission of characteristic X-ray radiation from multiple chemical 

elements. Online analysis of the information is typically required to assess the results 

and plan the next steps in the experiment. In the majority of cases, the analysis is 

carried out using proprietary software packages (e.g. Igor Pro) or requiring customized 

procedures that have to run offline. 

The necessity to analyze large μ-XRF data sets in almost-live time in a fast, efficient 

and user-friendly way resulted in adopting standard open-source tools available on Linux 

and OSX platforms to create RICOCHET, a limited-steps procedure that can quickly 

generate 2D/pseudo-3D maps of elements distribution on the material surface. The 

initial motivation behind RICOCHET’s development was to serve the quick-and-dirty 

analysis of data sets obtained at ANKA synchrotron facility [1]. 

 

THE SYNCHROTRON FACILITY AT KIT (ANKA) 

 
ANKA is a synchrotron facility located at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) that 

offers a range of beam energies and avails a variety of analytical techniques based on X-

ray microbeams. The ANKA SUL-X beamline (Fig. 1) focuses on environmental studies 

and combines diffraction, absorption and fluorescence measurements on environmental 

materials with microfocusing capabilities. 

SUL-X data are provided to the user in ASCII format, where spectra and full details 

about the running experiment are stored. In the μ-XRF technique, the microbeam of X-

rays (typically 20 μm x 20 μm beam size) irradiates the sample at specific coordinates of 
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a predefined 2D grid. The intensity of the emitted characteristic X-rays is used to 

generate elemental maps from the few hundred spectra generated per run. This 

information needs to be processed during or immediately after the end of the run to 

provide quality assessment and guidance for follow-up spectroscopic techniques (such as 

μ-XANES, μ-EXAFS). 

  

 
Figure 1 An outline of the SUL-X end station at ANKA Synchrotron 

 

THE CODE RICOCHET 

 
RICOCHET is a GUI-less tool that processes μ-XRF data in a fast and easy way 

during the experiment. It uses open-source scripting languages (awk, sed, bash) to 

process a large number of sequential spectra and extract all information needed to 

construct graphical 2D and pseudo-3D maps of elements found in the irradiated sample. 

Elemental hotspots, distributions and spatial correlations are studied in a concise way. 

The user intervention is kept to a minimum level and simplicity in operation is the 

key advantage with respect to expensive proprietary software suites. 

In brief, the main characteristics of RICOCHET are: 

 It uses widely available, standard, open-source utilities that exist natively on 

Linux and Mac OSX platforms (e.g. bash, sed, awk and gnuplot) 

 It operates fast on hundreds of data. Typical processing time for a 25x25 grid is 

in the order of minute on standard laptop computers. The processing includes 

ROI integration and plot generation 

 It does not require experienced users 

 It offers upscaling/expansion in an easy, straightforward way 

 It offers high quality 2D/pseudo-3D plots, prepared at publication quality 

standards (PDF, EPS or scalable outputs) 

 It can be adjusted to serve μ-PiXE analysis at a proton μ-beam facility. 

 It is freely available and accompanied by a detailed tutorial 
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EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION 

 

A few examples of application are demonstrated below in Fig. 2. The data are from 

earlier unpublished experimental studies at ANKA. Both 2D heatmaps (left column in Fig. 

2) and pseudo-3D plots (right column in Fig. 2) have been generated. A grey-shades 

palette is available to be used in black and white printouts. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Examples of 2D (left) and pseudo-3D elemental maps (right). Spatial correlation is 

observed between Fe and Ca spots in the top and middle maps that come from the same 

experiment. Sharp peaks at the edges are algorithm artifacts. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
A fast, efficient, user-friendly, open-source code (RICOCHET) has been developed 

for processing μ-XRF data from a synchrotron accelerator. The code has been tested 

successfully with real-data from recent experiments at ANKA. Future upgrades will focus 

on a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
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Abstract This work presents the results of a preliminary study at the coastal zone of the 

Lavreotiki peninsula, concerning radionuclide and trace metal concentration measurements 

in sediment samples collected from the seabed of four local gulfs and the corresponding 

beaches. The radionuclide activity concentrations were determined by means of gamma-ray 

spectroscopy and the concentration of trace metals by the XRF method. The observed 

radionuclide levels of both seabed and beach sediment are considered relatively low to 

medium, in comparison with international values of activity concentration in soil. For most 

of the trace metals, high concentrations were measured in comparison with guidelines, 

especially for As, Mn, Pb and Zn. 

 
Keywords   sediment, radionuclides, trace metals, Lavreotiki 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Lavreotiki, located at the southeast of Attica, Greece, is an area where intense mining 

and metallurgical activities took place, from ancient until recent times. Past studies have 

confirmed high trace metal concentrations on the terrestrial zone and on the wider marine 

area. Yet, until today there are no published data concerning the radionuclide 

concentrations on the coastal zone of the Lavreotiki peninsula, despite the residential 

character of the area. This work presents the results of a preliminary study carried out 

during the spring of 2014, involving radionuclides and trace metal concentration 

measurements in sediment samples collected from the seabed of four local gulfs and the 

corresponding beaches. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Study Area 

In total, 7 surface sediments were collected, from 4 different coastal areas (Perdika, 

Oxygono, Thoricos and Delenia) of the Lavreotiki peninsula, both from the seabed and the 

corresponding beaches (Figure 1). Due to the morphology of the beach in area 2 (lack of 

sand sediment) no sample was collected. 

 

* Corresponding author, email: tsabaris@hcmr.gr 
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Fig. 1. Sediment sampling positions at the coastal zone of the Lavreotiki peninsula 

 

Methodology 

The collected samples were treated at HCMR laboratories through a standardized 

procedure that included drying, pulverizing and sieving the samples. The samples were 

placed in plastic containers, which remained sealed for at least 21 days before measurement, 

in order to achieve secular equilibrium between 226Ra and 222Rn with their progenies. The 

radioactivity levels were estimated by means of gamma-ray spectroscopy, using a 50% high 

purity Germanium (HPGe) detector. The detector was surrounded by a lead shield, in order to 

reduce the contribution of background radiation in the spectrum. Spectrum analysis was 

performed by using the SPECTRW software package [1]. 

The energy and efficiency calibration were performed with the use of two reference 

sources-one of 152Eu with 154Eu impurities and one of 40K. The reference sources were 

measured in contact geometry with the detector cap, same as the samples. Special attention 

was given in the accurate calculation of the full-energy peak efficiency of the HPGe detector. 

Thus, the experimental counts of the calibration sources were subjected to two required 

corrections. The corrections were made by means of the EFFTRAN code [2, 3] and included: 

(a) the calculation of true coincidence summing correction factors (TCS) for every gamma-

ray energy analysed and (b) corrections, due the different density between the calibration 

sources and the mean density of the samples, which lead to different self-absorption effects. 

The two corrections are presented in Figure 2. The final values were fitted according to a 

literature function [4]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Full-energy peak corrections for the TCS effect and the different density between the 

calibration source and the samples 
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The activity concentration (Bq/kg) for each radionuclide was derived from the 

analysis of the spectra after the subtraction of the background. Background spectra were 

recorded regularly between measurements. In order to account for self-absorption effects of 

the background radiation before the entrance in the detector, the measurement occurred with 

the use of inert material with similar composition and density with the samples (talc), 

measured in the same geometry as the samples. 

Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) was calculated from the mean value of the 

background spectra, for all gamma-ray energies analysed in the sample spectra [5]. The 

results are presented in Table 1. 

From the analysis of the counts in each photopeak, with the SPECTRW software, the 

activity concentration (Bq/kg) for each radionuclide was calculated from the following 

expression: 

         
             

             
 

 

where, counts are the experimental counts, TCScor. is the correction factor for the true 

coincidence summing effect for each gamma-ray energy, calculated with the EFFTRAN 

code, eff is the full-energy peak efficiency, calculated from the fitted function, Iγ is the 

emission probability of the gamma-ray, time is the time measurement of the sample (24 

hours) and m is the net mass of the sample (kg). 

The following table includes the analysed gamma-rays for each radionuclide, the 

radioactivity series in which they belong, the intensity of the gamma-ray analysed, the 

efficiency of the detector for that energy, the correction factor for the TCS effect, calculated 

with the EFFTRAN code and the Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) for each energy. 

 
Table 1. The gamma-ray analysed for each radionuclide with the corresponding intensity, the radioactive series 

in which they belong, the absolute efficiency of the detector in each energy, the correction factor for the true 

coincidence summing effect for each gamma-ray and the Minimum 

Detectable Activity for all gamma-rays analysed. 

Radionuclide 
Energy 

(keV) 
Iγ (%) 

Radionuclide 

Series 

Absolute 

Efficiency 

Correction 

Factor TCS 

MDA (Bq/kg) 

40Κ 1460.8 10.67 - 0.017 1 23.2 

137Cs 661.7 85.2 - 0.030 1 0.7 
214Pb 351.9 37.1 238U 0.048 1.0011 1.7 

214Bi 609.3 46.1 238U 0.032 1.1381 1.7 

212Pb 238.6 43.5 232Th 0.060 1.0001 1.3 
208Tl 583.2 30.36 232Th 0.033 1.1687 2.0 

228Ac 911.2 26.6 232Th 0.024 1.0317 2.8 

228Ac 969.0 16.23 232Th 0.023 1.0317 4.3 
226Ra 186.2 3.51 238U 0.062 1.0002 - 

235U 185.7 57.2 235U 0.062 1.0337 1.1 

 

For every sample analysed 

 The activity concentration of 40K and 137Cs was determined from the analysis of the 1460.8 keV and 

661.7 keV photopeaks, respectively. 
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 The activity concentration of 214Pb, 214Bi and 208Tl was calculated from the counts of the photopeaks 

351.9 keV, 609.3 keV and 583.2 keV, respectively. 

 The activity concentration of 212Pb was calculated directly from the analysis of the triplet at ~240 keV 

into two components. The first component was the desired peak of 212Pb (238.6 keV) and the other 

component the doublet of 214Pb (241.9 keV) and 224Ra (241.0 keV). 

 The activity concentration of 226Ra was estimated indirectly from the mean activity concentration of 
214Pb and 214Bi, assuming secular equilibrium between the three isotopes. 

 The activity concentration of 235U was estimated indirectly by analysing the doublet at ~186keV, as one 

peak. The known activity concentration of 226Ra was turned in counts, through equation (1). The counts 

due to 226Ra present in the double peak were subtracted from the total counts of the peak. The difference 

was attributed to the 235U counts, present in the peak. 

 The activity concentration of 228Ac was derived from the weighted mean of the two photopeaks analysed 

(991.2 keV and 969.0 keV). 

 The concentration of trace metals was estimated by the XRF method [6]. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 3. 

The radionuclides activity concentrations ranged between 68 and 340 Bq/kg for 40K, while 

for 137Cs and 235U, the concentrations were lower than 1.5 Bq/kg and 2.5 Bq/kg, respectively, 

in all study areas. As for the activity concentrations of the radionuclides belonging to the 

radioactive series of 232Τh (namely 208Tl, 212Pb and 228Ac) and 238U (namely 214Bi, 214Pb and 226Ra), 

the values ranged between 3 and 17 Bq/kg and below 1.8 and 20 Βq/kg, respectively. 

Additionally, the concentration of trace metals from the analysis of the seabed and beach 

sediments were found to range as follows: Αs (34 - 3382 ppm), Ba (140 – 1071 ppm), Cr (52 

– 140 ppm), Cu (8 – 121 ppm), Mn (333 – 7162 ppm), Ni (19 

– 60 ppm), Pb (122 – 5986 ppm), Sr (224 – 1068 ppm), V (35 – 152 ppm), Zn (97 – 8077 

ppm) and Zr (5 – 79 ppm). 

The observed radionuclide levels of both seabed and beach sediment are considered 

relatively low to medium, in comparison with international values of activity concentration in 

soil [7]. For most of the trace metals, high concentrations were measured in comparison with 

guidelines [8], especially for As, Mn, Pb and Zn. 

 

 
232Th series 

 
238U series 
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40K 

 
As, Ba, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sr, V, Zn and Zr 

Fig. 3. The activity and trace metals concentration for all samples analysed. 

 

CONSLUSIONS 
 

This study provides information for the radionuclides and trace metal concentrations 

in the coastal zone of the Lavreotiki peninsula. The levels of the radionuclides measured 

were low in all study areas, while those of trace metals, were above the sediment quality 

guidelines in most areas, and especially high in area 2. The results of this preliminary 

study highlight the necessity for systematic monitoring, of the Lavreotiki peninsula (both 

terrestrial and sea zone), aiming to an extensive and detailed mapping of radionuclides 

and trace metal for site characterization purposes. 
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Abstract Monte Carlo simulations and verification measurements for the efficiency calibration 

of the ACCUSCAN shadow-shield type Whole Body Counter (WBC) of the Greek Atomic Energy 

Commission (EEAE) are presented. A model of the counter and RMC-II anthropomorphic phantom 

was developed using the MCNP code. Full energy peak efficiencies for different phantom positions 

were calculated for 
60

Co and 
137

Cs sources. The deviations between computational and experimental 

efficiencies were found to be less than 12 % for 
60

Co and 4 % for 
137

Cs for the Ge detector and less 

than 25 % for 
60

Co and 4 % for 
137

Cs for the NaI detector.  This work contributes to the accurate 

quantification of internal contamination in individuals accidentally exposed in Greece by the Greek 

Atomic Energy Commission Laboratories and moreover demonstrates the effectiveness of using 

computational tools for understanding the calibration of radiation detection systems used for in vivo 

monitoring. 

 

Keywords   Whole Body Counter, Internal Radionuclide Contamination 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

    Computational techniques for the calibration of Whole Body Counters (WBC) are 

important, since they provide a powerful tool for understanding of the counter response 

under the complex geometries representing the range of human body sizes, genders and 

ages, as well as the different radionuclides that may be encountered in a the case of a 

radiological accident with internal contamination. In the present work, Monte Carlo 

simulations and measurements for the efficiency calibration of the Greek Atomic Energy 

Commission (EEAE) ACCUSCAN shadow shield Whole Body Counter using the RMC-II 

anthropomorphic phantom are presented.   

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

   The EEAE WBC is a CANBERRA ACCUSCAN 2600 [1] shadow shield scanning bed type 

counter (Fig. 1).  The counter employs two detectors: a high efficiency parallelepiped 

NaI(Tl) detector (7.6 cm x 12.7 cm x 40.6 cm) and a high energy resolution HPGe 

detector (25% rel. eff.). The detectors are shielded by low activity iron. 

   The RMC2 phantom [2] is a linear geometry calibration phantom manufactured by 

CANBERRA. The RMC2 phantom is constructed with acrylic glass slabs, with three plastic 

tubes for simulated internal source placement. For the purpose of our study point 
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sources of 60Co and 137Cs were placed at the position representing whole body 

contamination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 EEAE WBC and RMC2 phantom 

 

SIMULATIONS 

  Simulations were performed using MCNP5 code and ENDF-B/VI  cross section data 

library [3]. A detailed model of the counter including the detectors, iron shielding, 

scanning bed and phantom was developed. Detector response was calculated using pulse 

height tallies (F8) providing the photon energy dissipated in specified energy bins. About 

108 source photon histories per run were utilized to obtain a relative error of better than 

5% in the detector responses. The effective size and position of the detectors was 

optimized on the basis of a set of measurements performed using 60Co and 137Cs   point 

sources in air. The model geometry of the WBC and phantom are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, 

respectively. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The calculated to experimental ratios (C/E) of full energy peak efficiencies for the 
137Cs and 60Co sources as a function of phantom position for the Ge and NaI detectors 

Fig. 2 WBC model geometry Fig. 3 RMC2 phantom model geometry 
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are shown in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. The source was positioned in the phantom 

holder representing whole body contamination.  

 
Fig. 4 Full energy peak efficiency C/E ratio with phantom position for the Ge detector 

 
Fig. 5 Full energy peak efficiency C/E ratio with phantom position for the NaI detector 

 

 

The  maximum deviations  between computational and experimental efficiencies were 

found to be less than  30% for 60Co and -5% for 137Cs for the Ge detector and less than 

40% for 60Co and 12% for 137Cs for the NaI detector, respectively, for all phantom 

positions.    

The derived C/E values can be considered as satisfactory for the in vivo 137Cs 

determination in case of radiological accidents. Nevertheless, further work is required for 

the optimization of the 60Co response, most particularly in the case of the NaI detector.   
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This work contributes to  the accurate  quantification of internal  contamination  in  

individuals  accidentally  exposed  in  Greece  by  the  Greek  Atomic Energy  

Commission  Laboratories  and  moreover  demonstrates  the  effectiveness  of  using 

computational tools for understanding the calibration of radiation detection systems used 

for in vivo monitoring [4]. 
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  Cardiac stress test is a nuclear medicine test, used in cardiology to measure the ability of 

heart, responding to external stress in a controlled clinical environment. Stress response is usually 

induced in clinical routine by exercise or drug stimulation [1]. Left ventricle contractile abnormalities 

constitute an important indication of coronary artery disease (CAD). The present work consists of 

modelling the heart left ventricle at stress and rest situation and focuses on the possibility of 

quantification of the differences, obtained by 3D stress/rest images.  

 Fifteen cardiac patients completed stress and rest tests by intravenous injection of 20 mCi 

(740MBq) Tc-99m tetrofosmin in one-day protocol by a GE-Starcam-4000 gamma-camera; 3D 

myocardium images were reconstructed  by GE Volumetrix software in the GE Xeleris processing 

system, by FBP reconstruction method and transferred in a Dicom format, by advanced algorithms 

which integrate 3D visualization [2]. 

Tomographic image reconstruction in a SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) 

camera produced a series of parallel transverse (or transaxial) images, perpendicular to the long axis 

of the patient. The myocardial perfusion was estimated by comparing SPECT slices and the suspicion 

of an ischemia was indicated [1]. The Dicom file, for each patient and each phase was imported to 

MATLAB (R2011b) [2]. A series of isocontour surfaces were studied. The appropriate threshold 

value, which isolates myocardium surface from the rest image area was identified. Based on this, the 

myocardium volume was evaluated and reconstructed in a 3D image. The possible difference between 

rest and stress 3D data, in voxels, was calculated, using image processing analysis.  

An Index of Quantification (IQ) was determined to define the global quantitative defect size as a 

fraction of the myocardial volume area, based on the Volume of Interest (VOI) at rest and stress, 

considering that it is an indicative diagnostic factor, increasing the reliability of myocardium 

perfusion diagnosis. It is expected that further significant improvement in image quality will be 

attained, increasing the confidence of image interpretation. This method decreases the effects of 

operator variability and increases the reliability of diagnoses of organ irregularities.  

 

 [1] B. Laganà et al., Angiology 50. 2 (1999). 

 [2] M. Lyra et al., chapter (open access) 2011. 

http://health.ac.uoi.gr/index.php?lang=en
http://health.ac.uoi.gr/index.php?lang=en
http://health.ac.uoi.gr/index.php?lang=en
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 Spacecraft are exposed to several distinct radiation sources over their lifetime. The 

European Space Agency (ESA) systematically measures geo-space particle radiation with a 

number of radiation monitors on-board ESA missions. These measurements are valuable for 

the characterization of the particle radiation levels in the geo-space environment, resulting 

from solar eruptive events, radiation belt particles and galactic cosmic rays. In order to 

evaluate the measurements and derive reliable proton and electron fluxes, the determination 

of reliable response functions through experimental and numerical calibrations is needed.  

 In this work, we present recent efforts for the determination of the response functions 

of the Radiation Environment Monitor (REM) on-board the STRV1c spacecraft, and the 

Radiation Monitor on-board the X-ray Multi Mirror (XMM) mission. Moreover, preliminary 

work on the Environmental Monitor Unit (EMU) unit is also performed. The numerical 

calibrations are based on detailed Monte Carlo simulations by means of the GRAS/Geant4 

[1] software package.  

 Our results are compared to available experimental data and previous simulations 

with a view to using the product, a set of high-quality radiation data sets spanning a long time 

period, to develop new and updated models of the space radiation environment. 

 This work is performed in the framework of the Hellenic Evolution of Radiation data 

processing and Modeling of the Environment in Space (HERMES) project, which is 

implemented by the Institute of Accelerating Systems and Applications (IASA) under ESA 

contract no. 4000112863/14/NL/HB. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[1] GRAS: a general-purpose 3-D Modular Simulation tool for space environment effects 

analysis. G. Santin  et al., 6, Dec 2005, Nuclear Science, IEEE Transactions on, Vol. 52, pp 

2294-2299.   
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123

I-DaTSCAN is a cocaine analogue that binds to presynaptic dopamine. 123I-

DaTSCAN imaging studies have shown the ability to detect loss of striatal dopamine 

transporters [1]. The present work evaluates whether mathematical approach of striatum 

imaging data by Matlab program processing could differentiate between parkinsonian 

syndromes, of various stages, and essential tremor (ET), and thus increase diagnostic 

accuracy [2], [3].  

For this reason, DaTscan imaging was completed in 2 groups of patients. Group 1 

was consisted of 14 patients, with a diagnosis of Parkinsonism in various stages and group 

2, included 8 patients with a diagnosis of ET. The study subjects received 400 mg of 

potassium perchlorate 1 hour before injection of tracer and 200 mg 12 and 24 hours after 

injection in order to reduce 
123

I uptake in their thyroid gland. 148 MBq DaTscan were 

injected intravenously. The radioligand for striatal dopamine transporter imaging were 

supplied by GE Healthcare. Then, SPECT acquisition studies were performed. 

Imaging of thet patients was completed by GE Starcam 4000. Brain 

neurotransmission SPECT imaging with 123I was performed with low energy high 

resolution (LEHR) parallel collimator. Total radiation exposure –effective dose- to the 

study subjects was 9–12 mSv. The subjects were scanned 4 hours post injection (at peak 

time of the specific activity of 123I-DaTSCAN). Unprocessed projection data were 

reviewed in cinematic display, prior to reconstruction, to assess the presence and degree of 

motion and other potential artefacts, in order to exclude (remove) angular projection data 

in a possible patient motion. 

 The GE Xeleris-2 image processing system was used to reconstruct angular 

projections data. Transaxial, sagittal and coronal slices were reconstructed using the 

filtered back-projection (FBP) technique. Chang’s attenuation correction was applied 

(uniform attenuation coefficient of 0.12 cm−1).  

The extraction of parameters by digitized processing of 123I-DaTSCAN (123I-

ioflupane) images to differentiate between parkinsonism and essential tremor and 

http://health.ac.uoi.gr/index.php?lang=en
http://health.ac.uoi.gr/index.php?lang=en
http://health.ac.uoi.gr/index.php?lang=en
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evaluation of SPECT imaging of the dopamine transporters (DAT) in vivo, will produce a 

display of pattern recognition. Eccentricity, major & minor axis length, orientation, area, 

equivalent diameter and integral intensity of both left & right ganglia were determined. A 

specific ratio of both ganglia parameters gives a classification indication and contributes in 

diagnosis decision.   

 

 [1] DaTSCAN, PDS information sheet FS4, 48, Parkinson;s Disease Society, 2001 

 [2] E. Tolosa et al., Lancet Neurol., 5 (2006) 

 [3] V.L. Marshall et al., Movement Disorders, 24 (2009) 

 [5] H.Y. Shin et al, J Clinical Neurology, 3 (2007) 
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The research initiative APAPES has established a new experimental station at the 

5MV TANDEM of the NCSR “Demokritos” with a new beam line dedicated exclusively to 

atomic collisions physics research [1]. The experimental setup, developed for zero-degree 

Auger projectile spectroscopy, will perform high resolution studies of electrons emitted in 

ion-atom collisions at 0° with respect to the ionic beam direction. The apparatus consists of a 

hemispherical deflector analyzer, equipped with a 4-element zoom lens at its entry and a 2-

dimensional position sensitive detector, together with a doubly-differentially pumped gas 

target. It is currently fully operational and used in performing systematic isoelectronic 

investigations of K-Auger spectra emitted from collisions of He-like ions with gas targets. 

Our goal is to provide a better understanding of the cascade feeding of the 1s2s2p 
4
P 

metastable states produced in collisions of He-like and H-like ions with gas targets [2].  

Our experimental measurements so far have been limited to electron capture to a 

mixed state (1s
2
, 1s2s 

3
S) 12 MeV C

4+
 ion beam generated at the terminal foil stripper.  In 

order to perform measurements with both pure ground state as well as mixed state beams, it is 

necessary to incorporate: i) A terminal gas stripper [3], ii) A stripping point along the beam 

line after acceleration hosting both foil and gas (post) strippers. This also allows us to vary 

the fraction of metastable 1s2s 
3
S component. The intensities of the expected beam charge 

states after stripping are calculated from a charge state analysis code using mainly the semi-

empirical formulas of Nikolaev and Dmitriev [4] and Sayer [5] along with the beam energy, 

its characteristics (Z, atomic mass) and the incoming charge state.  

A description of the characteristics and the operation principles of both gas and foil 

post- and terminal- strippers will be presented.   
 

* Co-financed by the European Union and Greek national funds through OP: Education and 

Lifelong Learning, Research Program: THALES. 

[1] I. Madesis et al., J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 583, 012014 (2015) 

[2] T.J.M. Zouros et al Phys. Rev. A 77, 050701R (2008) 

[3] E.P. Benis et al., Phys. Rev. A 65, 064701 (2002) 

[4] I. S. Dmitriev et al., J. Exp. Theo. Phys. 47, 615 (1964) 

[5] R.O. Sayer Rev. Phys. Appl. 12, 1543 (1977) 
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Abstract 

 
Milos Island is part of the Hellenic Volcanic Arc and hosts a unique shallow-sea hydrothermal 

system, which covers almost 35 km
2
 of seafloor, down to (at least) 300 m water depth, with maximum 

temperatures reaching 150°C [1]. The most intense submarine venting occurs in Palaeochori Bay, 

where hydrothermal fluids and CO2-rich gasses discharge through the sediments and produce 

hydrothermal precipitates of various colors. 

This study aims to investigate the levels of natural radioactivity (
238

U, 
232

Th decay series and 
40

K) 

in marine sediment cores sampled from the hydrothermal system off Palaeochori Bay by SCUBA 

diving. The research focused on: a) the white-colored hydrothermal precipitates, collected in slices of 

2 cm down to 22 cm depth, b) the seagrass area, where sampling reached the depth of 12 cm and c) 

the brown-grey area that is considered the background sediment, down to 20 cm depth. 

The samples have been analyzed with the UoA GEROS γ-ray spectrometry station (a 23% HPGe 

detector with appropriate Pb shielding and special holders to accommodate samples of different 

geometries). Collected spectra were analyzed with the SpectrW software suite [2] and the results will 

be presented in depth profiles. The mean measured values of the 
238

U-series radioisotopes were: 
226

Ra: 

603 ± 4 Bq/kg, 
214
Pb: 18.3 ± 0.2 Bq/kg, 

214
Bi: 24.9 ± 0.3 Bq/kg, while 

228
Ac: 18.6 ± 0.4 Bq/kg and 

208
Tl: 55.4 ± 1.8 Bq/kg were obtained for the 

232
Th-series. 

40
K was measured at: 530 ± 6 Bq/kg. The 

artificial radionuclide, 
137

Cs, was not observed in significant amounts above the background. A 

correlation to the hydrothermal sediments geochemical characteristics will be discussed in prospect of 

the awaited results from additional spectroscopic techniques that are currently under detailed analysis. 
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